This simple little box

can make a very big improvement
in the system you're planning.
If you are a system designer, and if you are planning a
process control system, machine tool control, commercial
data acquisition,. computer input/output, business system,
banking system or just about any system for industryread how the new Ampex incremental Commercial Data
Recorder can give you a lot more capability, for a lot less
money, than anything else in its field.
Greater capability, lower cost. What makes the new Ampex
CDR· 1 so much better? It's a magnetic tape recorder. For
the first time, designers and manufacturers of systems
that use other input/ output devices can enjoy all the
inherent advantages of magnetic tape. The CDR·l records
up to 2400 bits of information per second-incrementally,
from random or continuous sources. It plays back up to
3840 bits per second at rates that can be varied to match
the input requirements of transmission lines, computers
or readout devices. The CDR·l automatically verifies each
bit of data as soon as it is recorded: errors are fewer than

o
o

1 in 10,000,000. One small CDR·l tape cartridge stores
as much data as 7000 feet of punched paper. And it can
be erased and used again. With all these advantages,
over·all operating costs of the CDR·l are bound to be
lower than present systems. With all these advantages,
initial cost is competitive-right down to the penny-with
most paper tape systems.
Designed to meet a wide range of applications. The CDR·l
can be interfaced with many different types of data trans·
mission control and computer equipment.
Literally fool-proof. Operating the CDR·l is as simple as
slipping the magnetic tape cartridge into a slot. There's
no threading, no rewinding. And the cartridge keeps data
from being damaged. These are important benefits when
it comes to selling your system.
Yours for the asking. Detailed engineering specifications,
brochure, or a demonstration of the CDR· 1 are yours for
the asking. Just send us the coupon.

Ampex Corporation
401 Broadway
Redwood City, Calif.

Please send me brochure and specs of the new CDR·1.
I would like to arrange for a demonstration.

NAME

ADDRESS

o

COMPANY

CITY
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DO YOU HAVE A SIGNAL PROCESSING PROBLEM?
AMBILOG 200 IS DESIGNED TO SOLVE IT!

Using the best of both analog and digital techniques"
the AMBILOG 200'''' Stored Program Signal
Processor is designed from the ground up to handle
the "floods of data" generated in test and research
programs. Although such programs cover many fields
- biomedical monitoring, geophysical'research, test
stand instrumentation, automatic weapons checkout,
speech analysis - all require complex signal
processing: multiple input acquisition and output
distribution, monitoring, :editing, arithmetic, analysis,
recording and display. Because of its high processing
speed and extensive input/output for both analog and
digital data, AMBILOG 200 is ideally suited for such
tasks. Here are some examples.

Real Time Waveform Measurement

L2~2::::::::::=.2:..2=::::::::::::.22:lZ::::::~~2:::::::::::~2':::::::::::22:.SJ

Peak values, axis crossings, ratios of successive differences, and
other characteristics of analog signals are measured in real time.
Incoming signals are monitored for events of interest, using complex
programmed detection criteria. In a typical biomedical application.
the result is a 100-to-1 reduction in the bulk of magnetic tape
outp ut records.

Spectrum Analysis
Parallel hybrid multiplication and summing, 2 mic·rosecond 30-bit
digital storage, and a flexible instruction format providing efficient
list processing combine to make the AMBILOG 200 powerful in
statrstical signal analysis techniques such as Fourier transformation,
auto and cross correlation, power spectrum density analysis, and
generation of histograms 9f amplitude spectra.

Digitizing and Recording
Multiple inputs, from up to several hundred sources, are routed
through a multiplexer switch array under stored program control .
. At no penalty in sampling rates over conventional systems, the
AMBILOG 200 converts incoming data to engineering units for
recording or monitoring. An analog-to-digital converter performs
a complete 15-bit conversion in 4 microseconds for digital
storage, recording or outputing.

Display Generation
Multiple analog outputs facilitate close man-machine relationships
in systems involving visual displays. Points of an image stored in
me'mory are rotated through three space angles and projected on;a
CRT at a 50 Kc rate. Co-ordinate transformation is accomplished
simultaneously with digital-to-analog conversion.

For technical reports describing in detail these and similar
AMBILOG 200 applications, write I. R. Schwartz, Vice President.

;q~f'2J11079 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
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Advanced Scientific Instruments presents three new
performance-rated digital computer systems totally
covering the scientific computer market in the $2,150 to
$12,500 per month range. These high performance systems in ASl's ADVANCE Series are completely upward
program compatible and entirely modular in concept
thereby allowing upgrading of each of the machines to a
higher classification when your requirements demand
still greater performance.

c)

Select the system that exactly fits your requirementsthen contact ASI !
The ADVANCE 6050 has/been designed primarily
for the general purpose market. It offers capabilities
such as; double precision floating point
hardware (38 bits mantissa, 9 bits exponent)floating point multiply 17.1 microseconds-floating
point Oivide 28.5 microseconds.
Typical fixed point times include multiply
7.6 microseconds-divide 9.5 microseconds. Direct
input/output access to the accumulator register
and to memory is also featured.
Designed for use in the fast growing systems market,
the 6070 provides a high performance unit
with floating point hardware plus mUlti-processing
capabilities. Simultaneous computation is
available through an Accelerated- Processing Unit
used with the standard processor unit.
Sample operating times are; floating point
add 9.5 microseconds-floating point subtract
9.5 microseconds-Sine 42 microsecondsSquare Root 48 microseconds-Arctan 70
microseconds. Capabilities of the 6070 may be
expanded by the addition of mUlti-processing units .

"

•
Fulfilling the requirements of the high performance·
general purpose user, the ADVANCE 6080
offers such features as; memory protect
and hardware relocation. These features allow
time-shared operations, multi-programming
capabilities, and the use of remote stations.
In addition to all the above features, these systems also
have the general features of all ADVANCE Series computers. They are completely upward program compatible
and include a highly flexible high speed instruction
repertoire, word size is 24 bits plus parity, memory cycle
time is 1.9 microseconds, up to 32,000 words of memory
are directly addressable. Three hardware index registers
and indirect addressing further expand the large machine
capabilities of all these ADVANCE Series systems. The
latest advancements in microelectronic circuitry have been
incorporated in the higher performance members of the
ADVANCE Series. The 6050, 6070 and 6080 now extend
the capabilities of the ADVANCE Series equipments
already introduced, that is, the ADVANCE 6020 and
ADVANCE 6040 systems.

ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF ELECTRO-MECHANICAL RESEARCH, INC.
8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

Contact ASI to see how each of these systems can fit
your particular computer system requirements. We stand
ready to compare these systems point for point, dollar for
dollar with any machines in the same market. Write to
Advanced Scientific Instruments, 8001 Bloomington
Freeway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.
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AN OFF-BIT HISTORY 'OF MAGNETIC TAPE ... #5 of a series

by

Computape*

..

©

The Phoenicians might have become the greatest naval
power of their day if it hadn't been for Hermione.
Hermione was a Phoenician computer technician so
dazzlingly i:)eautiful she kept knocking men's eyes out.
Unfortunately, she was so vain that all the time she was
supposed to be tending to business, she'd be fooling
around admiring herself, dreaming of a movie career
and all that.
As a result, communications at the center kept going
to the dogs, leaving the Phoenician ships very much at
sea where the Persians and Greeks had an easy time
picking them off.
As for the vain Hermione - well, you might know. The
movie people lost no time in ,signing her up to star in the
"Reg. T.M. Computron Inc.

Computron Inc. 1965

film version. It was all about a computer technician so
dazzlingly beautiful she kept knocking men's eyes out
and it was called "How to Make a Phoenician Blind".
But the dog stole the picture. He did his original bitbiting bit and the critics said he really got his teeth into
the rQII.
One of a series of documentaries made possible by
Computron Inc., a company even more intereste~ in
making history than fracturing it. Our Computape is so
carefully made that it delivers 556,800 or 1,000 bits per
inch - with no dropout.
Now - if Computape can write that kind of computer
tape history - shouldn't you be using it?'

(+J

CDMPUTRDN INC.
MEMBER OF THE

rnL\l~W

GROUP

122 CALVARY STREET, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

COMPUTAPE - product of the first company to manufacture magnetic tape for compute(s and instrumentation, exclusively.

4
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PROGRAMMING FOR AUTOMATED CHECKOUT/

by Dr. Victor

Mayper Jr.

The first ofa two-part article describes elements of an automatic tester
configuration, the four phases of automatic-test programming and the applicability
of simulation.

april

1965

by B. L. Ryle. A long-needed
standard for this specialized application is ATOLL (Acceptance, Test or Launch
Language), for which 11 translators are in various stages of completion.

33

THE ATOLL CHECKOUT LANGUAGE/

volume 11 number 4

36

SOFTWARE FOR RANDOM ACCESS PROCESSING/

by Charles W.

Bachman.

Described in the environment of processing engineering parts lists is
Integrated Data Store, software package for use with auxiliary storage media.

42

HYPHENLESS JUSTIFICATION/

by George Z. Kunkel and Tilmon H.

Marcum.

Difficult to believe till you see it is the capability to set cold type without
end-of-line hyphens and without excessive word-spacing.

47

by Martin E. Hopkins.

PROGRAMMING 360-CLASS MACHINES,

More information than is available in basic manuals is supplied in this advance peek
at the 360 ... for all you sweaty-palmed programmers.

53

DEVELOPING SYSTEMS TIMING SPECS/

by Dennis G. PriCe. and

Dennis E. Mulvihill.

This paper describes the "full" specifications appropriate to
acquiring a computer for a "typical" dp' organization, offers alternative approaches
more suitable for fob-shop operations or system upgrading.

61

NEW RUSSIAN COMPUTER. A recent translation reveals an un-named Soviet
machine with performance in the 7090 class. It "represents a modern, competent '
.
design, albeit a transistorless embodiment."

65

COBOL VS. FORTRAN: A Sequel/

by Capt. J. P. Junker and G. R.

Boward.

In answer to an earlier Datamation article, these users prefer 7094
COBOL over FORTRAN for business dp.

67

THE 115 FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC. Small-scale, card-oriented processor was designed by Olivetti, comes with a two-disc-cartridge random access unit.

70

GOVERNMENT SETS DP GUIDELINES. Following closely the release of
the Budget Bureau report on government dp aotivities is Circular A-71, instrument
of implementation for most of the recommendations 6:ontained in the former
document.

76

ADAMS' COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS. Fourteen new computers are
added, including the Spectra 70's and Honeywell 200's.

107

OF BANKERS AND COMPUTERS. Report on rthe National Automation Conference of the American Bankers Assn., which drew 800 to San Francisco.

8
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Honorable Proverb at Home in Computer Age:

rJ

n
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In cases where computer rooms have suffered data
loss from fire or heat (and tapes are vulnerable to
anything over 150°) one of the major problems has
been to reconstruct the data once they have been
destroyed, since it's not common practice to make
duplicate tapes of all data.
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FRANK D. THOMPSON
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Another phase of the problem is that often it's not
known exactly what is missing until it's needed, usually a very inconvenient time to make this discovery.
The way to avoid the problem and all its involvements is to keep tapes in a Diebold Data Safe.
Specifically engineered for magnetic tape protection, the Diebold Data Safe maintains internal
temperatures of less than 150° under the most
intense heat conditions imaginable. You can place
it right in your computer room, so reei accessibility
isn't sacrificed in any way.
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Use coupon below to get detailed information .••
without obligation, of course.
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ALSO HONORABLE COMPUTER ROOM PROVERB:
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DIEBOLD, INCORPORATED

Dept. 0-208 .

CANTON, OHIO 44701

f>,

Please send complete information on the DIEBOLD
Data Safe.
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I
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191 Data Processing Binders
Listed, Described and Illustrated in this Catalog
Ask for Your Copy Today
.,

o
Unburst Sheets....;. two
pages of data in view.

OAT A PHOCESSINC PRODUCTS

Burst Sheets - 2500
sheets in a binder

r~] ~111,© 1-f\{1
o

I_P-)(Q)~'lJ

[~~ IKK~III5X~,I~~1
I!\r~fg')

I.~,\(~~'

I; f:;:@-(Q:ff~'f ~j; S~\

Fast, easy sheet changes
for active records.

GL-264

Permanently bound
for storage

A' style for burst.and unburst marginal-punched'sheets of every size.
Thousands of firms with busy "tab" departments bind for
convenient referral, quick retrieval, permanent storage
and executive reports ... and at the same time cut their
binding costs ... with WILSON JONES Nylon Post Binders.
You can de the same. No extra steps. No extra costs.

D45

WILSON JONES COMPANY

209 South Jefferson Street
Chicago, 111.,60606
I'd like to know all about housing "tab" records, Please send me without
obligation the new WILSON JONES 16-page Nylon Post Binder Catalog,
Name
Title

Company

Address
City

State

Zip
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Accelerate your major computer throughput.
Add an Anelex Series 2000 Print Station®
System that will let you increase computer
throughput either on- or off-line at print
speeds of 1250 lines per minute with 48
character array.
Anelex Series' 2000 Print Stations are elec~
tromechanical print-out systems. designed to
read from magnetic tapes prepared in standard %" tape format. Available as con1Plete
independent systems, with tape transport
and drive assembly coupled to an Anelex
Series 5 Printer, or as a printer alone, fully
buffered (with one line of core storage)
ready to operate directly on-line to the computer main frame.
Anelex Series 2000 Print Stations have
operating speeds of 600 and 1250 LPM. Your
choice of buffers is available equivalent to
1024 or 2048 characters of core storage or
as littl~ as one line of print. These print
stations provide an answer to the problem of
increased usable print-out from particular
®TM.
major c,omputer systems.

• A workshop on "Working with
Semi-Automatic Documentation. Sys~
fe.Iris" will be held May 3-5 at the
Airlie Foundation,\Varrenton, Va.
Sporisors are AF Office of Scientific
Hesearch and System Development
Corp.
• National Industrial Production
Show of Canada" May 3-7, Toronto,
Canada, will include 21.5 companies
who will show 550 types of instruments and controls including computers, dp and NjC equipment.
• International well logging symposibm, sponsored by the International Society of Professional Well Log
Analysts, will be held May 4-7 at the
Sheraton Hotel, Dallas, Tex.
• Industrial Communications Assn.'s
annual coriference will be held May
4-7, Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel; Pittsburgh, Pa.

these are

throUghput

• Center for Technology & Administration at American U. will hold
the following courses, May 10-13: Advanced.Computer Programming, Executive House; Institute on Electronics
& Automation & Publishing, International Inn, Wash., D.C.

multipliers

• Eighth National Power Instrumentation Symposium will be held May
12-14, Commodore Hotel, N.Y. Topic:
Automation and Control Around the
World.
• The Assn. for Educational Data
Systems will hold its secQnd annual
meeting, May 12-1.5 at the Seville
Hotel, Miami, Fla.
• Western Systems. Conference will
be held May 13, Statler Hilton.HQtel,
Los Angeles, Calif. Theme: Direction
& Decision . . . the Management
Challenge. Conference is sponsored
by Systems & Procedures Assn., southern Calif. chapters.

Best of all you can own your own Anelex
Print Station System outright.
Call or ~rite:. Anele~ Corporation . ~
at your first convenience.
k~:~·~1:~~~

ANELEX
ANELEX CORPORATION

8

•

150 CAUSEWAY STREET •

BOSTON, MASS. 02114

• The Association of Data Processing
Service Organizations, Inc.' will hold
its M~U1agement Symposium May 1314, Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev.
ADAPSO is the trade association of
service bureaus.
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anyone can afford

a new "off-line"
tape converter
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Free your computer. Convert or duplicate magnetic and paper tapes and punched cards faster and more economically, "off line," with one of these new high-speed Versa-Verter* tape converters. Select the bi-directional versatilify of the SC-332A unit or the uni-directional economy of a new B, C or 0 model. Each has a universal code
converter with programmable plug board and a standard density magnetic tape transport. Ideal for data translation
needs for num'erically controlled machine tools, invoice and inventory data control, and business machine tape
conversions. Select the one designed for your requirements and write or call for information. Phone (716) 342-8000
or write: Product Mgr., Dat q Equipment, General Dynamicsl Electronics, 1400 N. Goodman St., Rochester, N. Y.
·Trademarkapplledlor

shop here
SC-332A VERSA-VERTER
MAGNETIC to PAPER TAPE! PAPER to
MAGNETIC,T APE! pAp~R to PAPER TAPE,
Features up to a 2,048-character buffer, 1000-char/sec.
PT reader, 300-char/sec. punch. Operates with standard
5, 6, 7 or 8 level paper tape. Post-punch verification also
available.

~------------....(

SC':332B VERSA':VERTER
pAPER'to MAGNETIC TAPE

A uni-directional unit with a 100-char/sec. PT
reader that operates with standard 5, 6, 7 or 8
level paper tape.

SC-332C VERSA-VERTER
MAGNETIC to PAPER TAPE
A uni-directional unit with up to 2,048char. buffer and a 300-char/sec. PT
punch that operates with either 5-level
"/'6'~ tape or 6, 7 and 8 level 1" paper
tape. Post-punch verification available.

SC-332D VERSA-VERTER
PUNCHED CARD to MAGNETIC
TAPE
A uni-directional unit with a 1OO-card/min. reader
that accepts standard 80-column punched cards.

GENERAL OYNAMICs.:; I ELEC:TRONIC:S
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
CIRCLE 10 ON READER CARD
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• GUIDE International, user organization for medium- to large-scale IBM
systems, will hold its session May 1821, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
• Brandon Applied Systems, Inc.,
N.Y. dp consulting firm, is offering
following courses: Management Standards for DP, N.Y., May 19-20; Computer Selection and Characteristics
Analysis, Wash., D.C., April 28-29
and N.Y., June 9-10._

[AT ONE TIME]
~

• Power Industry Computer Application Conference, sponsored by the
IEEE Power Group, will be held
May 19-21, Jack Tar Harrison Hotel,
Clearwater, Fla. Topic: ComputersTheir Present and Future Impact.
• Digital Equipment Computer
Users Society will hold its spring technical meeting at William James Hall,
Harvard U., Cambridge, Mass., May'
20-21.
.

ONE

• Annual meeting of POOL will be
held May 20-22, Statler Hilton Hotel,
N.Y. POOL is the organization of
users of General Precision computers.

BOLD
STEP

• IFIP (International Federation for
Informa tion Proc,essing) Congress
65, including Interdata 65 Exhibition
(May 24-27), will be held at the
New York Hilton Hotel, May 24-29.

can make your paper-flow
keep up with automation
To make automation pay, never
keep it waiting for in-put material.
And never let processed data and
print-out bog down on the way to
where they are needed. You can
meet both those "musts" with one
bold step.Talkwith an AcmeVisible
Paper-Flow Specialist. Let him show
you the fascinating and entertaining film: "The Revolution in Paper
Flow." See instant·access files,
Centrac rotaries, Orda·Flow Conveyors in action. Then let our Specialist custom·plan a system to
keep all your paperwork moving
automation fast. Send the coupon.

f4i!t4'

VI SIB LE

• College of Engineering, U. of
Michigan, is offering a series of 13 noncredit course~ for engineers and scientists. Dates run from May 24-August
9; subjects include introduction to
optical dp and digital computer engineering; digital computers in realtime; automata theory; operation research; hybrid computation. Fees
range from $160-275.

------------------~

Without cost or obligation, we'd like to see
"The Revolution in Paper-Flow_"
NAME _______________________
TITLE ______________________
COMPANY ____________________

I

I
II

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

__________________ 1I
ADDRESS
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with HURON

CAR/BOND®
PAPER

Eliminate costly extra runs
or secondary duplicating
operations . . . HU RON
CAR/BOND® Paper will deliver up to 15 clear copies
from one print-out operation.
The proof is in the printing,
so try HURON CAR/BOND
Paper as our guest. We'll
send you a sample set run
on an IBM 1403 and a
supply of blank sets to run
on your own equipment.
Once you're convinced,
contact your business forms
manufacturer and specify
HURON CAR/BOND Paper
by name. There is no
substitute!

• Conference on "Cybernation, Automation and Human Response,"
sponsored by the Institute for Cybercultural Research, Inc., will be held
May 27-29, Americana Hotel, N.Y.

I

Acme Visible Records, Inc.
7504 West Allview Drive, Crozet, Va.

~

• Purdue U., Lafayette, Ind., will
conduct a course, Computer Models
and Simulation Techniques for Power
System Engineering, June 7-18.
• Southeastern regional conference
of ACM will be held June 10-12,
Palm Beach Towers, Palm Beach, Fla.
• MIT, Cambridge, Mass. will sponsor a two-week summer course on
Concepts of Management Planning
and Control Systems: Theory and
Technology, June 15-25.

PoHTnURoN
PAPER COMPANY

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN 48061
CIRCLE 12 ON READER CARD
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Looking for a LOW COST Data hook-up
between head and branch offices?

•

"

ca e

Here's the unique
Telepath*CODE TRANSLATOR

This low-cost unit that breaks the
data transmission barrier between
head and divisional offices is now in
use with major telephone companies.
With a computer in head office and a
Telepath Code Translator at each branch
or divisional office. electronic data flows
as freely as if each branch were computer equipped.
The Telepath Code Translator takes
punch card data and turns itintoteletype
code for transmission. Or takes teletype
code and feeds it as punch card data
for the computer.
Integrating distant offices into EDP

systems. CAE translators quickly repay
their costs through increased utilization
of expensive computers and more economical use of wire.
CAE Telepath data processing peripheral equipment is in wide use over the
world: translators; selectors; supervisory. control and telemetry systems.
Fast delivery. CAE translators are
available now for adaptation to any data
processing system. old or new. Our field
experts in system analysis and design
will recommend equipment that's exactly
tailored to your needs.
... CAE Registered trade name

For full information write or call:

TELEPATH CT-512-X TRANSLATOR is an
on-line device that receives 5-level serial data
and transmits 12-level punch card data.
Five-level serial code is taken 'directly from
the line, translated to 12-level parallel code and
fed to a business machine card punch. Or 12level parallel code is taken directly from car~
punch, translated to 5-level (8 unit) serial
code for direct transmission. Built-in power
supply. Available for any transmission speed.

CANADIAN AVIATION ELECTRONICS LTD.
P.O. Box 6166, Montreal 3. Quebec. Canada. Phone 514-631-6781
intheU.S.: ONEIDA ELECTRONICS INC., Utica. New York

April 1965
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where
economy
begins
in data
.
processing
Designers, builders and users of EDP
systems are fighting the traditionally
hjgh cost of computing. They wage the
dollar battle by specifying systems
components that do the job better for
less mon~y. Like computer magnetic
tape units from Datamec. Numberwise,
known as the D2020 and the 03030.
Otherwise known for setting new 'industry standards in all-around economy: lower initial cost, reduced maintenance expen,se, greater up-time,
higher performance reliability.
The D 2020 is an attractively-priced unit
for computer and off-line applications
where moderate speed performance is
highly practical (data transfer rates up
to 36,000 characters per second), .
The D 3030 offers the same unprecedented economy and reliability for
heavy duty, on-line use with digital
computers and other digital EDP systems requiring higher data transfer
rates (up to 60,000 characters per
second).

Some 70 leading companies already
use Datamec c9mputer magnetic tape
units in their data systems. Want to see
the list- along with the reaso,",s why?
Write Tom Tracy at Datamec Corppration, 345 Middlefield Road, Mountain
View, California.

@)~l?~[fW@r:s®
leadership in Igw-cost/high-reliability
digital magnetic tape handling
CIRCLE 14 ON READER CARD
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computers & people
Sir:
Dr. Fein ("Dear Mr. President," Jan.,
p. 39) makes the fantastic proposal
that more dat q [regarding automation
and employ~ent] be obtained by accurately predicting supply and demand for the next 10 years. He admits
the difficulties of such a task are so
insurIl10untable that even trained government economists despaired in its
wake, but implies all that is required
for success is more money, experts,
and organization. (To grasp just an
inkling of the enormity of this task
. . . how simple is it to predict all
t4e breakthroughs to be expected in
the computer field in the next 10
years, or just next year·? Multiply this.
by the myriads of fields of technology
and you have just one small factor in
the complexity of "demand")
DARREL K. LACHEL
Cubic Corporation
San Diego, California

Sir.'

J believe

Dr~' Fein has fallen into the
trap of assuming that we can predict
over rather long periods of time such
amazingly complex and changeable
factors as consumer tastes, individual
capacity and propensity to consume,
the varieties of consumable goods and
services, the quality (as opposed to
quantity) of such goods and services,
birth rate, technological development,
national goals, international commitments, etc. So long ,as we retain our
motivation toward progress and our'
individual freedom of choice, Dr.
Fein's proposal is not only "extremely
difficult," but also impossible., .
WILFRED A. KRAEGEL
Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

collector's items
Sir.'
It was nice to be. complimented by
R. L. Patrick, who refers to "the set
of original Princeton Reports by
Burks, Goldstine, and Von Neumann"
asa collector's item (Feb., p. 41).
Actually, I was co-author of only the
first of these, "Preliminary Discussion
of the Logical Design of an Electrollic
Computing Instrument." This was the
report reprinted in DATAMATIO~.

There were three further reports
by Von Neumann and Goldstine,
"Planning and Coding of Problems for
an Electronic Computing Instrument,"
in three volumes. These pioneering
reports develop programming methods for modern electronic computers,
including the use of flow diagrams,
a library of subroutines, and combining routines.
All of the Princeton Reports are
reprinted in Volume V of Von Neumam~'s "Collected Works," edited by
A. H. Taub, published by Macmillan.
This volume contains many other
valuable papers on computers. Von
Neumarn left two unpublished manu.scrip~s in automata theorY,which
I am editing. These will go to the
Univ. of Illinois Press shortly, which
will publish them under the title,
"Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata,"
.
ARTHUR W. BURKS
Department of Philosophy
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

hungary's maclogal
Sir.'
Maclogal, the "stranger-than-fiction"
machine from Hungary, may indeed
be a "universal logical apparatus,"
as you have reported (Feb., p. 65).
Its memory probably is huge enough
to qualify for this classification (in
the larger sense) whether its logi~
qualifies or not. You report that "~
news agency gives its stQrage capacity
as 1,260 x 1027 alphanumerics." If w'e
assume that each alphanumeric consists of six bits and each cor~ effectively occupies one cubic millimeter
(since it has "an outer diameter of
1 mm"), the space required to hous~
the core storage is roughly seven
times the volp.me of the earth!
VICTOR E. WHITTIER
Computation Rr;se(lrch Lab.
The Dow Chemi'cal Company
Midland, Michigan
We told you it was strlJnger than fiction.

dp softwar~
Sir.' .
In the February issue (p. 17) the
comment is made, "To make its 900
series look to p~ogrammel:s Jike decimal computers, Scientific D~ta Sys~

'I

tems is developing a meta-assembler
with Boolean logic." Unfortunately,
this is misleading in that our metaassembler ( currently available) incorporates extensive Boolean logic as
a standard characteristic . . . [Actually, SDS] is extending its metaassembler by incorporating character
manipulative procedures. This exten.sian yields a business language that
is free form and character-oriented,
somewhat analogous to the Autocoder
type assemblers found on character
machines.
DONALD H. SUNDEEN
Scientific Data Systems
Santa Monica, California

s9ftware copyrights
Sir:
It would appear that it is R. F. Brady
who seems to have missed the pOint
(Feb., p. 12) of J. Richard Swenson's
somewhat satirical letter in the December issue. Mr. Swenson was obviously trying to point out the misconception among many programmers

and management personnel concerning the protection of copyrights for
computer programs (i.e., that a copyright can be voided simply by changing a few words in the program).
What Mr. Swenson was saying, in
effect, was: "Try it and take the consequences when litigation begins."
Although the Copyright Office is
somewhat vague in its instructions
concerning the copyrighting of programs (e.g., "The detailed practices
of the Copyright Office in this area
will have to be evolved over a period
of time, on the basis of experience"),
it has agreed to consider registration
for a computer program as a "book"
in Class A under certain conditions.
Thus, a copyrighted program has the
same protection as a book-which obviously cannot be voided by "changing a few words." However, in the
end, as Mr. Brady points out, precedent throug~ litigation will have the
final word.

DREXAMATIC

PUNCHED
CARD
PROGRAMMERS

Model 2545

F. HOLT
Los Angeles, California

JAMES

P-S-S-T!

Model·754-A

are now used in

MINUTEMAN,
SATURN &APOLLO
for

YES?
What do you know
about NECU?

NECLI? - Oh yes, you mean NEW ENGLAND
COATING LABORATORIES, INC.
They manufacture a magnetic computer tape
with a PLUS.

A product with a plus?

Yes. It's a general purpose regular duty magnetic tape for discrete variable recording
applications. But, due to a low value of surface resistance, surface finish, wearability in
conjunction with coating to backing adhesion
and flexibility, it performs similarly to heavy

duty tape.
How can I get more
detailed information?

()

Easy, write to:

NE

c=:U

CIRCLE 45 ON READER CARD

Test programming
Status indication
Access limitation
Communication switching
Operator identification
and Parameter programming

These militarized card readers are
offered in both IBM and Rem Rand
format ... with up to 960 switch
contacts. For assistance in applying
punched card readers to your specific installation ... just give us
details ... and we will send our
recommendations plus appl ication
data on how to use card readers.
Write to:

NEW ENGLAND

COATING
LABORATORIES, INC.

9 SPRING STREET, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 02154

April 1965
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400 MAPLE AVE., HORSHAM, PA.
SUBURBAN PHILADELPHIA
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Record it •••
(o~

... in accounting department

... at the meter

••• at the tank farm

14

magnetic tape)

... at the parts bin

... in the warehouse '

',' . in the payroll department

••. on the job site

... at the cash register

... in the delivery truck
CRTRMRTICN

Report it!
(quickly, correctly)

o

SODA System closes
the gap between
data sources and
comput~r

Now-a data acquisition system
which enables you to capture pata
where
specify ... to virtually
eliminate key punching"and verifying ... and to remove the possibility of error in transcription.
SODA-Source Oriented Data Acquisition offers these capabilities
along with many more cost and
time-saving advantages.

you

SODA is a simple two-step system: First, the worker at or near
the source of data records entries
on magnetic tape with a digital
magnetic recorder. Next, the resultant tapes bypass intermediate
conversion and go directly
through a tape reader into the
computer. Record it, report it!

Flexibility
SODA System gives you the flexibility to tailor the hardware to the
application. Magnetic recording
devices are available in both portable and desk top models. You
can capture data when and where
your requirements dictate. All
hardware is easy to use; only
minimum operator training is
required.

Reliability
Four key factors combine to
assure high level reliability with
SODA-First, all recording is

made on low density magnetic
tape to insure data capture;
second, data are usually entered
on simple devices by the worker
who is most familiar with the
meaning of the data itself; third,
once the data are recorded on
tape there is no further transcription; fourth, computer speed is
utilized by programmed routines
to accomplish tne desired parity
function, validity tests and control
totals. Accuracy is inherent in the
system.

SODA
Data Capture Hardware
SODA permits data capture
from vi rtua IIy any sou rce,
including other business machines. All devices produce
a reusable 1/4 inch tape in
a BCD 4 level code, enumerating from 450 to 13,000
words per reel, 10 characters
per word.

SODA Metercorder®
Portable Digital Tape Recorder weighingonlytwo
~nd a half Ibs.

Dollar Savings
In addition to enhancing overall
EDP payout, SODA offers dramatic dollar saving advantage.
Cost savings in just key punch
time and cards add up to overwhelming economic justification
in many applications.

Capability
The SODA concept and hardware
blanket a broad range of applications and data acquisition requirements. It answers the need
for acquisition of data collected
at scattered locations ... for
faster computer input of inventory and forecasting data ... and
most important, reliable and high
speed acquisition of decisiongenerating data for operating and
management reports. SODA allows you to RECORD IT ... REPORT IT quickly, economically,
accurately! For full information,
write: UGC Instruments, Inc., 5610
Parkersburg Dr., Houston, Texas.

SODA Amcorder®
Adding Machine / Digital
Tape -Recorder. Available in
single position and shuttle
carriage models.

SODA Countercorder®
Portable Battery - Powered
Tape Recorder.

SODA

A~aptocorder®

Digital Tape
Recorder Interfaces WIth
many adding
machines, cash registers,
calculators.

UGC Instruments, Inc.
A Subsidiary of United Gas Corporation

CIRCLE 16 ON READER CARD
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Him say, uWhen reliability counts, count on Mylar®. "
There'll be no signaling from your computer (or its operators) if you make certain that all your tapes are ona
base of "Mylar""*. Thaf's because "Mylar" is strong (a
tensile stre!1gth of 20,000 psi), stable (unaffected by

C[iJ PO tIT.2

AttO U
1 0"
Better Th;'ngs for Bet"ter living
•.. through Chemistry
OJ

...

temperature or humidity changes) and durable (no plasticizer to dry out or become brittle with age). No wonder it
has been the most used tape base for the past ten years.
Re"member: When reliabiljty counts, cownt on "Mylar".
onlyl)U PONT

makes

MY'AR®
POL.VESTER FIL.M

• [Iu Pont's registered trademark

"f~r

Its polyester fil"';"
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NEW CORE MEMORY
--FROM EMI
Latest randomaccess core memory is "Nanomemory," a
16K, 56-bit unit with a 350 nanosecond access, and a
900-nsec cycle time. L.A.'s Electronic Memories, Inc.,
is producing the memory for fall delivery, and says
cost per bit will be comparable to one-megabit, twousec versions. Speed is supposed to be enhanced by
short drive lines (none longer than 900 cores), no
time separation between read and write currents
(because no inhibit current used), and because low
noise levels mean no need to pause for noise recovery.
Costs are lowered by lack of a fourth inhibiting wire,
and by the use of standard 30-mil cores.
Options will include a 700-nsec cycle and 350-nsec
access using 20-mil cores, temperature ranges of
O°C to 50°C, and a smaller 28-bit version.

achallen eand
roject polio ill
~d by responsible
every here. Wolf

)evelopment Corp.
key role in this

MPPL IN FOR NPL
We hear that-a-trivial bottleneck was delaying release
of some NPL specs: the "initial" problem. Seems
Britain objected to NPL, which also stands for
National Physical Labs, and suggested MPL, but that
one stands for a French company. The result, a neWname: MPPL (Multi-Purpose Programming Language) •

•

MOHAWK COPIES! PHILOSOPHY,
ORIGINATES A PRODUCT
There'S a lot of flutter about a new Herkimer, N.Y.
outfit which has announced a device which transcribes
info directly onto computer mag tape (see New
Products). It's Mohawk Data Sciences Corp., formed
last year, and headed by a bevy of ex-Univac people
(giving rise to rumbles Univac may sue Mohawk).
Now employing over 50, M~hawk has its sights set on
a market for some 75,000 Data Recorders, will offer
them directly, through franchise dealers and OEM, the
latter especially overseas.
.
A MDS brochure pitches IBM's industry domination,
its plans to capitalize on· this, following IBM & CDC
product development which matches 6-7-year generation
cycles. MDS says it will try to hit gaps in the IBM
product line, noting "IBM is, basically, a rental
agency." So, evidently, is MDS. One unit costs $7K,
rents for $115. The rental goes to Boothe Leasing.

ldertaking. Would
like to join us?
AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONO
IAKER AVENUE. WEST CONCORD •

MASS. 01781

~··

U

PROFITS, PRODUCTS
POPPING AT SDS
Things are poppin' out at Millionaire Max Palevsky's
hacienda. SDS (including new subsidiary CSC), has a
$30-million backlog; expects to gross $45-million in
'65, up its earnings/share from $1.02 to $1.50;
delivered the first integrated circuit computer;
announced a special-purpose 9300 called the~DES-l
(Digital Equation Solver) and two new head-per-track
disc files.

an equal-opportunity employer

DATAMATION

Continued on page 19
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Job tit]
LOGIC DESIGNERS • S

they can be misleading.

ELIMINATE PAPER TAPE PROBLEMS WITH

DIGI-STCRE@DS-2
MAGNETIC TAPE UNITS
BIDIRECTIONAL ••• ASYNCHRONOUS

• Speeds up to 333 characters per
second.
• Operates in either write or read
mode-can replace both tape punch
and reader.
• Lower initial cost than high-speed
punches.
• Hand les any code up to 8 levels.
• 8 times more packing density than
paper tape-less tape bulk-no chad
problems.
• Less tape handling cost - DS-2
tape can be reused thousands of
times without erasing.
• Compatible with conventional
paper tape digital data handling
systems.

• Plug-in interface logic available
to suit individual requirements.
• High reliability - all-solid-state
circuitry - only one main moving
part - less downtime - reduced
ma i ntena nee cost.
WRITE TODAY FOR DS-2 TECHNICAL
DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

Some of the most
challenging engineering
being done at Honeywell is
hidden behind the job title
Logic Design Engineer.
At Honeywell,
the Logic Design Engineer's
responsibilities cut across
several technical disciplines.
Working with other
specialists he creates the
computer systems'
specifications, including the
specifications for the central
processor and peripheral
Address your resume to:

'Mr. Frederick S. Bartlett, Personnel M,

151 Needham
,Newton Highlandl

TRAK ELECTRONICS
COMPANY, INC.
59 Danbury Road. Wilton, Conn.

Opportunities exist at other Honeywell Divisions. SI
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Continued from page 17

The RAD (Rapid Access Disc) 9167 can hold over
8-million six-bit characters on up to four discs, has
an average access tim~ of 17 msec, a 480K cps transfer
rate; p~ices go from $23,500 to $lOOK.
The RAD 9166 has a maximum capacity ~f 2 million
characters; average access time is 34 msec; transfer
rate is 60K cps; prices range from $18,500 to $95K.
The DES-l combines a 9300, a special operator
language and programming system (including compiler)
for the solution of differential equations.

o
ONWARD & UPWARD
FOR ON-LINE CREDIT

Telecredit, L.A. outfit offering stores on-line
checking to see if a would-be check-casher is wanted
by the police, now has 1700 customers who get up to
175 calls a month for $35, is still using a hopped-up
305 Ramac. A new service to banks offers a card which
permits its customers to cash checks at Telecredit-ed
stores. So far, 18 banks with 26 outlets in SoCal are
signed-up; 35,000 cards have been issued. Telecredit
plans new services once they get their 360 next year.

TIME-SHARING FOR CAL.

Latest ARPA-funded time-sharing installation is at
the U. of Cal, Berkeley, where a modified 32K-core
SDS 930 and a PDP-5 (which will be used to buffer
CRT's), will help research into on-line research. The
930 is being changed to offer memory assignment and
protection, and will be able to address 128K of core,
just in case. Display ~nd drum will arrive next month.
The system will have its own operating system, will
start with basic assembly·language, revamped Fortran,
and eventually build its own language and specialpurpose translators. The system will have one remote
display plus six Teletype consoles initially.

RUMORS AND
·RAW RANDOM DATA

Computer Usage has been awarded a contract by
Fujitsu to develop a Fortran IV compiler for the
FONTAC computer. Delivery is slated for late' fall. The
contract, reportedly for $250K, may be the first for
foreign software won by the American firm •••• We
understand there are 83 computers installed now in
Mexico •••• Data Display, rocked a bit by the appearance
of the cheaper IBM 2260 display, says it will be
competitive by the time 2260 deliveries begin ••••
IBM, evidently tired of the university give-away game,
has upped its educational discount to 35-45%. It was
20% •••• Some wise guy stole a DPMA test at the latest
certificate exam. One estimate is that it will cost
DPMA $20K to revise the entire test •••• ·
It looks as if the U. of Michigan will go 360/66
for its time-sharing system. The 66, the 60/62 with
relocation hardware, won out over the GE 625 and CDC
relocation versions of the 3800 and the 6400 ••••
Honeywell, which announced 15-million-to-billion-pluscharacter random access memories this month, will
announce the 8200 computer soon. It's in the 360/70
class •••• IBM has told GUIDE it will support both MPPL
(nee NPL) and COBOL; the latter will evidently not
be dropped in favor of the newer language....
-Raytheon is coming out with are-vamped 440, yclept
450 •••• Standard Oil of N.J.'s Mel Grosz has joined the
war on poverty as a part-time assistant in info
processing to Sargent Shriver •••• People using or
contemplating getting LGP-30's will be glad to learn
that Librascope is offering maintenance cohtracts for
up to five years ••••

o
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We'll go to any length
to make Celanar Polyester Film
your best buy!
We mean that literally! Case in point: Customers pointed out that
a splice-free roll, tailored to their specifications (rather than to
the suppliers), would give them a considerable processing advantage. So, unlike the other supplier, we tailor Celanar roll lengths
.
to our customer's specifications. Your specifications:

'.

This is just one of the meaningful service advantages causing so
many manufacturers to switch to new Celanar polyester film. For
magnetic tape. Packaging. :Engineering reproduction. Metalizing.
Stationery and office supplies. And electrical applications.
Other good reasons include cleanliness. New Celanar film is prod~ced in a sealed-off "White Room" clean enough for surgerythe most modern in the industry. For the cleaner the polyester film,
the better it processes.
Then there's the fact that Celanar film is protected against dust
contamination by use of non-fibrous cores. That it may be shipped
with Impact Recorders to protect you against accepting film jolted
and damaged during shipment. And with temperature recording
flags to alert you to the possibility of undetected harmful environmental changes suffered in transit.
This is the kind of meaningful service you would expect from
Celanese Plastics-whose operating philosophy is that the customer, not the supplier, is always right. Celanese Plastics Company,
744 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J.
. .celanese® Celanar®

Celanar® Polyester Film
Roll lengths tailored to your specifications, is just one
of six meaningful service advantages you get when you
switch to new Celan~r polyester film.
CIRCLE 19 ON READER CARD
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REPORT
ADP POT BOILtNG
ON CAPITOL HILL

BUSINESS BOOMING
IN COMPUTER BONEYARD

The Budget Bureau, at the request of Sen. McClellan,
is preparing draft legislation embodying
recommendations contained in its recently-issued
report on government dp practices and policies. Though
BOB has already implemented a number of important
changes with its Circular A-71 (see p. 70), several of
its most critical recommendations would require
enabling legislation and/or appropriations. These
include the establishment of a revolving fund "to
facilitate the establishment of service centers,
equipment pools and time sharing arrangements," a
directive to the Bureau of Standards "to establish a
centralized research center on computer sciences and
technology," and a command to all agencies to
cooperate in the pending development of federal dp
standards.
The BOB report was also noteworthy for what it did
not recommend. The two most notable omissions were
establishment within the General Services Admin. of a
central procurement responsibility for dp gear, and
the inclusion of contractor-operated, governmentfinanced computing equipment in same.
In rejecting these two innovations, long sought by
the General Accounting Office, BOB said they would
"dilute the responsibi1ity of agency heads for the
management of their organizations," and "interfere
with direct government agency-contractor relationships
unnecessarily." However, BOB did indicate its
willingness to go along with an extension of existing
guidelines on the purchase or rental of dp equipment
to government contractors under cost-reimbursement
contracts. If adopted, this would .mean, for example,
a contractor would be reimbursed only for the purchase
cost of his equipment even if accumulated rentals
.
were in excess of that figure.
Copies of the· report, as Senate Document 15, are
available from the Govt. Printing Office for $0.50.
Old computers never die, but they are becoming
declared "excess" with increasing frequency within
the governmerit. When this happens, the machines fall
under the jurisdiction of the recently-formed
(mid-'64) ADP Utilization Dept. of the General
Services Admin., which attempts to find a home for
them, or their component parts, with other government
agencies. Unique within GSA, the separate organization
reflects the growing awareness of the special nature
of dp equipment.
As many as five to 10 systems, along with much
peripheral gear, are declared excess each month. This
volume is expected to grow exponentially as thirdgeneration hardware arrive on the scene, another
reason for the creation of a specialized department.
Systems, of course, are either purchased or leased.
"Government-owned equipment is much easier to move,"
said a department official, "since agencies can obtain
it just for the cost of dismantling and shipping."
Continued on page 111
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What goes on
out there ...

Depends on
what goes on
in here and ...

Mesa software
makes it go
Your problem, let's say, is automatic checkout. Or data acquIsItion. Or some other real-time
'situation. Who can provide the
best software package? Mesa.
In Sacramento, there's a major
new test facility for the Saturn
S-IVB stage of Apollo. Who performed software system design
and computer programming for
the ground instrumentation system? Mesa.
The software package exceeds
30,000 instructions. Special flexibility of the executive provides for
several hours of set-up, calibration, and ambient testing prior to
the actual data acquisition phase.
In the data acquisition mode,' the
executive provides for monitoring
1 or more of 380 different measmaximum instanurements at
taneous rate of 20kc. The data acquisition programs are s~pported
by library programs, programs for
automatic assignment of system
elements to route measurement
signals through the system, and
programs for post-test requction
of collected data.

a

That's a very brief sample. Other
current real-time projects include
software for Mariner automatic
checkout, and telemetry data acquisition at the Mississippi test
facility. Because of Mesa's consulting work in hardware design
and system engineering as well
as programming. Mesa does more
to optimize system p'erformance.
Take a contract that called for programming alone. Mesa debugged
the hardware, too - at no extra
cost.

,,.

f.

Isn't this the kind of team you
want? Find out how Mesa Does
More For You (MDMFY). Write for
your MDMFY report. Client Services Headquarters, 1833 East 17th
Street, Santa Ana, California
92701. Or call Mesa in Inglewood,
Los Angeles, S'anta Ana, Washington D.C. or Huntsville.

,

MESA SCIENTIFIC
CORPORATION
.I'
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NEW PRODUCTS
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check sorter
Mod 1000 rep-ortedly costs one-third
of price of other sorters, reads and
sorts 600 6-inch MICR documents/
minute. It handles documents 6 to
9-inches long, 2~4 to 3~4-inches wide.
There are 10 sort pockets, one reject
pocket, each with capacity of 225
checks, and feeder capacity is 1,750
checks. The caster..,mounted unit occupies 78 x 18-inches of floor space.
LUNDY ELECTRONICS & SYSTEMS INC., MICR/SCAN DIV.,
Glen Head, N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD

manual keypunch
The 311 is a portable, desk-top unit
capable of punching up to 12 columns
of numeric' Hollerith code into 51or 80-column cards, simultaneously interpreting at the top of each column.
The 12 columns can be in any area,
positioned by an adjustable stop. Readout windows allow visual verification
of data before actual punching.
DASHEW BUSINESS MACHINES
INC., Los Angeles, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD

gp computers
The 360/64 and 66 are time-sharing
prqcessors featurin'g dynamic relocation with associative memories, and
channel controllers. Four of the latter,
with four processors and eight memories, can make up a multiprocessing
configuration. Cycle time of the 64
is 2 usec for eight characters, and of
the 66 is 1 usec. Up to 8 million
characters of core are available.
IBM-DP DIV., White Plains, N.Y.
For information:

__~ . "~"._._._._. . ~.,_., . . ",. ,. ,. ~.~=.~~:.1~ ... ~ . ~_...._., ". . ,....... _........__ ." ..... "

gether for concentricity. Flanges are
coupled to the hub by elastic cement,
permitting differences in thermal expansion without disturbing fla~ge par~
allelism. Color-coding of reel is a pla~
tic ring around hub, bearing manufacturer's name and other labeling
data. DATA PACKAGING CORP.,
Cambridge, Mass. For information:
CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD

while outputs are x and y analog deflection voltages .. Temperature range
is -25 to +85°C. INFORMATION
DISPLAYS INC., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
For information:
CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

edge-punched card splice
The 501-EP repairs tears, and reinforces folds, leading edges all(~ sprocket holes. Code editing is accom-

character generator
The CLX33083 is an integrated-circuit unit packaged on two boards.
Stroke writing is used for character
generation, which includes all digits,
all letters except Q and Z, and four
special symbols. Two formats are used
in the alphanumeric unit, rounding
is not available, and speed is llP to
50,000 cps. In operation, one input
line is provided for each character,

(

PRODUCT OF THE M 0 N T H , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : ;
The llOI Data 'Recorder combines
functions ordinarily performed by
a card punch, key verifier, and
card-to-mag-tape conversion runs.'
It transcribes directly from source
documents to half-inch tape, and
verifies the accuracy of the transcription.
With the llOl, source data is
keyed into 80-character core memory and; on command, written on
tape. The IBM-compatible unit
operates in entry, verify, and search
modes, and has skip, duplicate,
and automatic verification speeds

of 80 usec per data position. Operator can backspace to correct errors on 80-character record being
typed. Each record written on tape
is automatically read back into core
for verification.
Options include a data display,
unit record counter (for number of
records on tape), self-check digit
device, and an alternate program
to allow two record formats .per
run. MOHAWK DATA SCIENCES
CORP., Herkimer, N.Y. For information:
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instrument cleaner

l

. ,.

Micro-Duster is portable, compressed
lab:clean gas for dusting without
abrasion. The gas, dichlorodifluoromethane, is non-toxic, non-corrosive
and non-flammable, comes in i5-oz.,
replaceable can good for 600 onesecond cleanings. TEXWIPE CO.,
Passaic, N.J. For information:

./,
:t
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CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD
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mag tape reel
Hub and winding surface of reel are
of turned aluminum, npchined to-
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haps to save himself writing a separat~ verbal description
of the program for documentation. Fig. 2e shows only a
small part of the effort implied by Fig. 2c. The total process
of Fig. 2e gets the program through the first two sentences
of Fig. 2c, and the first seven words of the third sentence.
As is obvious from this narrative, Analy§is and Program
Design· is a demand~ng task. It requir~s people who can
understand both hardware and coding, anD. who are capable of think~ng about complex logical sequences. If the
testing ~peration invqlves prime equipment whose operation is' complex in detail, it is desirable that a large majority
of th~ programmers have engineering training. If the testing operati9n involve~ relatively simple indiviqual tests,
even though the total sequence may be lopg and complex,
it is possible to use more people with mathematical or
other ~raining. A mixture of both types of personnel is
normally required for a large programming' job.
Analysis and Program Design may' also require diplomatic talepts and stubborn perseverance if the prime system or test equipment is ill-defined, ill-documented, or in
a state of rapid flux.
f.~ding

. Coding begins after a flowchart (or its equivalent, such
fis a 'Yrittyn or mental step-by-step description) has been
prepared. The resulting manuscript may be in machine or
assembly language, or in a problem-oriented language. for
example, a hypothetical POL might yield Fig. 3 from
Fig. 2e.
Tape preparation from the coded manuscript is usually
of negligible cost compared to the other elements of programming, although the process development may not be,
if it has sophisticated features. For example, the development of an automatic-test compiler program may require
five to 10 man-years of highly skilled effort.
Coding mayor may not be a qe~anding task, qepending
on whether (1) schedules permit thorough analysis and
design before coding, (2) the computer speed, inputoutput, and memory size are well in excess of the bare
minimum required, and (3) the tester has an "easy" coding
structure. If all three of these conditions are true, coding is
relatively easy. I~ one of them is not true, coding may require extra talent or effort, and may react both on the
analysis-and-desigp and on the check9ut. The last of the
three conditions - coding structure - may be' improved
greatly by con~truction of a suitable compiler or interpreter.
.

'checkout
Once coding is complete, and the program tape (or
card deck) has been prepared, checkout begins. The first
step in checkout is to make the coded program correspond
with the original flowchart - that is, "cycling check" or
"elimination of blunders." All it proves is that the initial
coding has been performed correctly, and it is usually a
small part of the checkout process.
The next step of checkout is to make the flowchart
correct, and correct the coding accordingly. This is often
divided into two phases: "static" checkout and "dynamic"
checkout. Static checkout includes all checking which can
be performed without real prime equipment. For example, each step of the program may be run individually
to make sure that the proper stimulus lines are excited
and that the proper input lines are measured.
Both cycling check and static checkout are often facilitated with an off-line data processor program which simulates, at least statically, the internal operation of the automatic test equipment. Such a simulator .eliminates waiting
in line to· work with a limited amount of real test equipment, and permits an extra flexibility of "debugging" control which is useful in diagnosis of errors.
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The final step of checkout is dynamic checkout, in which
the program is run on real test equipment with real prime
equipment. This is the most time-consuming, and by far the
most expensive, phase of checkout. In this phase, the program assumes its final role as one complex element of a
larger. system, and the problems are the usual ones of
Fig. 3. Hypothetical example of code sheet in problem-oriented language, for flow chart of Figure 2e. Steps 303-305
are the first loop, and 307-311 the second. It is assumed that
the computer speeq-and the speed of the machine-Iqnguage implementation of the pOL-are such that the steps
and loops occupy suitably small numbers of microseconds.

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

300
301
302
303
304

DEFINE SERVO TEST FROM 301
DEFINE ACTUATOR RELAY AS DO 23
DEFINE ACTUATOR EXCITE AS DL 37
DEFINE FAIL RELAY 23 FROM 724
DEFINE FE;EDBACK VOLT AS AI 43, FULL
SCALE 10.0 VDC
DEFINE ACTUATOR STUCK FROM 923
· .. '.' ......... etc.

311
312

BEGIN SERVO TEST
SET ACTUATOR RELAY
IF ACTUATOR EXCITE IS ON, GO TO 306
IN K MSEC AFTER' 302, GO TO FAIL
RELAY 23
GO TO 303
MEASURE INLTIAL FB VOLT = FEEDBACK
VOLT
M~ASURE FB VOLT = FEEDBACK VOLT
COMPUTE DIFFERENCE = FB VOLT INITIAL FB VOLT
IF DIFFERENCE IS GREATER THAN OR
EQUAL TO J VDC, GO TO 312
IN L MSEC AFTER 306, GO TO ACTUATOR
STUCK
GO TO 307
· ............. etc.

723
724
725

BEGIN FAIL RELAY 23
· ................... etc.

922
923
924

BEGIN ACTUATOR STUCK
· ................... etc ..

305
306
307
308
309
310

hardware system integration. For the benefit of those who
have not been involved with this kind of harrowing task,
some typical problem areas are:
1. The prime equipment (or the automatic tester), being newly designed, is only available for program
checkout for a portion of the time. Some of the interruptions are predictable, such as scheduled down
time for retrofitting of design changes, or for hooking
up and testing newly delivered pieces of the system.
Others are not, such as equipment failures (espe31
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cially frequent when the designs are new), and late
deliveries of pieces of equipment used with the program whose checkout is about to be attempted.
2. The equipment may not act the way it was expected
to on the basis of the documentation available to the
programmer. The documentation may be inadequate
simply because it left out areas which affected the
program in ways that the programmer did not predict. (For example, one project had a bafRing problem during tests in which the power supply voltage
was varied. It turned out that the prime equipment
detail specifications had not mentioned transient response speed for the power supplies, since it was not
important to normal system operation - but the automatic tester was varying the voltage in steps. The
error symptoms were unfortunately quite obscure,
and the power-supply specification difficult to obtain, so the checkout schedule was badly dented before the problem was well understood). It may be
downright incorrect, because the configuration control
was inadequate and the engineers who made "minor"
changes didn't tell the programmers about them, or
because "unimportant" design deficiencies have not
yet been cleaned up. Or, more embarrassingly, the
programmer may simply have misinterpreted the information he received.
3. The equipment actua.lly ava~lable in the laboratory
may be a prototype or engineering version which
differs in many respects from the final design. If the
programmer has been happily making a productionversion program, he has 'a whole new programming
job ahead of him at the last minute. Worse, if the
equipment is continually being taken away piecemeal for modification or repair, and replaced by similar but slightly different pieces, the programmer
must spend most of his time patching and "kluging"
the program to make it reRe'ct the instantaneous
state of the equipment. The latter may unfortunately
be inevitable with certain 1<inds of systems. '
4. Many of the subtler system checkout problems involve interacting errors in' both the program and the
equipment. Many others turn out to be pure program or equipment design errors, but require weeks
of effort to isolate to the point where this fact is
known. If the programmer is not ready to go ~t least
halfway toward becoming a hardware checkout engineer, and vice versa, the program never will get
checked out. (For example, was yesterday's short
circuit and fire caused (1) by a stuck relay, or (2)
by a computer circuit transient which occurs only with
certain sequences of commands, or (3) by a program
timing which checked the relay too soon, thereby
thinking it was open when it was in fact closing?)
(Sinc~ this artlcle is addressed to a computer audience,
we w~:m't mention the equally unpleasant problems which
the program can cause for the equipment checkout engineers) .

the role of simulation
Unfortunately, simulation is of limited applicability in
dynamic test-program checkout, even when the prime
equipment is very expensive. For problems other than automatic test, an analog or digital model may provide an
accurate and useful simulation of the overall performance
of a prime system (e.g., aircraft stability and maneuver
capability, radar tracking capability, etc.). However, the
level of detail of such a simulation is limited. In essence, it

merely solves the eq.uations characterizing system performance, and does not concern itself with internal electrical or mechanical features of the system, except as they
affect parameters of the performance equations. To simulate to the level of detail required for test-program checkout usually requires so much time and effort that checkout
on the real equipment is preferable - especially sirc'e
some of the same factors that make test-program checkout
difficult will also make it difficult to provide a realistic
simulation of the prime equipment.
.
In spite of these . difficulties a "hardware" Ipodel is
sometimes useful, if it can provide better access to test
points or less functional interdependence than the real
prime equfPment, or if a special difficulty exists with primeequipment'scheduling.
A suitable problem-oriented coding language may speed
checkout somewhat, by easing the co~munication problems inheren~ in trying to describe the program's actions
to a nop.-computer-oriented engineer. Good Rowchart documentation is almost as useful as a problem-oriented coding
language, ~nd often a necessary supplement to it. However,
(1) it lacks the convincing feature of blunder-free translation to mach~ne language, and (2) it is often harder to
get becapse it may look like an extra task to the programm~r instead of an integral part of his job.
.
Checkout (except for the relatively miniscule job of
cycling check) is also a demanding task. The programmer
should ideally have a good pnderstanding of the total syspermit him to work with
tem, and a personality which
equipment engineers a~ a part· ofa unified team. This
sort of problem, of course, is common to all system checkout, and its statement merely re-emphasizes the fact that
the program is only a part of the system ..

will

additional documentation
"Additional documentation" is the documentation required over and above the minimum Rowcharts, coding
sheets, and I/O assignments needed to' prepare the program. It includes such things as program and system
specifications, verbal descriptions at various levels of detail, operator procedures, extra comments on the coding.
sheets, etc. It is often vital to system success. It can be
practically a clerical job if the programmer has kept good
records. If not, he may have considerable difficulty reconstructing his past reasoning.

•

distribution of cost
The cost of. programming is sometimes looked upon as
a direct programming labor charge. To be sure, there may
be charges for the data-processor time absorbed by coding
aids, and engineering time used in discussing problems
with programmers, but these are usually small compared
with the programming labor.
Unfortunately, this viewpoint neglects the cost of scheduling (and supporting) program checkout on the real test
and prime equipment. Program checkout is a heavy competitor for time on the prototype GSE and prime system.
This affects total project costs because of (1) the effoit
required of equipment engineers, to maintain the equipment and work with the programmers on the joint total
problem of test system checkout, and (2) the usual semifixed costs of calendar time on any project. It has sometimes
proven necessary to manufacture - and keep up-to-date,
and maintain - duplicate prot9type equipment for program checkout.
•
r~'

Part 2 of this paper, appearing neXt month, will be devoted
to problem-oriented languages for automatic test, and will
summarize briefly a few of the conclusions of the recent
Project SETE survey.
DATAMATION
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THE ATOLL
CHECKOUT LANGUAGE
by

B. L. RYlE

r-' " '... 'J

The Saturn/Apollo program can be described
only in superlatives-it is the largest most expensive exploration project ever undertaken by
man. It has also created management problems which are
correspondingly extreme. The result of an attempt to solve
one of these problems was ATOLL (Acceptance Test or
Launch Language).
Eleven different ATOLL translators are in various stages
of completion to be run on a total of six different off-line
support systems, for execution, in various combinations,
by four different checkout computers.
Reaction to ATOLL has ranged from very enthusiastic
("a big improvement over computer assembly language'~)
to highly criti~al ("it doesn't do enough"). On the whole,
however, it has contributed, by being a standard, to the
solution of some of the management control problems
associated with the enormous task of programming the
many Saturn ~heckout systems.
.
The entire approach to developing the big Saturn
boosters has been different from that used for Air Force
ballistic missile weapons systems. It has been more akin to
the "arse~al approach" of the Army, in that much of the
development work for the Saturn I, S~turn IB and Saturn
V lqunch vehicles' was (and is being) performed in' the
laboratories of th~ Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
in Huntsville, Ala. These same laboratories are also responsible for the construction of many of the pr.ototype
stages. However, Boeing Aircraft, Chrysler Corp., Douglas Aircraft, IBM and North American Aviation are each
prime contractors for production of one or more of the
stages in the three different models of launch' vehicles
(Saturn I, IB, and Saturn V).
Because of the large number of component parts in
each stage, and the resultant increase in the testing required, automation of the checkout o'perations was mandatory. Because of a large nu~ber of organizations involved, the number' of different checkout systems, each
. incorporating a digital computer, became correspondingly
large. The initial impetus for a common language arose
from the requirement that NASA and' Air Force inspectors had to be able to certify the adequacy and the results of eflch test applied to each stage. This meant that
they had to understand what was happening during an
automated test.
An equally compelling argument for commonality arose
because of the way in which Saturn test programming
was beginning to go in many different directions at the
different organizations. Within MSFC, two dissimilar
languages were started by two different laboratories. One,
HYLA, was intended primarily for launch site operations;
the other, QUEST, was intended for the less-demanding

I
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standa~d ~earer
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stage checkout operations in MSFC's own' shops. Elsewhere, Douglas developed still a third language, STOL,
and built up an entire operating and support system based
on it. At the other extreme, others of the stage contractors were doing test programming in the assembly language of whatever computer their checkout system useq..
In late 1963, MSFC issued document number 85M06078, entitled "Launch and Checkout Computer Program
Co'nfiguration and Control Plan." This was the official
debut of ATOLL, or, rather, of what might be termed
"basic ATOLL." It was not, and is not, an exceptionally
elegant language. Intended for the "apply-stimulus-me asure-response" type of operation which typifies much of
st!lge checkout, it is a hlnguage which was designed by
test engineers who approached the problem from the standpoint of what they would like to be able to tell the system to do. More important, it has proven to be a useful
tool in precisely those areas for which' it was intended.
The original concept of ATOLL was that it would be
open-ended, 'and that a gr.oup would be set up in the
Computation Laboratory at MSFC to monitor and control additions to the language. This concept has been
followed. Revision B to 85M06078 was issued October
26, 1964. The somewhat augmented ATOLL described 'in
that docume~t lists a total of 36 operators, some of which
are quite similaL
'
.
Four general classes of 4TOLL operators have been defined:
a. Stimulat~on operators cause a stimulus to be applied

Vice president of M~sa ScIentific Corp., ~r. Ryle ;s in
charge of the Southern pperation in Huntsville, Ala; He
had been resp'onsible ·for the
firm's'Systems . Ana'lysis and
Applications Div., associated
with ,th~ dev:e/opment of test~
oriented languag~s, including
STOL . (Satu~n ' Test Oriented
Language), 'fpr programming
different.~heck~out sy,stems.
has a/~o l)f~en associated with
Douglas Aircraft and NCR's
Electrcinics Div., and is a graduafe of Caltech.

He
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Table 1: Stimulation Operators
OP CODE

to that portion of the vehicle or stage undergoing
automatic checkout or launch testing. See Table l.
b. Response operators are used to verify a response or
reaction from the vehicle or stage undergoing automatic checkout or launch testing. See Table 2.
c. Control operators are used to time and/or control
the logical flow of the automatic test statement sequence. See Table 3.
d. Utility operators are all other operators which do not
fit clearly into one of the above classes. See Table 4.
The format for ATOLL statements was established as
partially fixed-field and partially free-form. As punched on
a card, the fields are defined as follows:
Step Number (cc 1-6)
The Step number consists of a four-character alphanumeric Step field followed by a two-character alphanumeric
Sub-Step field. The Step field identifies a sequence of
test statements; the Sub-Step field identifies statements
within this sequence. The Step number serves as a label
for the statement.
'
Operator Field (cc 7-10)
The Operator field is used to enter the desired fourcharacter alphanumeric ATOLL operator code. The code
entered determines the usage of the remaining fields. Unused fields are to be left blank.
Condition Field (cc 11)
The Condition field is comprised of a single character
which is used to indicate the on-off condition or other
conditional information required' by the ATOLL operator
(e.g., by-level operations or branching conditions).
Value Field (cc 12-19)
The Value field is comprised of a maximum of eight
characters which may include sign, six decimal digits,
and the decimal point, as required. These values require
no scaling or conversion to other systems before being
entered into the ATOLL form.
Lower Limit Field (cc 20-25)
The Lower Limit field is comprised of ~ix characters representing sign, four decimal digits, and the decimal point.
The Lower Limit field is algebraically added to the Value
field to derive the lower tolerance bound for analog measurements.
Upper Limit Field (cc 26-31)
The Upper Limit field is comprised of six characters
representing sign, four decimal digits, and the decimal
point. The Upper Limit field is algebraically added to
the Value field to drive the upper tolerance bound for
analog measurements.
U nits Field (cc 32-34)
The Units field is comprised of three alphabetic characters which represent the dimensional units to be applied
to the analog signal under consideration. When possible
these three alphabetic abbreviations should follow good
engineering practice. Examples of such three-character
mnemonics are:
OHM for Ohm
VDC for Volts Direct Current
VAC for Volts Alternating Current
AMP for Amperes
CPS for Frequency in Cycles Per Second
PSI for Pounds Per Square Inch
RMS for Root Mean Square
Time Field (cc 35-42)
The Time field is comprised of a maximum of eight
characters, and is used to express time requirements for
certain ATOLL operators. Time may be stated in integral
milliseconds by the entry of an integer without decimal
point or units. Time may also be stated in seconds,
34

DESCRIPTION

AlOG

A step function, of magnitude given in the Value field, will
be applied to the unit on units addressed in the Variable
field. An entry in the Time field causes a pulse of the speci.
fied duration (in MS) to be applied.

APlY

An analog signal of amplitude given in the V~lue field, and
frequency given in the Variable field, will be applied to the
Unit or device addressed in the Varicible field.

DISO

Causes the discrete lines addressed in the Variable field to
be set to the state given in the Condition field. An entry in
the Time field may IJe used to specify a duration of the condition.

RAMP

Causes a stepped ramp signal to be applied to the unit or
device moved in the Variable field. The Value of eac~ step
increment is in the Value field, the lower and Upper limit
fields contain the initial and final values of the ramp signal
and the Time field will contain the duration of the signal.

SEND

The Octal word-the Variable field will be output to external
switching logic; alternately two storage cells may be addressed
and the logical sum of the two will be output.

\,,,.

Table 2: Response Operators
OP CODE

DESCRIPTION

(DElY)

See Table 3

DISI

The Reference Profile entry for the discrete input devices
named in the Variable field will be set equal to the contents of the Conditions field.
Note: This does not cause sampling of the discrete inputs.

(READ)

See Table 4-

(SCAN)

See Table 3

(TEST)

See Table 3

.,
Table 3: Control Operators
OP CODE

DESCRIPTION

BEGN

Causes the following closed sub-test procedure (i.e., subroutine) to be labeled per the contents of the Variable field.

BOOl

Causes the Boolean expression the Variable field to be
evaluated. If the result is 1 (true), the next statement will
be skipped; otherwise it will be executed.

DElY

Causes a delay until the device or devices named in the
Variable field meets a specified gate condition. The Time
field, if used, denotes a time interval "OR'd'/ with the gate.
If the device is discrete, the Condition field denotes the gate
condition. If the device is analog, the nominal releqse value is
entered in the Value field and the limits around the nominal
are entered in the limits fields.

END

Denotes the end of a main test procedure; control reverts to
semi-automatic.

EXEC

Causes the operational sequence (i.e., subroutire or sub-test
procedure) sequence named in the Variable field to be
executed.

GATE

If the cell named in the Variable field is a coupting cell
(i.e., countdown clock, EST, etc.) execution will be delayed
until the cell is equal to or greater than the contents of the
Value field. If the addressed cell is not a counting cell,
execution will be delayed until system reference time is equal
to or greater than the sum of the contents of the addressed
cell and the contents of the Time field.

GOTO

Causes an unconditional branch to the step named in the
Variable field.

(I~CX)

See Table 4-

PBAK

Causes the Executive to retain the step number or label in
the Variable field, to be branched to if a backup condition
should arise.

PEMS

Similar to PBAK for Emergency stop conditions.
Continued on pg. 35
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DESCRIPTION

PMON'
RCAl

Similar to PBAK for Hold conditions.
Releases the memory used by the routine named in the
Variable field (previously reserved by a CALL statement)
back to the system.

RETN

Used to denote the end of a closed Sub-test procedure (i.e.,
a sequence which started with a BEGN statement).

SCAN

Causes all discrete inputs to be scanned and compared with
the reference profile (see DISI). The Time field may contain
a delay before scanning is initiated. The Variable field may
name one or more recording addresses. Failure to compare
results in a "NO-GO" which will cause a reversion to semiautomatic operation (Halt).

SEMI

Halts execution of the test procedure. A message for display
may be contained-the Variable field.

tEST

Causes an analog or discrete device named in the Variable
field to be tested. A storage cell may also be designated to
receive the sampled value. The Condition field may contain
"0," "1," "W," "N," "L," or "G," denoting "0," "I" (for
, discrete) "Within tolerance," "Out of tolerance,'" "low" or
"High," respectively, as the condition which will cause branching to the statement named in the Variable field. For Analog
devices, the nominal value will be entered in the Value field;
if applicable, tolerance limits will be entered in the limits
fields.

Table 4: Utility Operators
OP CODE

.,

('.
'-.....,/

DESCRIPTION

AlGE

The algeb'raic equation in the Variable field is evaluated;
FORTRAN-like notation used.

CAll

The program, test procedure, subroutine etc., named in the
Variable field is input from tape, is necessary, and set-up for
execution.

DPlY

Causes the designated information to be output to the designated display device per the contents of the Variable field.

FLAG

Causes flags specified in the Variable field to be set or reset
per the condition field entry.

INCX

The pseudo index register designated in the Variable field is
incremented by the literal contents of the Value field, and
the result compared with the contehts of one of the limits
fields; inequality causes branching to the statement named
in the Variable field.

LOAD

Loads literal data from the Variable field into sequential
reserved cells, starting with the one named in the Variable
field.

MOVE

The number of cells named in the Value field is moved from
the block first identified in the Variable field to that secondly
identified.

NAME

The first operator of any test procedure; establishes the
contents of the Variable field as the label of the procedure.

READ

Causes the PCM or Analog channel or channels named in
the Variable field to be sampled and stored in the cell or
cells also named. Entries in the Value and limits fields will
cause a tolerance check of the sample; a "No-Go" will cause
a halt (equivalent to reverting to semi-automatic).

RECD

Causes the data identified in the Variable field to be output
and/or recorded per a' pre-determined format "built" into the
system.

RESV

Equivalent to a BSS in a common memory area; the number
of cells named in the Value field is reserved and labeled per
the Vciriable field. .

SEn

The time cell designated in the Variable field per the system
time reference (for non-counting cells) or per the contents of
the Val!Je field (counting cells).

SETX

The pseudo, index register named in the Variable field is set
to the contents of the Value field.

TABl

Established a sequential list, labeled per the contents of the
Step field, and containing, in the successive cells, the successive entries in the Variable field.

TEXT

The contents of the Variable field are treated as comments,
or may be labelled for on-line display.
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minutes, or hours by using four decimal digits, a decimal
point and the appropriate time-unit abbreviation (SEC,
MIN, HRS). Examples of the Time field used in this
manner are:
32.50SEC
1.333MIN
1.750HRS
Variable Field (cc 43-70)
The Variable field is comprised of up to 28 alphanumeric
characters per line which are used to specify arguments,
addresses, and all other information required by an ATOLL
operator but not contained in the fixed Operand fields.
The ATOLL operator used in a test statement will define
the usage of the VariablEl fieid for that test statement.
Overflow lines will be punched oh successive cards. The
Variable field will be terminated by an end-of-line character ($).
'Remarks Field (cc 71-80)
The Remarks field comprises the remainder of the ATOLL
form. This field will be used to attach English-language
references to test statements and for any other necessary
information required for, or by, local applications. This
information is punched on the card(s) following the last
Variable field information.
The arguments entered in the Variable field are identified by a one-, two-, or three-character alphanumeric
prefix, followed by an appropriate unique numeric identification number. The prefix has been defined to consist
of a single-character argument class designator and, where
appropriate, a one- or two-character "argument address."
The latter may be considered as a sub-class designator.
It should be emphasized that the present set of operators is not expected to be mechanized "in toto" at any
single installation. Instead, each organization will mechanize those appropriate to the checkout system used
and consistent with the operating concepts adopted. Indeed, the present list of 32 operators contains several that
are "site-peculiar" and were incorporated to facilitate the
transition to ATOLL at one or more of the participating
organiza tions.
One way of describing ATOLL is that it is an Op code
set for a psuedo-machine whose primary activities are
I/O and whose I/O devices are both numerous and diverse in characteristics. Unfortunately, therein lies its
major weakness, an emphasis on the checkout system
rather than on the system or device being tested. For
example, an analog device is addressed in terms of an
internal code related to the pin and connector over which
the signal from the device enters the checkout system,
rather than being addressed in terms of a vehicle-oriented
name which does not vary if the pin-number is changed.
At the present time, ATOLL II is being developed under
the auspices of MSFC's Computation Laboratory, as an
eventual successor to what is properly ATOLL 1. ATOLL
II mote closely resembles NPL than it does ATOLL I (although compatibility with ATOLL I is a requirement),
and is a considerably more powerful language. It incorporates features which permit automatic segmentation
of large test programs for overlay purposes, and which
permit time-shared operation of a checkout system via a
number of operator's consoles.
ATOLL II, as a language, is being designed for the professional programmer of checkout systems as well as for the
test or launch engineer who is only a sometime programmer. Hopefully, it will further extend the capabilities of the test engineer to write his own checkout
programs in a language that he, and the test inspectors,
readily understand. However, until ATOLL II has been
shown to be a significant improvement over ATOLL I, the
latter will continue to be the standard language to be
used in Saturn checkout.
•
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SOFTWARE FOR
RANDOM ACCESS
PROCESSING

the parts list
application

by CHARLES W. BACHMAN
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The Integr~ted Data Store 1 is being applied to
an .increasing number and va~iety of data processmg tasks. One of the earhest was the proc,
'
essfil-g-"of engineering parts lists. Suited to this assignment
by reason of its ability to handle the most complex information structures, the Integrated Data Store is a programming system designed to organize and process records
within a random access data storage device, such as a disc,
drum or loops. It provides a means of defining data structures (records and chains) and a set of procedural verbs
(STORE, RETRIEVE" MODIFY AND DELETE) that operate
within the defined data structure.
The facilities of the Integrated Data Structure are supplementary to those of standard programming languages
such as' COBOL and, FORTRAN. Jointly they provide a. new
opportunity to organIze and process data to achieve
specified business objectives.
The principal data organization mechanism used by
the Integrated Data Store is the chain, which permits a
group of related records to be tied together. This tie is
accomplished by storing, within each record of the group,
the address of the next record of the group. Thus a chain
becomes a circular association of records. Fig. 1 illustrates
a 'sample cha,iIi. The small diagram at the lower right is
the shorthand description of the, same chain.
Each chain contains one and only one ~aster record.
This record is specifIed in the data definition as the chain's
IBachman, C. W.; Williams, S. B., "A General Purpose Programming Syste~ for Random Access Memories," Proceedings, Fall Joint Computer
Conference, 1964.
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master. Whenever a master record is stored, the chain is
created and the master record's own address is stored in
,
its pointer fieid.
Each chain may contain any of several detail records
-zero, one, 10, or 10,000. Whenever a detail record is
stored, it is automatically linked into the chains within
which it is defined as a detail. The prior record in the chain

Mr. B,achman is manager of
Software Planning for GE's
Computer Dept., Phoenix;
Ariz., and is the inventor of the
I-D-S technique. While with
Dow Chemicai, he chaired the
SHARE committee that initiated
development of the 9PAC system. He joined corporate GE in
'60, specializing in integrated
systems R&D. He holds a BS in
mechanical engineering from
Michigan State U., and an MS
in enginee'ring and business
from Pennsylvania.
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is modified to store the address of the new detail record in
its pointer field. The new detail will contain the address
of the next record of the chain that had been stored in
the prior record.
A new detail will be inserted into its chain according
to the ordering rule specified in the data description. In
the product structure example to be given, one chain will
be ordered in data value sequence. The other chain will
be ordered by inserting each new detail record as the
first detail in the chain.

engineering parts list
The engineering parts list, or bill of materials as it is
frequently known, is the foundation of a manufacturing
business. Purchase orders, sales invoices, time cards, and
stock tickets are essential; but they all reflect peripheral
actions. The product must still be made so that it can be
soid.
.
The parts list and the listed engineering drawings. are
the original Engineering definition of what the product
is. It becomes the Manufacturing description of what has
to be used to make the product. It is the Accounting
basis for preparing cost studies. Finally, it is the customer's
basis for ordering spare parts during the life of the product.
At first glance (Fig. 2) the information content of a
parts list. is deceptively simple. A single parts list identifies and describes a' product. It then lists serially the
parts or subassemblies used to produce the product, and
indicates the quantity required of each part. Normally
each of the items listed on a parts list is also given an
item number that i1'i relevant to that particular parts list
- - i.e. item 1, item 2, item 3, etc.
A very simple data structure can be used to transfer
a parts list onto a computer. A master record can be
placed on a punched card or magnetic tape representing
the parts list heading and a detailed or trailer record
added following the master for each item on the parts
list. This is ,the usual approach taken by file designers in
processing this type of engineering information. The serial nature of punched cards or magnetic tape closely
approximates the serial geometry of paper, the original
form of data processing.
This solution suffers from the same problem that affects
the original paper parts list, which in itself was an inforFig. 1. Sample Chain Structure

mation processing abstraction of the original product
structure that it describes. The original product is a thing
made out of things which, in turn, are made of other
things. Frequently it requires many hundreds of interlocking parts lists to completely describe an item such
as a computer or disc storage unit that a customer would
want to buy. This is the product structure which really
needs to be represented within a computerized information system. From this structure, a simple parts list
can be reconstructed and printed. A report showing every
place a part is used (where-used list) can be printed.
The effect of producing a given quantity of an end product can be reflected down to the lowest level in the product structure through, a parts explosion procedure.
Random access data storage units, such as disc files
drums, and magnetic loops, provide an opportunity to
build and process information structures of more than
one dimension. Given this ability, a fresh new approach
may be taken in organizing product structure. A systematic
review of the information content of a parts structure is
required.

kinds of parts information needed
Fig. 3 (p. 38) shows a schematic representation of the
product structure built from the parts lists of Fig. 2. In this
illustration seven material items and seven relationships between pairs of material items are shown. Boxes represent
material items, lines designate the quantity relationship.
Numerals with the relationship lines denote quantities
of each respective item required for the manufacture of
other items.
For example, the diagram shows that Material Item B
requires two of Material Item D, 12 of material Item
R, and three of M. In normal manufacturing practice,
any given material item may require quantities of from
one to 1,000 other material items for its assembly. Of
course, if the material item is purchased completely assembled, it may not require any other material item for
its manufacture. Material items F, G, and T are example,s.
Fig. 2 Sample Parts Lists

I item B
mat'l. item

item no

quantity

1

2

D

2

12

R

3

3

M

I item D
master record

chain

mat'l. item

item no

quantity

1

1

F

2

2

G

3

6

T

I item M

'/1
Note: The arrow is schematically representing the fact that
each record contains the address of the next record in the chain.
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item no

quantity

1

2

mat'l. item
T
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In the discussion of material items, it should be noted
that the term higher-level is applied to a material item
which is being produced in the manufacturing operation;
lower-level is the term for one being consumed in the
manufacturing process. The former might be the drive
mechanism of a tape transport; the latter a spindle or
motor used in its manufacture.
Any given item may be required for use in one or more
higher assemblies. Item T, for example, is used by both
Fig. 3 Product Structure

item B

2

12

item R

1

item·F

call-out chai~. Of course, no detail records would be in
the .chain at that time. Still, there would be a chain field
in the recotd containing the address of the next record in
the chain. This next record address would be the address
of the material item record itself.
Whenever a new submaterial record is to be stored,
it must select one material item record from the thousands of existing material item records to be its appropriate master. It will select the material Item record
specified by the material identification number which was
supplied in the input along with the item number and
the quantity required. ,If for some reason the material
item record cannot be retrieved, then an error is indicated
and the storage process terminated.
Once the correct material item record is retrieved, it
is necessary to determine whether a submaterial record
with the same item number is already in .the call-out
chain. If a duplicate record is detected, the storage process
is terminated and an error noted. If the new record is
not a duplicate, it will be linked into its proper place
in the chain, based upon the sequence of item numbers.
The cali-out chain is a data-sequenced chain.
A second chain, the "where-used" chain, defines all of
the relationships for a material item record where that
material item is used in the manufacture of a higher-level
material item. The material item· record is the master
record. of this chain too. The submaterial record is again
the detail in this chain. In this way the submaterial
record creates, via the two c;,ains, the desired relationship between two different material item records.
The small diagram in the upper right corner of Fig. 7
is the record structure diagram. It specifies that there
Fig. 4 Call-out Chain

Items D and M. Another item may have no requirements;
Item B would be such a piece.
In an actual manufacturing situation, 10,000 material
items are frequently found to exist, and 40,000 items
are not unusual. The total number of quantity relationships will' average from one to three times the number
of material items.
From the foregoing discussion of product structuring,
it may be seen that: (1) Two different units of information are involved in a parts structure-namely~ material
items and quantity relationships; (2) Quantity relationships between the material items create a complex net~
work describing the assembly process; and (3) These
networks are typically very large in size, comprising. tens
of thousands of material items and relationships.
Two records will be designed to store information
about the parts list structure. The first is called a material
item record. This will contain two data fields: the material identification and the material description. The
second record is the submaterial record. This represents
a quantity relatiol,1ship between two material item records.
It contains two data fields, quantity required, and item
number. The quantity required field is self-explanatory.
The item number field is used to number the several submaterial records relating to a given parts list. These numbers, when combined with the material identification of
the higher-level material record, serve uniquely to identify
each submaterial record.
Two chains have been established to control the association of these records. The first, known as the "callout" chain (Fig: 4), has as its master record the material
item record. This chain will contain as many submaterial
records as required to specify all the quantities of lower
level items necessary to manufacture the material item
designated by the master of the chain.
It should be noted that as each material record is
stored, it is automatically made the master record of a
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are two record types (the material item record and submaterial·record) and two chains relating them (the callout chain and the where-used chain). The direction of
the arrows indicates that the material item record is the
master record of both chains. However, it should be noted
that a particular submaterial record always has two different material item records (same record type) as the
master records for its where-used and call-out chains.
The submaterial record selects its master record (nia:terial item record) in the where-used chain, based upon
a second material identification known as submaterial
identification. The submaterial identification field is the
fourth field supplied with the input. There is no need to
sequence the where-used chain; ther.efore each new submaterial record is inserted as the fidt detail record in the
DRTRMRTION
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where-used chain at the time of storage. This form of
insertion uses the least amount of computer time.
Fig. 5 shows a sheet of I-D-S/COBOL data definitions
describing the material item and submaterial item records. Fig. 6 is a companion record layout sheet showing
what is stored in each character of each record. These
data definitions generally follow the COBOL data descriptions, with the addition of certain Integrated Data Store
statements necessary to guide the automatic storage and
retrieval functions.
The material item record is specified as a calculated
record by the statement, "RETRIEVAL VIA CALC CHAIN."
The statement, "RANDOMIZE ON MATERIAL-lD" identifies
the data field that will be operated upon by a randomizing
routine to derive the location where a given material
item record would be normally stored. The Calc Chain
is· a special chain designed to link together all of the
records that randomize to the same location. Thus a scan
of all the records in a particular Calc Chain would give acFig. 5 I-D-S/COBOL Data Definitions
DATA DIVISION
IDS SECTION
MD MATERIAL-FILE; PAGE CONTAINS 2880 CHAR.; FILE CONTAINS 8192 PAGES.
01 MATERIAL-ITEM; TYPE IS 100; RETRIEVAL VIA CALC CHAIN.
02 MATERIAL-ID; CLASS 18 ALPHANUMERIC.
02 MATERIAL-DESC; CLASS 12 ALPHANUMERIC.
98 CALC CHAIN DETAIL; RANDOMIZE ON MATERIAL-ID.
98 CALL-OUT CHAIN MASTER.
98 WHERE- USED CHAIN MASTER.

01 SUB-MATERIAL; TYPE IS 200; RETRIEVAL VIA CALL-OUT CHAIN.

The Integrated Data Store will automatically attempt
to store a new submaterial record in the same page as its
master record in the call-chain. In normal operation, most
of the submaterial records will be stored in the same data
page as the material item record, or in the adjacent one.
Therefore, no disc time, or only latency time, is involved
in retrieving all· the records in the call-out chain for a
particular material item record. The desire to store a submaterial record near its call-out chain master is specified
by the statement in the data description, "RETRIEVAL VIA
CALL-OUT CHAIN."

The level 98 entries in the data division specify the relationship of a record to a chain. The initial clause of a
level 98 entry names the chain and indicates whether the
record is associated with the chain as a master or a detail.
In the case of a detail association, the rules for selectirig
the particular chain master and inserting record into the
chain are. also specified.
The series of parts lists that made up Fig. 2 were
translated into the product structure shown in Fig. 3.
This same product structure, when expressed through the
Integrated Data Store as records and chains, would appear as the information structure .of Fig. 7. A material
item record is stored for each material item. A submateFig. 7 Information of Figs. 1 and 2,
organized into material item
records arid submaterial records, and chained together
to create a product structure.

02 ITEM-NO; CLASS 3 NUMERIC.
02 QUANTITY-REQUIRED; CLASS 6 COMPUTATIONAL-N.
98 CALL-OUT CHAIN DETAIN; SELECT UNIQUE MASTER; MATCH-KEY IS
MATERIAL-ID; CHAIN-ORDER IS SORTED; DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED;
ASCENDING SORT-KEY IS ITEM-NO; LINKED TO MASTER.
98 WHERE-USED CHAIN DETAIL; SELECT UNIQUE MASTER; MATCH-KEY IS
SUB-MATERIAL-ID; SYNONYM SUB-MATERIAL-ID EQUALS MATERIAL-ID:
CHAIN-ORDER IS FIRST; LINKED TO MASTER.

Fig. 6 I-D-~ File Companion Record Layout
Material-item Record

material-identification
.20

30

material desc.
40

47 character count

Submaterial Record

20

)

30

cess to all the records that have randomized to a location, even though an overflow situation prevented the record from being stored in its normal place.
The data "page" is the basic addressable unit of mass
memory, which is the location where a record is stored.
Only complete pages are transmitted between the computer and its mass memory. Each record's address conists of its page number plus the line number assigned
to the record within that page. The data description in
Fig. 5 specifies a particular file with 8,192 pages of storage
capacity with each page large enough to store 2,880 characters of data. The size of the page and number of pages
are specified by the file designer to gain the best performance for the specific mass memory device he is employing.
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rial record is stored for each quantity relationship expressed. Finally, the call-out chains and where-used
chains tie together the material item and submaterial records to achieve the information structure which exactly
models the original product structure.

the file-building routine
The building of a file such as the one expressed by
the data description of Fig. 5 and the actual records and
chains of Fig. 7 would be straightforward. Two different
input cards would be designed. The first one would contain a material identification and material description.
Its function would be to create a new material item record. For control purposes, this card will contain a card
code of "1." A second card would contain the information
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required to store a new submaterial record. Its card code
would be «2."
Fig. 8 is the Row chart of the file-building routine that
would rerid these input cards and store the indicated
material item records and submaterial records. It should
be noted tHat all of the functions of finding space to store
a new record, initializing chains for master re~ords, and
inserting detail records in chains is automaticMly carried
out during the execution of a STORE command. The particular action to be taken is dependent upon the data
description of the record to be stored.
In a comprehensive file maintenance routine, additional
input card formats would be established for the specification of record modification and deletion functions. I-D-S
s~atements such as "RETRIEVE SUBMA TERIAL RECORD, REPLACE QUANTITY-REQUIRED FIELD" and "RETRIEVE MATERIAL ITEM, DELETE" would be used to direct the Inte-

A parts list report includes ail initial print line (printline-I) containing the material identification and description of the material item for which the report is being
prepared. It also includes as many detail print lines (printline-2) as there are items on the parts list. There will be
Fig. 9 Flowchart of Steps Necessary to Prepare a Parts list
Report

one detail print line for each
submaterial record which is
a detail in the call-out chain.
This detail line contains the
item number, quantity required, material identification; and description of the
lower-level material item. The
item number and quantity
required come from the submaterial record. The material
identification and the description of the lower-level materhi.l item come from the
lower-level material item
record at the same time the
submaterial record is retrieved, through the use of
the clause, "HEAD WHERE-

Fig. 8 File Building Routine Flowchart

read
card file

c!

USED CHAIN."

This extension of the REcommand will automatically trace the detail
records of the specified chain
and retrieve the master record
and move its data content to
working storage. This action
can be accelerated by inserting the clause "LINKED TO
MASTER" in the level 98 chain
definition of the· Data Division. Use of this clause will
cause each detail in that
chain to contain an additional
field. The address of the master record of the chain will
-more- be inserted in this additional
Functions
chain field when the detail is
TRIEVE

if end of

file

if cardcode
equal "2"

*Integrated Data store

move card
fields to working storage

move card
fields to working storage

* store

* store
materialitem
record

submaterial
record

Go to
grated Data Store to carry out the file maintenance functions required.
It will be recalled that the purpose of building the file
in the first place was to permit the subsequent production of parts lists, where-used lists and parts explosions.
A Row chart of the steps necessary to accomplish the
preparation of a parts list report is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10 I-D-S/COBOL Statements for Compiling Co~lng to
Produce Parts List Based on Flowchart in Fig. 9
STEP-I.
.
MOVE CARD-ID TO MATERIAL-ID, PRINT-ID.
RETRIEVE MATERIAL-ITEM RECORD; MOVE TO WORKING-STORAGE;
IF ERROR GO TO STEP-4.
MOVE MATERIAL-DESC TO PRINT-DESC.
WRITE PRINT-LINE-I. '
.
STEP-2.
RETRIEVE NEXT REC¢RD OF CALL-OUT CHAIN;
IF ERROR GO TO STEp:'4;
.
OTHERWISE IF MATERIAL-ITEM RECORD GO TO STEP-3;
OTHERWISE IF SUB-MATERIAL MOVE TO WORKING-STORAGE:
HEAD WHERE-USED CHAIN.
MOVE ITEM-NO TO PRINT-ITEM-NO.
MOVE QUANTITY-REQUIRED TO PRINT-QUANTITY.
MOVE MATERIAL-ID TO PRINT-SUB-ID.
MOVE MATERIAL-DESC TO PRINT-SUB-DESC.
WRITE PRINT-LINE-2.
GO TO STEP-2.
STEP-3.
STOP RUN.

* Integrated Data Store statements

linked into the chain. If this extra pointer is included, the
function can retrieve the master record directly
without tracing through all the detail records of the chain.
Note that the HEAD clause is a convenient means for
extending retrieval functions to automatically retrieve the

HEAD
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information in the master when required. This information is; in truth, part of the detail record; however, to
eliminate redundancy and simplify file maintenance, it is
stored in the master record and shared with the other
detail records in the chain.
.
Fig. 10 gives the I-D-S/COBOL procedure division statements which would cause the necessary coding to be compiled to prod~ce a parts list. Asterisks indicate I-D-S commands. The other nine commands are standard COBOL.
The coding to produce a where-used report is similar
to that of the parts list report, with the exception of the
«RETRIEVE NEXT" command. To produce a where-used report, this command would be changed to read, «RETRIEVE
NEXT RECORD OF WHERE-USED CHAIN; ... HEAD CALL-OUT
CHAIN."

dure. I-D-S commands are indicated by asterisks. Note that
four of the seven I-D-S retrieved procedures are used in this
example: <'RETRIEVE;", "RETRIEVE NEXT RECORD OF dataname CHAIN;" "RETRIEVE MASTER OF data-name CHAIN,"
and "R.ETRIEVE DIRECT."
The field, "DIRECT-REFERENCE" is a communication cell
used by the Integrated Data Store. After the execution of
Fig. 12 I-D-S/C9BOL Procedure Statements
STEP5.

•
M~VE CARD-ID.:r~ MATERIAL-ID.
RETRIEVE MATERIAL-ITEM REC~RD. M~VE T~ W~RKING-ST~RAGE;
IF ERROR GP T~ STEP4.
STEP6. '
•
MULTIPLY QUANTITY-REQ BY LEVEL-QUAN (LEVEL) GIVING EXP!.;ODED-QUAN.
ADD ~NE T~ LEVEL.
M~VE EXPL~DED-QUAN T~ LEVEL-QUAN (LEVEL), PRINT-QUAN.
MOVE MATERIAL-ID T~ PRINT-ID.
WRITE PRINT-LlNE-3.
STEP7.
.
RETRIEVE NEXT REq'lRD ~F CALL-~UT CHAIN;
IF ERR~R ~ T~ S'j.'EP4;
..
~THERWISE IF MATERIAL-ITEM REC~RD ~ T~STEPS;
~THERWISE IF SUll-MATERIAL REq'lRD MOVE TO WORKING-STORAGE.
MOVE DIRECT-REFERENCE TO LEVEL-REF (LEVEp.
RETRIEVE MASTER RECORD OF WHERE-USED CHAIN;
MOVE TO WORKING-STORAGE;
IF ERROR GO TO STl!;p4.
~ T~ STEP6.,
STEPS.
,
SUBTRACT ~NE FROM LEVEL.
IF LEVEL EQUAL ZER~ G~ Til STEP9.
MOVE LE,VEL-REF (LEVEL) TO DIRECT-REFERENCE.
RETRIEVE DIRECT;
IF SUB~MATERIAL REOORD ~ TO STEP7.
GO TO STEP7.
STEP9.
STOP RUN.

product explosion reports
The preparation ofa parts explosion report is an important fUIiction of a material structure file. It is somewhat
more complicated' to produce than a parts list and whereused list. However, the I-O-S ability to traverse chains
linking the information structure facilitates the preparation of product explosion reports. The myriad pathways
of the parts structure make it necessary to do some trailblazing to avoid losing the route of exploratiori. An array
named «LEVEL-REFERENCE" is used to store the addresses
of successive submaterial records as the routine probes
downward through the parts structure. The address. is
used when the bottom level is reached, to back up to the
last book and to probe the next branch of the tree-like
structure. The array index is a field named <'LEVEL." A
second array, <'LEVEL-QUANTITY," keeps track of the exploded quantity at each book in the structure. Note it
uses the same index, <'LEVEL." These two arrays need be
only as long as the depth of the product structure. The
very simple example we have shown' has a depth or level
of three. Complicated products may have a depth or level
of 10 to 15.
Referring back to Fig. 7, the process of explosion would
be down from material Item B through the quantity
relationship of <'2" to Item D, through the qmi.ntity relationship "I" to material Item F, then to material Items
G, T and R until complete. Fig. 11 illustrates the parts
explosion report, based on a requirement for only one
material Item (B).
Fig. 11 Simple Parts Explosion Report
Level
1
2'

3
3
3
2
2

3

•

) 0

Quantity
1
2
2

4
12
12

3
6

Description
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

B

D
F

G
T
R

M
T

Note that, :rh?terial Item T, appears twice in the report
because it is used, in the manufacture of both material
Ite!lls D and M.. If desired, a slightly more complicated
procedure woul~ p€mnit the accumulation qf the quantity
exploded for these. ifll:Iltiple-09cu~r(mce items. Programs
exis~ to do level-by-Ievel material requirements explosions
as 'Yell as cost implosions, on the same file. 2
, Fig. 12 lists I-D-S!COBOL procedure statements for carrying out a report preparation for a parts explosion proce2General Elect~ic Computer Dept.'s puolication CPB-279P, "Disc Storage
Access P~rts Explbsion," documents other means of carrying ou~ Rarts
explosions.
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each I-D-S statement the address of the record processed
is left in this, cell. The RETRIEVE DIRECT verb picks up the
address of the record to be retrieved in this same cell.
A record addres~ as used in this context, and in the context of chain pointers, is ,made up of the record's page
number :md line number. These are not hardware addresses.

conclusion
. Expe~ience to date using the Integrated D~ta Store
shows that its ability to eliminate redundant data can
save from 25 to 40% of the space required by conventiorial
file designs. As an example, a material identification number which may be as many as 18 characters in length,
need appear only once in the entire file. Normally it
would appear in the file once for every time that it appeared on a parts list. ,
'
The I-D-S data structuring ability and powerful procedural verbs (STORE, RETRIEV.E~ MODIFY, AND DELETE) automatically carry out record processing funcl:ions which are
lengthy, complicated and difficult to program and debug
using nonrial' disc file programming techniques. Reductions in time and expense of 25% have already been realized
by using. the Integrated Data Store to program large
integratea business systems.
Operating times have been reduc~d up to 50% because
efficiehtbuffering techniques, data blocking and good data
organization are uniformly applied to all I-D-S programs.
Implementation schedules and the supply of top-notch
programmers are usually too tight to permit hand-coded
programs to reach or maintain their, potential effectiveness.
The Integrated Data Store received its first thorough
testing by General Electric in the summer of 1963 using
existing disc storage unit parts explosion routines as test
controls. These tests were run on GE-225 computers. To-;day there are four large integrated business systems
pioneering the use of the, Integrated Data Stbre. Several
of these systems process their product structure in essentially .the form indicated in this article. All of these systems are on GE-215, 225 or 235 coinputers. .
The General Electric Computer Dept. is' currently implementing Integrated Data Store Systems for the
GE-400 series and 600 series computers. These systems
will operate in conjunction with the GE COBOL proces•
sors and will be available this coming summer.
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HYPHENLESS

typesetting breakthrough

JUSTIFICATION
by GEORGE E. KUNKEL and TILMON H. MARCUM
----]

While an increasingly large number of computer
and printing organizations continue to struggle
[
with the hyphenation problem in computer
prodpced text, a small team of specialists in the
Central Intelligence Agency has developed a novel approach which is amazing in its simplicity and which may
make the troublesome end-of-line hyphen a thing of the
past in computerized photocomposition.
The success or failure of present computerized book
composition systems hinges largely upon the computer's
ability to provide correct end-of-line word divisions required for justification. Several years and hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been spent in attempting to
develop dictionaries and logic which will attain the necessaryaccuracy required for high quality composition. Existing computer systems cannot yet equal the accuracy of
the average keyboard operator in hyphenating end-of-line
words although a fairly high degree of accuracy is obtained
in some cases. Accuracy is needed· in computer composition because of the .problem of correcting errors and the
constant demand for greater speeds.
With the present state of the art, the printer must choose
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between a system obtaining high accuracy with proportionately higher computer costs or a less sophisticated
system providing a lesser degree of accuracy with the
attendant error cost factor. Any system permitting ~rrors
poses the problem of new errors being introduced when
corrections are required.
The idea of eliminating the end-of-line hyphen is not
new. Some newspapers and printers now justify text without hyphens by the use of excessive interword spacing
and fixed letter spacing or a combination of both. Some
publications appear with an unjustified single or muIticolumn format. Unfortunately neither of these systems
provides acceptable typographic quality for book production.
A primary rule in typesetting is to avoid hyphens
wherever possible since they destroy continuity in reading.
It is obvious, then, that the real need is for a simple plan
which eliminates the end-of-line hyphen without sacrificing
typographic quality. Uncle Sam's team feels that they have
solved this problem by the use of a variable set size
technique on a line-for-line basis. 11o In simpler terms, this
means that a sort of "coefficient of expansion" or conDRTRMATION
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traction is applied to the proportional spacing between
characters in each line of text. The line is thus expanded
and contracted without destroying the proportional values
of the individual character as is the case with fixed letterspacing. The variation in appearance of the lines of text
prodp.ced by this method is sufficiently subtle to remain
unnoticed by the average reader. The ability to expand
and :contract provides sufficient latitude in justification
so that the need for end-of-line word division is rare. The
computer programming and processing which is required
for variable set size justification" is" many times simpler
and less costly than that required for end-of-line" word
division "and hyphenation.
In a unit font each character is assigned a proportional
un~t value, which is valid regardless of the set size. The
specified line measure can then be stated in units for
each set size. There£9re the computer can accumulate units
as it passes through four overlapping (set sizes) zones of
justification in which, an interword space may be selected
for the end of line." This simple logic for line justification
thus eliminates the -requirements for stored dictionaries for
word hyphenation, programmed logic approaches, or a
combination of the two, prefix and suffix tables, and
stripping and reconstituting routines.
The Central Intelligence Agency prints in its own facilities a number of high quality book-type publications.
. These publications are set in type on Intertype and Monotype machines and are printed by offset from plates made
from positive Mylar proofs pulled directly from the type.
For the past five years the majority of this composition h~s
been done on Model F 4 Intertype machines operated by
TTS tape.
About a year ago, the agency printing engineers and
computer specialists began studying the possibility of doing
page composition by photocomposing from computer-prepared tape. This study developed the feasibility of this
type of composition and a thorough investigation was
made of all available photocomposing equipment. After a
great deal of study a Model 513 Photon has been obtained
for this composition. A primary reason for this selection
was the 513''g capability of changing set sizes from codes
.
inserted into the cqmp,uter-prepared tape. .
The printing engineers and computer specialists began
the job of programming an IBM 1410 computer for this
typesetting job. Agency personnel had talked with other
printers and computer personnel and had visited numerous printing plants' in their investigation of the problems
involved in thisme.thod of typesetting. Since they were
interested in page composition this aspect of the problem
received most of the initial attention. It soon became apparent, however, th;lt the primary problem involved in
this type of Gomputerized composition was not in page
makeup but rather end-of-line word division and hyphenation. Consequently the computer specialists and printing
engineers gave ~onsideratiori to the lll.lmber of known meth·
ods of handling this proplem .. It was apparent that the
end-of-line hyphe'nating problem would require considerable programming time.arid computer capacity. Further, it
was found that hyph~h;lting ina~cura~ies, computer capac,..
ity, loss of speed, cost of dictionaries,etc.,'were problems
not yet overcome."
.
.
Before getting into programrp.ing for hyphenation, the
agency persoimel began a thorough study of any alternatives to end-of-line 'hyphenation. Since the 513 Photon
had been selected for' the cqm~os~ng job because of its
.

tape-operated set size changing capability, the agency
engineers felt there was a possibility of using this capability for justification withoutend-of-line hyphens in average book composition. Further study indicated that hyphenless justification of practically any measure of composition
was possible by varying set sizes of individual lines.
The varying of set' sizes permits a delicate method of
proportional letter spacing. Numerous sample pages
have been set in which four different set sizes are used
!lnd the· resulting typography is satisfactory for· book co~
position of relatively high quality. Since the program is
not yet operative the described technique was simulated
on a Monotype keyboard and the sample pages set on a
Monophoto caster.
The system, of employing proportionate letter spacing
by set size changes will work as follows:
The computer is being programmed to compute for endof-lipe decisions utilizing two, three, four or five set sizes
close'~nough in size to each other' to be inoffensive typographically and yet disparate enough to' significantly increase justification range. The computer will arrive at endof-line deCisions for all set sizes involved, choose the set
size in which an interword or other natural line ending
code (period, em quad, compounding hyphen,' etc.) .. occurred in: the justification range, and incorporate in the
output tape the appropriate set size codes to accompany
the line.
.
Many rules and variations in set sizes and data blocks
can be developed but the ultimate result is that hyphens
can be eliminated or reduced to the degree that they
would no longer pose a problem' to the computer, the
printer, or the reader.
Adoption of this system of typesetting will:
1. . Reduce computer processing time.
2. Simplify hyphenation logic and reduce initial programming time and costs.
3. Enable the use of less expensive computer equipment.
This system ~f phototypesetting from computer-prepared
tape has the advantage of completely eliminating the need
for the complicated programming now in use for end-ofline hyphenations. Thi~ in many instances ~ould indicate
that a smaller computer or less peripheral gear may be
used for relatively complicated composition. The drastic
reduction in the correction problems caused by improper
hyphenation is a~other advaritage which many printers will
welcome .. This is particularly true in' the case of photocomposition and its attendant correction problems. Opviously the" computer when processing data for this system will need a routine to take care of the inevitable line
which will not succumb to the set-size~changemethod.
This routine need only provide for' enoug4 expansion and
contraction capability in the two lines involved to allow
for applicatIon' of' a human decision. A simple solution
would be for the computer to produce the lines involved
by inserting a hyphen at any point in the troublemaking
word which would allow the median set size and a
median width interword space. Even with this method the
division may be correct, arid at least there would always
be sufficient latitude for adjustment.
The agency plans to edit tape on the 1410 computer
by proofreading one or two computer printouts prior to
creation of fipal tape for use on the photocomposing machine. Thus the rare instance where an end-of-line hyphen
would be ne'cessary can be determined from the printout

.

*Set size determines the overall horizontal dimension of the space assigned to a cha"racter-it incluc!es space for separation from adjacent
letters. Set size also expresses the relationship of one type font to another. The size relationship of.one letter to "ano.ther is expressed in "units
of 'relative value," basecl on the size of the ~m (18/18). Therefore the

horizontal dimension for a letter is determined:
URV x SS
Point Size (

~~

)

= Horizontal dimension

= Ve'rtkal dimension .
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

b. Close Support Operations. The lack Jof concealment, great distances involved, and mobility of
forces-each characteristic of desert operationsnecessitate increased emphasis on the employment
of tactical air in close support of g~ound operations. The lack of natural cover and concealment
makes for ease of target location and provides
better than nortnal conditions for high-level
bombing. Installations starid out due to the contrast between regularly shaped objects and the
open barrenness of the desert. Movement is
readily apparent from the air because of the dust
created and the prominence of shadows. Lowlevel attacks are handicapped by lack of covered
approac.hes; however, this is offset by the increased visibility which enables aircraft to initiate
their firing runs from a greater distance. This
improved visibility, coupled with the rapid movement, lack of prominent terrain features, and the
fluid situations characteristic of desert operations,
necessitates positive action to identify friendly

b. Close Support Operations.
The lack of
concealment, great distances involved, and mobility
of forces-each characteristic of desert operations~
necessitate increased emphasis on the employment
of tactical air in close support of ground operations.
The lack of natural covet and concealment makes
for ease of target location and provides better than
normal conditions for high-level boni bing.
Installations stand out due to the contrast between
regularly shaped objects and the open barrenness
of the desert. Movement is readily apparen·t from
the air because of the dust created and the
prominence. of shadows. Lowlevel attacks are
handicapped by lack of covered approaches;
however, this is offset by the increased visibility
which enables aircraft to ini tia te their firing runs
from a greater distance. This improved visibility,
coupled with the rapid movemen~, lack of
prominent terrain features, and the fluid situations
characteristic of desert operations, necessitates
positive action to identify friendly.

l

Fig. 3

JUSTIFICATION

and the necessary correction incorporated iil the final tape. It should
never be necessary to correct hyphenation after the page has been set. ~
The relatively high quality of composition possible by this method is illustrated by the accompanying samp'les. Fig. 1 shows a column of normal
composition, 10-point Modern, 19 picas, one set size. This normal composition in a relatively wide measure (19 .
picas) requires six end-of-line hyphens.
Fig. 2 is the same composiiion using
variable set sizes of 10, Im~, and 11.
This method 6f composing eliminates
all end-of-line hyphens-the abnormal
lines indicated by bullets, and the set
size also indicated. Quality of the composition is good, and the variations in
letter spacing are not noticeable to
ariyone not looking for them. It appears that readability of copy is much
improved.
Fig. 3 is an. example of the hyphenless technique on an II-pica measure
in 8-point type, using three set sizes7}~, 8, and 8}t Eight set was considered normal. Indicated by bullets
in Fig. 4 are those lines which used
other than eight as the set size.
•
*The authors are indebted to Robert D. Hicks,
Ballard Jamieson, and Robert W. Pearson for
guidance and assistance during the evolution
of the system described here.
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The American prairies are of two
kinds. Those which lie east of the
Mississippi are comparatively small,
are exceedingly fertile, and are always
surrounded by forests. They are
susceptible of high cultivation, and are
fast becoming settled. They abound
in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois,. and
Indiana. They labor under the
disadvantages of a scarcity of wood
and water.,-evils of a serious character, .
until art has. had time to supply the
deficiencies of nature; As coal is said
to abound in all that region, and wells
are generally successful, the enterprise
of the emigrants is gradually prevailing
against these difficulties.
The second description of these
natural meadows lies west of the
Mississippi, at a distance of a few
hundred miles from that river, and is
called the Great Prairies.
They
resemble the steppes of Tartary more
than any other known portion of the
world; being, in fact, a vast country,
incapable of sustaining a dense
population, in the absence of the two
great necessaries already named.
Rivers abound, it is true; but this
region is nearly destitute of brooks
and the smaller water courses, which
tend so much to comfort and fertility.
The origin and date of the Great
American Prairies form one of miture's
most majestic mysteries. The general
character of the United States, of the
Can ad as, and of Mexico, is that of
luxuriant fertility. It would be difficult
to find another portion of the world,
of the same extent, which has so little
useless land as the inhabited parts of
the American Union. Most of th~
mountains are arable; and even the
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The American prairies are of two
kinds. Those which lie east of the
Mississippi are comparatively small,
are exceedingly fertile, and are always
surrounded by forests. They are
susceptible of high cultivation, and are
fast becoming settled. They abound
in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and
Indiana. They labor under the
disadvantages of a scarcity of wood
and water-evils of a serious character,
until art has had time to supply the
deficiencies of nature. As coal is said
to abound in ~ll that region; and wells
are generally successful, the enterprise
of the emigrants is gradually prevailing
against these difficulties.
The second description of these
natural meadows lies west of the
Mississippi, at a distance of a few
hundred miles from that river, and is
called the Great Prairies.
They
resemble the steppes of Tartary more
than any other known portion of the
world; being, in fact,a vast country,
incapable of sustaining a dense
popUlation, in the absence of the two
great necessaries already named.
Rivers abound, it is true; but this
region is nearly destitute of brooks
and the smaller water courses, which
tend so much to comfort and fertility.
The origin and date of the Great
American Prairies form one of nature's
most majestic inysteries. The general
character of the United States, of the
Canadas, and of Mexico, is that of
luxuriant fertility. It would be difficult
to find another portion c f the world,
of the same extent, which has so little
useless land as the inhabited parts of
the American Union. Most of the
mountains are arable; and even the
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Announcing a new line of adaptive
microminiature Kineplex® modems
)0 with rates up to ®9([D([])((J) bits per second!
Available in three types: Drawer, cabinet or
airborn.e. They're small; for example, the single
d rawer type is on Iy 22 1/2" x 171/2" x 8%". They
employ Kineplex® techniques, operate on a 3 kc
bandwidth over HF and wireline. Data rates
can be controlled externally. Computerassisted design techniques have reduced prices
AIRBORNE

dramatically. If you have large amounts
of data to move between computers or from remote
sources to computers, contact us today
about our new TE-216 modems. Write or call
Collins Information Science Center, 19700 Jamboree
Road, Newport Beach, California. Phone 714-549-2911
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SYSTEM IDEAS-Got a bottleneck in your forms system? The Moore
man can help you with practical suggestions that will eliminate 'back
tracking,' machine downtime, duplication of effort, etc.
c

DESIGN IDEAS - Want to update" the appearance of your forms? The
Moore man can suggest new ideas through the creative designs of
Moore. Ideas on blackouts, phantoms, lithography, MICR, OCR, etc.

NEW IDEAS - What's new in data processing forms and forms systems?
The Moore man keeps you abreast of the latest developments. Let
him be your 'ear to the ground.'

Look to the·
Moore man
for ideas
Want to keep posted on the latest
ideas in data processing? in current
systems applications? on the very
latest forms construction and design?
Look to the Moore man. He's specialist in keeping you posted on what's
new in data processing forms, methods, and applications.

a

He's a focal point of forms knowledge. He can help you cut overall

costs by improving your system and
getting better control throughout; by
speeding up record handling; byeliminating costly paperwork, needless
duplication, and inaccuracy.
To get the form that controls all the
data, to get the form that's right for
you, call' in the Moore man. If you
work with forms, he can show you how
to make forms work for you.

IWOORE BUSINESS FORIW5, INC.
'The right business form for every form of business' • Niagara Falls, New York· Park Ridge,
Illindis • Denton, Texas • Emeryville, Calif, .' Over 500 offices and factories in North America
CIRCLE 22 ON READER CARD,

PROGRAMMING
360-CLASS
MACHINES

"

early reactions

bv MARTIN E. HOPKINS

D

With the announcement of the Spectra 70 computers by RCA, substance is given to the rumors that several manufacturers will build
machin'es . that share a set of order codes with the IBM
System/360. These computers will have similar features,
such as variable length instruction formats and data structure. They will also emphasize the ability to "plug in" a
wide variety of I/O devices which will look the same to
the stored program.
Man-machine communication, multi-programming and
multi-CPU operation will be common with the aid of advanced software. Whether the 360 class machines will
share a common set of software is a question I leave to
the future . . . and to the patent lawyers. For the present, however, programmers need to know more than
the information which is available in basic manuals and
sales literature in order to make effective use of these computer systems.
With delivery dates for most users still some time
away, actual programming and debugging experience on
360 class machines is, of course, rare. However, for the
past year, more than 40 programmers and analysts at
Computer Usage Company have planned, programmed
and checked out a major software package for the IBM
9020, a 360' class machine. This package includes a monitor, I/O system, assembler, relocatable loader, math and
general purpose library, various edit programs and a
compiler. A debugging system was included and debugging has been accomplished on an IBM 360/40. The
variety of coding was extensive, including the use of I/O,
editing, fixed-point decimal, fixed-point binary, 'floating
point and data manipulation instructions. The experience
of our programmers ranged from 10 years and a dozen
machines to six months work on a single machine; their
backgrounds included commercial, scientific, systems and
real-time applications. This article is based on our experience in implementing this project; however, we think
many of these comments will be applicable to other 360
class machines as well.
A convenient starting point in this discussion is the
importance of using a monitor.

)

o

monitor

Large scale, users are accustomed to trading some of
core storage for the convenience and flexibility gained by
using a monitor. With the 360 class computer smaller
users will also be introduced to the "joys" of monitor life
'because it is indispensible for maximum utilization of the
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hardware. In fact, the 360 class machine should be
thought of as a hardware and software (monitor) combination. The reason for this lies in the basic design of
the hardware, which allows for numerous interrupts as
well as the complexity of a completely asynchronous I/O.
The concept of a continuous controlled operation results in
many unusual situations which are handled by subroutines
initiated by interruptions, which are in turn initiated by
the hardware, the problem program or the monitor. For
example, if the operator manually spaces the printer to
the next page the procedure he follows will probably result in an interrupt which must be identified, acted on,
and then control must be returned to the problem program.
True, the hardware allows a much wider range of error
detection than most present machines. However, this advantage is somewhat offset by the necessity to pinpoint the
exact cause of an error by programming. In addition, interrupts can occur for such reasons as overflow, invalid
addressing, or the operator pushing the attention button.
When you consider all that the monitor must do, the
better part of valor is certainly to use a standard monitor.
Actually, the machine is designed to facilitate the use
of a monitor. There is a monitor mode, as distinguished
from the problelI1 mode. Certain instructions, mainly I/O,
can be executed only' in the monitor mode; these are
termed "privileged instructions." Communication between

Mr. Hopkins ;s a senior analyst
with Computer Usage Co. Inc.,
New York City, and head of
the firm's Mt. Kisco, N.Y., facility. For the past year, he
has led a team of analysts and
programmers in writing software and programs for the
360. He has also worked on
many projects in systems programming, including the design and implementation of
COBOL, as well as FORTRAN
compilers and other software
and utility systems.
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the problem programmer and the monitor is through a
Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction. An SVC causes a programmed interrupt, and the monitor takes action on the
basis of a parameter in the SVC instruction. Typical actions might be to stack an I/O request, take a dump, begin
multiprogramming at a specified address, or request an
operator response. The monitor itself can be protected
from alteration by a memory protection feature. The problem programmer has no way of executing privileged instructions, except indirectly through the monitor.
the instruction set
The full instruction set available to the problem programmer consists of 131 instructions. In general, most·~
users will want a full set, with the exception of commercial users, who may not want floating point. As with
all computers, there are some coding problems; however,
it is seldom necessary to have lengthy or slow code (as it
is on some word machines), when odd size fields are manipulated, or on character machines, when extensive arithmetic or long moves are attempted.
The 360 class machine does impose one critical consideration on the programmer: more than the usual amount
of planning. There are various approaches to almost every
coding problem on these machines; a hasty decision or
short-cut strategy might lead to unexpected difficulties.
For example, when a programmer decides to use decimal
rather than binary arithmetic to save conversion time, he
cannot conveniently use the computed quantities for address arithmetic because the internal addressing is binary. The choice of radix (binary or decimal) is even
more complex and will be considered in detail after the
nature of the registers is explained.
register usage
Good programming strategy depends on understanding the registers. There are 16 fixed-point registers, each
32 bits long. The odd- and even-numbered registers are
paired for double-length shifts, multiplies, etc. Registers
"1" and "2" are implicit operands in some operations, and
register "0" is restricted in its use. All the registers can be
used as accumulators. The situation is similar to that for
the 705-7080, where the ASU's are used as temporaries,
counters, etc. A good program must keep many intermediate results in the registers, and thus minimize "saves" and
"restores." In addition, the registers can be used as index
registers and for linkage.
A 360 class instruction allows oniy 12 bits for the address; these 12 bits are called the displacement.· This
means only 4,096 bytes can be addressed directly. Four
bits are provided to specify a base register, and the contents of this register are added to the 12-bit displacement to obtain an effective address. Some instructions
allow the specification of a second register for address
modification; this is the index register. Thus, an effective
address is formed by adding the 12-bit displacement to
the contents of the registers specified in the base and index
fields. When specified as a base or index, the contents
of register "0" is zero. So, in order to address anything
beyond the first 4,096 bytes, a base or index must have
been loaded. This is a critical consideration in programming; the more bases loaded, the fewer registers available
for indexing or use as temporaries. There is an added
difficulty in planning due to' the even-odd pair arrangement
and the special characteristics of registers' "0," "1;" and "2."
The register problem also extends to the floating-point
registers. The four floating-point registers are separate
from the 16 fixed-point registers. Only floating-point oper48

ations may be performed in them. If there is an operand
in a fixed-point register which is to be operated on using
floating-point instructions, it must first be stored and then
loaded into a floating-point register. This is sometimes
inconvenient and makes fixed-float conversions expensive.
Linkage between subroutines will also affect overall register assignment, for it is at this time that 'one set of registers must be saved and a new set loaded. In addition, one
would like to use the registers to transmit either the arguments themselves or their addresses to the called subroutine. This is practical if there are only one or two arguments, but when there are many arguments, it is usually
better to have address constants after the "Branch and
Link" (BAL) instruction.
Because of the many techniques available, a situation
is likely to develop where, in the interest of speed, each
programmer may use a different linkage method. At the
risk of sometimes producing something less than optimum code, a standard linkage should be decided on
and then all programmers be required to use it. This will
facilitate cOpImunications and greatly reduce coding errors.

•

program organization
Perhaps our greatest surprise was to discover that programmers had very few problems handling register allocation and use, once they accepted the fact that it required a little prior planning. A surprising number said
they could have produced as good code with eight registers as with 16.
The following are some helpful rules in planning register usage:

(1) Break programs into subroutines, each covered by a
base register.
(2) Two registers should be permanently reserved for
linkage, although they can be used for general purposes
between calls.
(3) Subroutines should be assembled separately, and only
communicate in a standard manner, either through passing arguments or addressing a common communications
area.
( 4) Data,· constants and temporaries should be kept together for convenient coverage by a base. Large sets of
data, such as tables and arrays, which must be addressed
via indexing, should also be kept separate.
(5) It is usually sufficient to reserve one base register
for data and one for instructions within any subroutine.
(6) Registers should be specified symbolically, so that
when register assignments must be changed, it can be done
by reassembly.
(7) Save one register for an emergency. A small change
in logic may cause a complete rewrite in a tight routine
because a register is not available.
(8) The first 4,096 bytes should not be addressed directly; some system probably expects to use them.
It should be mentioned that the writer of a reasonably
small program can ignore the base and displacement problem if he desires. Eight registers loaded at the beginning
of a program ( and never altered) will allow him to
address every byte in a 32K machine. This leaves eight
registers for accumulators, index registers, and linkage.
This t'echnique, however, does not make the most efficient
use of the machine.
data layout
The other broad area requiring careful planning is data
layout. Early in the analysis stage, it must be decided if
numeric data are to be decimal or binary. Each radix has
advantages and disadvantages. Binary data is more compact, is operated on faster, and can be used for address

DATAMATICN
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TYPICAL 360 CLASS INSTRUCTIONS
Add Storage to register

I

5A

o

8

12 16

31

20

The word at the effective address computed by adding
the contents of the registers specified by the X 2 and B2
fields to the value in the D2 field is added to the contents
of the register specified in the RI field. The sum is placed
in register RI. 5A is the hexadecimal representation of the
operation code. The storage address must be on a word
boundary.
Load single precision register to register

I

I.RI R21
8 12 15

38

o

The first 32 bits of the f1o~ting point register specified
in the Rz field are placed in the first 32 bits of the floating
point register specified in the RI field. Thirty-eight is the
hexadecimal representation of the operation code.
Move characters storage to storage
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I BII

L

16 20

8

32
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36

The characters beginning at the effective address COJ;ll':'
puted by adding the contents of the register specified by
the Bz field to the value D2, are moved to the effective
address computed by adding the contents of register BI
to the value DI. L
1 characters are moved. D2 is the
operation code.

+

Three byte (character) field

I Byte 1 I Byte 2 I Byte 31
o
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decim~il

digit
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16
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digits and sign in packed format

digit
,2

4

23

I

digit I digit 1 digit
3,
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'5

16
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20
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Value

Each of the four Hoating-point registers can hold a 64bit, double-precision Hoating-point number. Single-precision operations can be perforined in, the left half. A
single-precision Hoating-point number has a sign, sevenbit characteristic and a 24-bit mantissa. The character~
istic is a power 9f 16, not a power of two, so a number
is normalized when anyone of the left-hand four bits
of the mantissa is a one bit. This m'eans Vp to three bits
can be lost in, normalization; thus, the number may have
only 21 bits of accuracy. That.is a little more than six
decimal digits. The 1107 and 7090 give over eight
digits.
"
,
It may be that most scientific computation will be done
in double-precision. In that case, a 56-bit mantissa will
give over 15 decimal digits of accuracy', which should satisfy almost everyone. On the larger and faster systems,
where most such computation will be done, the time to
execute double-precision instructions will be the same or
only slightly greater than it would be for single-precision.

23

,I
15

Full word fixed point number
I

I

Value
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31
Single Precision Floating Point

~ I

I

S

I cha.ra~ter-I
Ishc ,

o

o

mantissa

8

a

floating point arithmetic

I

Half word fixed point number

o

computation. However, it must be positioned on a word
boundary and requires conversion when, the input is un-'
edited. Decimal instructions have two storage addresses,_
allow for variable length fields, and do not require a
register as an operand. However; because decimal instructions may not be indexed, an extra base is often needed.
Instructions to convert binary to' decimal and vice-versa
are available. In most cases we have found that binary
data produces the most efficient code:
Standard, character size is eight bits (termed a byte),
and decimal arithmetic instructions operate on data packed
two decimal digits to each byte. This means that in order
to add to a field in eight-bit format, it must, first be
packed, thEm added to, and finally unpacked. It is possible to save storage and execution time by keeping decimal data in packed format so it can be operated on with-~
out packing and unpacking. Again, helpful instructions
are provided to pack or unpack decimal data in one in~
struction when it is necessary to go from one format to
another.
There are variable-length "Move" and "Compare" instructions which allow manipulation of odd-size fields not
necessarily on a word boundary. They are great help in
coding, and they will operate on binary data. IBM 1400series programmers should remember that the word length
is not automatically built into the data structure. When
the word size is carried with the data, it must be a binary
count or a special control character. The former can
be used to modify an instruction; it is necessary to scan
for the latter, but the "Translate and Test" (TRT) instruction facilitates finding a specific character in one
instruction. In general, though, the variable-length properties of this machine are less Hexible than those of the
1400 series. This may be a good thing because instruction-controlled word length, as found in the RCA 301 or
STRETCH, allows easy debugging and produces good code.
The vari?ble-le~gth "Move" allows transfers of up to
256, bytes. This liinit can be inconvenient" but it points up
a crucial fact about the organization of data. Long moves
of data are often unnecessary ,and should, be avoided.
Base-displacement addressing allows one to simply load a
new base in a register rather than to go through the more
time-consuming movement, of data to a work or output
'area. Of course, this sort of coding requires more organization by the programmer.

31

Double Precision Floating Point

debugging

I s I ch~:~~er- I
o
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,mantissa
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63

There have been predictions that 360 class programs
would be a "nightmare to debug." We have just not found
this to be so, even though we had no debugging aid ex-
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conclusion

cept for a hexadecimal dump. Since the internal. ad~ress
ing is binary and the natural way to group bIts IS ~y
fours, dumps and listings show locations and storage l~
hexadecimal. The convention for representing hexadecImal is 010' - 1510 are equal to 0 16 - F 16' Surprising
as it may ~eem, programmers learn to do hexadecimal
addition and subtraction very quickly, although in most
cases it is not necessary, even with relocated programs,
because base-displacement addresses need not be modified
when the routine is relocated. The tendency to have
small subroutines with only local references: makes most
addresses easy to find by matching the listing and the
dump.
Many error~ are found quickly because the registers
give the programmer a good place to start his search f~r
a bug. The heavy use o~ subroutines also resu~ts in ~ traIl
of saved registers, whicli helps in error detectIon. Fma~ly,
the interruptions caused by illegal addresses and operatIon
codes help to pinpoint bugs at the earliest possible moment.
Patching is difficult and, at first, most programmers reassemble for anything more' complex than a, one-for-one
replacement. The chief source of errors in patching is
constructing correct base-displacement addresses for the
branches to the patch and back to the main sequenGe of
instructions. Obviously, many small subroutines will help
to speed up operations by allowing one to reassemble only
the subroutine in error rather th~n tqe whole program.

Most of our programmers had an easy time learning
the 360 clas's machine, despite the fact that no classes
were available at the time. All learning was through the
programmer's reference manual and informal con~ersa
tions. Although System/360 software was not avaIlable
when the majority of our work was in progress, we did
find the 360 assembler and simulator on the IBM 7090
a great help. We would encourage those with an early
360 order to make heavy use of these packages.
As is the case with almost every new machine, first
reactions to 360 class machines are often unfavorable.
But in a short time most programmers place them high
on their list of good computers. Certain features invite
controversy, such as base-displacement addressing. Such
addressing is inconvenient at times for coders; however,
the good programmer will take advantage of it to address
data at different locations without moving it. In addition,
the manager will prefer it because it allows the computer
to have instructions with small address fields in a family of
machines whose core size varies from the very small to
16 million characters.
Each of the various design decisions and trade offs made
by the designers of the System/360 was based on sound
reasons; programmers who desire to learn these should
read "Architecture of the IBM System/360."1
In general, we found that 360 class machines require
study and a special programming approach, but they are
interesting, versatile, and easily programmed in assembly
language.
'
•

,

1. G. M. Amdahl, G. A. Blaauw, F.P. Brooks Jr., IBM Journal of Research and Development, Volume VIII, No.2-April 1964.
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.O,C~nstdtirig";'; Diligent planning, careful
study, ilhdwise automation counsel eliminate
the risk of unneCessary expens~ or disruptive
~djustmentof pr~cecluresand personilt:l.
McDonnel1 consultants not sell computing
equipment--OIi1y' guidance', and "assistance
based on, knowledge.

Not just Thl#orists,
but Practitioners
in the Application
of Automation

"0

a

Systems Desigl1-Autoinati9~ Center
analystsdesigo practiCal. working systems
. for either simple.' or complex ' operations.
Theycar~fully schedule, procedural clulnges
so that" daily," oPerations continue '. without
abrupladministrative shifts. frequently testing changes in., parallel with' e:x isting. operations to maximize 'indjvidua.~ effici~ncies that
can be ~evelopedthroughknowledgeable

Accustomed to undertaking assignments as varied as industry, business
and government can describe-equipped
with personnel and equipment for servingthe complete automation requirement, including Consulting, Systems
Design, Programming and Data
Processing - the McDonnell Automation Center protects those just beginning to use automation from the pitfalls
of in~fficient planning and preparation.
In addition, the varied skills and backgrounds of McDonndl personnel help
extend the application of machines and
procedures for'long-term alltomation
users who have yet to realize the full
potential of the equipment available.

pl~nning.

E) progr~~~in~is~elink betweellgood
orgal1iz3:ti0J.l.'and the capabilities; of micro!
second
handling' equipment. Ane.normous amount of pre-planning goes int~even
the simplest work of a cOIllPut~~~ The
l\1cDonnell programmers makethemac~ine
(no matter wha,tkindjtmaybe) perform at
peakilccuracy al1defficiency.

data

'00ata PrCJ~e~si~g~andC.omputing
is the step toward, which collsultlOg, systems
The preplal1 ning i~~t'Jsac~omplished determines
wheth~rco.mputertime is used efficiently
and whether ., the total problem receives full
analys~~an~,computation.
designandprogr~lllminglead.

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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Why do
SO mariy people want
to use IBM's
.
...
···1
computer programs
l'

They are the best you can get.
They are based on a thorough
knowledge of computers.
They are based on an understanding of how your type of business operates-an understanding
our people have gained by working side-by-side with you, helping
you solve your business problerris,
year after ~ear after year.
Our computer programming sys':
tems-just as our machines and our
people - are products of a dedica-

don td perfecti9n that, at IBM, has
become a way of life. . .
We don't succeed as'well as we'd
like to. We don't think our programs or any of the othei' back-up
services we offer are yet perfect.
That's why we continue to work
very hard to improve them.
Every IBM program, programming syst~it1 and service you get
has been checked and rechecked,
tried and retried, proved and, as
often as possible, improved.

The improving never s~dps.
We keep looking for and finding
new and better ways to raise the
productive efficiency of your business. That's the biggest value that
we have to offer you.
Service is not the only reason
customers stick ,with iBM year after
year, product after product.
But it's the best reason'we know.

SYSTEM/360-The Computer
with a Future.

)0
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Think both
Let's say your business is bogged down with paperwork and cl~rical detai!s-and it's costing you time
and money.
Naturally, you think of data processing-of those
amazing machines that reduce mountains of informationto neat stacks of punched cards or reels of tape.
Good thinking. But hold everything.
Data processing is just half of' an effective information-handling system. The other half is data transmission
.:....moving the information crosstown or cross-country,
while it's still timely and useful.
.

That's where Bell System Data-Phone* service belongs in yOlJr thinking. It converts business-machine
data into a tone language that can ·be telephoned.
Swiftly. Accurately. Economically.
So when you think data processing, think Data-Phone
service, to·o. Think both. Then talk with our Gommunications Consultant; He's thoroughly trained and
experienced in the data communications field. ~ust call
our Business Office and ask for his services.

I1i:\

*

~ !~!!n ~!~~~a~

Service mark of the Bell System

Telegraph Co. and Associated Companies
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DEVELOPING
SYSTEMS
TIMING SPECS
by DENNIS G. PRICE and DENNIS E. MULVIHIll

D

Most people,' who are concerned with such
things, are aware that they should prepare and
issue to manufacturers a «set of systems specifications" before they acquire a computer. These specifications take many forms, but include a description of the
applications (even including a few flow charts), and provide volume figures of transactions and master files.
Frequently the equipment manufacturer is asked to supply an incredible assortment of information about his
hardware and software-often in imposing but irrelevant
table form.
Unfortunately, most EDP specifications allow too much
discretion to the manufacturer. The specifications then become subject to his interpretation as to what is required,

with the result that much time is consumed in discussion
with the evaluation group, or, worse yet, the manufacturer may completely misunderstand the requirement and
submit a proposal which does not meet the specifications.
If we seem to say that the state of affairs is a sad one,
that's because it is indeed sad! While we think those
obtaining a first computer can profit most by understanding the conte~ts of this article, our audience we believe
could profitably (and regrettably!) include organizations
obtaining their second or subsequent computer. We shall
describe first the "full" specifications appropriate to acquiring a computer for a "typical" data processing organization: e.g., where 40 or 50 regular runs account for more
than 75% of monthly usage.' Then we shall discuss alter-

Mr. Price is director of State
Information Systems Development in the Div. of the Budget
for New YO'rk State. He is a
member of the State Univ.'s
Computing Sciences Committee, and represents the Council of State Government on
ASA's X3 committee. He has
been with Touche, Ross, Bailey
& Smart, and Chrysle'r. He
holds a BS in economics from
London Univ. and an MS from
Carnegie Tech.
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the Management Services Div.
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in government and public administration from Duquesne
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native approaches more suitable for the "job-shop" type
of operation or where a simple upgrading of equipment is
required.

obiectives
So, what are the objectives of a "full" set of specifications?
a. All quantitative data given to the EDP equipment manufacturer or supplied by him should be on standardized
forms, and should be kept to a minimum. They should
contain such obvious items as, for example, the number
of records for each file.
h. Conceptual systems design should be completed before
the preparation of EDP equipment specifications. This
includes top level flow charts, record descriptions, current volumes and a rough estimate of volumes for three
to five years in the future.
c. The logic EDP system flow charts should tie in to the
specification forms.
d. The forms should facilitate preparation by the equipment manufacturer, even to the extent of his being able
to keypunch the information as input to a computer
program which will generate the timings and configuration he will propose.
e. The forms should be designed so that upon return from
the EDP equipment manufacturer they may be evahiated easily by the group which prepared the specifications.
An intensive examination of the existing system must
precede preparation of the EDP system flow charts, quantitative information, and record layouts for the proposed
system. We assume this has been done prior to the preparation of EDP specifications.
The flow charts must tie into the specification forms. For
example, the computer operation DEM 1 (see Fig. 1) refers to the main processing form for run DEM 1 (see Fig.
3). (DEM 1 means Daily Expense-accounting Main processing run number 1).
The flow charts may assume, say, a maximum six-tape
system (or, more properly, a system of six logical files)
and this is reflected in the specifications flow charts. This
does not mean, of course, that the EDP equipment manufacturer is limited to proposirig a six-tape system. He may
propose more or fewer tapes and wish to propose random
access equipment completely, or in part, instead of tape
equipment.
Each of the runs shown on the flow charts must now be
described on a timing form. But before describing the
form~ we have evolved, it is necessary first to distinguish
the various kinds of computer runs: media-conversion
(peripheral), main processing, sorts and merges.
In the specifications, media conversion runs are concerned with reading cards and converting them to tape,
reading tape and punching cards, and reading tape and
printing. In contrast, main processing runs are concerned
with processing input in a particular way in order to update files, etc. Media conversion runs generally do not
make much use of a computer's internal processing ability
since they are concerned with simple jobs, whereas main
processing runs may make extensive use of the computer's
internal processing ability. Because of the complexity of
the main processing runs, we only describe one run per
form. On the other hand, only one line of a form is
requi~ed to describe a media conversion run. \
Sort and merge runs are in a separate class, since-although th~y use the computer's internal processing ability
extensively-they are usually performed by using a routine
supplied by the EDP equipment manufacturer and can
54

be timed using a formula sU:pplied by him. For this rea,son, it is possible to show each run as only one line on a
form.
, There has never been any real problem in timing sorts,
merges, and media conversion runs, but difficulty has alFig. 1

..... ../
CARD-TAPE

J

,'SORT TO

Ale

NUMBER SEQUENCE

PRINT
REPORTS

ways existed with main processing runs. This has been
largely because of the intricacies involved in accurately
estimating internal processing time, as opposed to calculating input/output time (assuming that the files were
exactly defined).

the timing specification forms
The intent of the Timing Factor Information Form
(Fig. 2 facing page) is to obtain all the factors which are
used in the various Timing Specification Forms, so that
the information which the manufacturer supplies on these
latter forms may be easily audited, and kept to a minimum.
Most of the entries are easily understandable by those
in the data processing field, but some need explanation:
Instruction Conversion Factor (Item 13) -this is obtained from a detailed block diagram included with the
specifications. The objective in the block diagram is to
obtain a mix of typical instructions closely related to the
actual applications: We exclude Data Moves, Puts and
Gets, since these are timed separately. The block diagram
may consist of, say, 2.0 COBOL instructions or statements.
(We could, of course, use FORTRAN, or other language,
statements if desired). The manufacturer then converts
CRTRMRTICN

,

o c~)

these to equivalent machine language instructions in the
way his compiler would act, which, of course, is not
necessarily the most efficient conversion. Assume that for
a particular manufacturer the 20 COBOL instructions convert to 100 machine language ins~ructions. His "Instruction Conversion Factor" would then be five.
Average Instruction time, Other Instructions (Item
14)-this, too, is obtained from the block diagram. For
example, if the 100 instructions of the manufacturer resulting from the block diagram take a total of 600 microseconds, the Average Instruction Time is six microseconds.
Average Number of Storage Elements per Instruction
(Item 18)-this information may be obtained from the
block diagram. For example, if the 100 instructions that
the manufacturer requires take 700 characters of core,
then the average number of storage elements is seven,
or if 200 "bytes" are required, then the average number
of storage elements is two.
The objective of the Main Processing Run Form (Fig. 3,
see p. 56) is to separate input/output file time from internal
processing time. When the answers for this are obtained,
then it is merely a matter of knowing from the type of computer how one may combine input/output time and processing time: e.g., for some computers they may be overlapped.
To the result we add final rewind time and set-up time,
and thus obtain total run time. (This assumes, of course,
that intermediate rewinds for multi-reel files may be overlapped by "flip-flopping" between tape units. In addition,
with the use of modern operating systems, it is often possible to overlap final rewind time and set-up time).
The information on the form refers to the main processing run in the sample flow chart. In this example we
have four logical files-shown under the Identification
section of the form. The number of alphabetic and numeric
characters for each record is also shown as is, also, the
number of records in the files. The manufacturer then
completes the remaining information.
As may be seen from the form, the manufacturer must
calculate total access time and total transfer time, for tape
or random storage, to obtain the gross total input/output

time for each file. Of course, if a' random access device is
used, the number of records accessed and transferred is
not necessarily the number of records in the file, but may
be the number of "hits" which is usually the number of
transactions. When the time for each file has been calculated, the manufacturer assigns file times to separate channels, if he is proposing more than one channel. (Otherwise, all files are assigned to one channel). The file times
which are 'largest (and with which other files are overlapped) then add to net total file time.

internal processing time
It is usually difficult to estimate internal processing
time-consisting of the internal time to process transactions
and to pass files. This is because even though it is possible,
for a given run, to approximate the number of instructions
for a given computer, each computer proposed will have
a different instruction repertoire and also possibly a different address structure. It is, therefore, appropriate to use a
non-machine oriented language, such as COBOL. The best
person to estimate the number of COBOL statements is an
experienced computer analyst who has a sound knowledge
of the proposed applications.
The analyst's estimate of the number of COBOL instructions required when a "hit" is obtained (i.e., all instructions other than to pass files) is shown on the form in
brackets after "Other Instruction Time." The manufacturer must then convert the number of "Other" instructions to the number required for his instruction repertoire
and his address type. This is done by multiplying by the
"Instruction Conversion Factor."
Another difficulty has been the method of calculating instruction execution time. Various attempts have been
made: for example, manufacturers have been instructed
to use the time to perform an ADD instruction, or to use
some average instruction time based on the manufacturer's
experience. These approaches, however, have proved
dangerous since they allow too much discretion to the
manufacturer or may simply be inaccurate for the applications proposed. For this problem, too; the block dia-
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5. Interlock time is obtained by multiplying the total
number 'of blocks from column 11, by the Interlock
Time per Block.

SYSTEMS TIMING SPECS
gram proves useful, since it provides the "Average Instruction Time for Other Instructions" shown on the Timing Factor Information Form.
The total internal processing time is therefore divided
into the following separate sections:

We have now obtained Total Processing Time. This is
then compared with Net Total File Time (Column 19)
and by adding or taking the larger, or some combination
of these (whichever is pertinent for the particular computer) we obtain Total Running Time. We then obtain Total Run Time by adding Set-up Time and Rewind Time for
the longest reel remaining at the end of the run '( assuming flip-flop was available if more than one reel was required for any file: otherwise, intermediate rewind and
tape-change time must be added). With recently announced computers, the internal processing speeds are
such that for many data processing applications it may be
possible to ignore the impact of internal processing time
on total run time. In this case, "Total Processing Time" on
the form may' be excluded when calculating "Total Run
Time," since it will be overlapped with file time.

1. Data Move Time: This is calculated by totaling the

number of output records from column 9 and multiplying by the Data Move instruction time based on the
formula on the Timing Information Form. This assumes
that each input record moves to an output area or is generated and moved internally. If input records move to
an intermediate work area before moving to an output
area, then two moves are involved. Alternatively,
"scatter-read" and "gather-write" may reduce move
time. In any case the manufacturer must calculate the
move time according to his proposed equipment.
2. Puts and Gets: This of course is the total number of
input records (Column 9) multiplied by the Get instruction time, plus the total number of output records
(Column 9) multiplied by the Put instruction.
3. Other Instruction Time: The manufacturer simply
multiplies the number of COBOL instructions shown in
brackets, by his Instruction Conversion Factor, and his
Average Instruction Time, to obtain the time to process
one transaction. This is then multiplied by the number
of transactions.
4. Buffer-memory transfer time is obtained by multiplying
the total number of words of input and output (total
number of frames, column 13, divided by the Number
of Tape Frames per Word) by the Memory Cycle Time ..

,f

core memory required
We may obtain, through the same form, the total
memory required for the run. This is composed of the
memory required to accommodate the program and the
file~.

With regard to memory for the program, it is necessary
to provide the manufacturer with the estimated number of
COBOL instructions for the input/butput processing, ,and
separately for all other instructions. In addition, he is
instructed to add a certain percentage to the above
amounts of memory to allow for constants, working storage, etc. The manufacturer then multiplies these figures
by his Instruction Conversion Factor to obtain the figures

Fig. 3
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appropriate when the organization is contemplating major
changes to its existing systems where there are fewer
than, say, 40 Main Processing runs. These situations are in
contrast to the specifications suitable for a "job-shop" type
of operation.
'
The job-shop operation occurs quite often in practice,
and the type of specifications described above' (lre not
particularly appropriate. The reason for this, of course,
. is

for the next column. These figures are then multiplied by
the "Average Number of Storage Elements per Instruction"
to obtain the number of words of memory required. The
number of words required to accommodate the files is obtained from column 14 of the form. Note here that if
there are alternate read or write areas, allowance must
be made for them. If an executive program is used, the
memory required must also be included, of course.

) C)
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The Printing Form (Fig. 4) and the other ones detailed
below differ from the Main ProcessIng Form in that they
show one run on each line of the form rather than one run
per form.
This form is straightforward through column 11, since
for each run we are merely computing the total print
time and the total skip time for the file being printed. If,
however, the printing is to be performed simultaneously
with a processing run, it may become necessary to calculate the additional main frame processing time and core
memory required. This may then be added to the relevant
Main Processing Form by making suitable entries on the
last one or two rows, and adjusting "Internal Processing
Time and Total Run Time" and "Core Memory Required
for Run." :Of course, as discussed earlier, if the internal
processing •time is insignificant, it may be ignored.
A card-tape form, very similar to' the Printing Form,
merely calculates the total time required for card reading
and punching. Since it is so similar to the Printing Form,
it is not shown.
'
The Sort and Merge Form (Fig. 5) contains the information n'ecessary for the manufacturer to calculate the
time required to perform. a sort or merge according to his
formulas or tables.
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other approaches to specifications
The specifications described above are most suitable for
an organization obtaining its first computer. They are also
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that it would be extremely difficult to produc~ detailed
Row charts which describe a myriad of jobs ( these may
run into hundreds). In addition, the jobs \Yhich are run
this month may be completely unrelated to the jobs which
are run next month, or six months from now.
There is another situation, too, where the organization
wishes merely to upgrade its EDP equipment, with little
or no systems redesign. This may be desired because, for
example, processing volumes are projected to exceed
present machine capacity, or the acquisition of new equipment offers advantages because of its lower cost and increased throughput capacity.
In these cases, it is possible to produce the information
required for timing analysis by the manufacturer in a much
simpler form compared to that described above. Let us
assume, for example, that the current equIpment consists,
of a peripheral processor and a main processor. Of course,
the exact equipment, languages, and software packages
used, would be described in detail. In this case, we might
provide the manufacturer with the type of information,
as shown in Table I.
From ;he information provided, the manufacturer will
be able to propose equipment which will meet the 'requirements of the, organization during the periods
shown-Le., two years and five years from now.
In order to verify the times which the manufacturer
claims for his ,equipment and relate them to the kinds of
operations whic:h the organization actually performs, it is
usually desirable to include some benchmark problems
with the specifications. These benchmark problems must
be representa~ive of the operations performed in the
organization. In fact, some approaches to 'specifications
use this method almost exclusively. They say, for example, that benchmark problem A, which takes an hour per
month on existing equipment, is representative of 50 hours
per month of their operations.
Needless to say, of course, the, benchmark problems
given the manufacturer must be picked with extreme care,
since if they are not representative, the results will be
invalid. The problems given to the manufacturer may be
written.: for him in either COBOL or FORTRAN (or some
other language for that. matter), or the organization' may
simply choose to give the manufacturer detailed Row charts.
This latter method is not as desirable, since it leaves
some aspects of the problem open to interpretation by
the manufacturer.
Let us assume that the manufacturer has received 10
sample problems. When he is ready to demoristrate on
the proposed equipment, the organization will send representatives to take exact timings of the run times. If, in
our example, the one hour job took 12 minutes, one

would assume that the 50 hours per month for similar work
would only take 10 hours per month. In this way, one
could calculate the time required for all jobs on the propos~d equipment, and thereby' validate or invalidate the
manufacturer's proposal.
,The approaches described in this section are; of course,
much simplier than the "full" approach described earlier. In
practice, it may well be that some combination' of the two
~ethods is required. For example, there may be several
Main Processing runs which account for a large percentage of th~ activity per month. The balance of the activity
is made up of job shop applications. A combination of the
two approaches would then be the most appropriate.
summary
The Rexibility of the "full" approach for the manufacturer 'is that it enables ,him quickly to make any assumpt~ons with regard to block size, number of channels, speed
of tapes, etc., and then adjust the configuration to obtain
a "balanced" system' so that in hIS proposal he will propose
the most economical configuration for the whole set of
specifications. The Rexibility of this approach has, in fact,
been demonstrated, since we have had at least one manufacturer program for this approach and key punch data
directly from the specification forms. In, this way, the
~anufacturer was able to test autor,natically over 30 differentconfigurations and pick the one best suited to the
specifications.
We aIr know that it ,is ~ssential to optain accurate figures on. timings to facilitate an evaluation. The methods
described abOve or earlier versions of it have. been used
'in many applicatIons ,by industrial, firpls, th~ federal govermrtent, stq,te arid foreign governments., Actual run times
for main processing runs (which are, the only runs difficult
to estimate) have come' within 5% "of the time shown in
the form where there has been no signifIcant systems or
volume change. In every case, the equipment accepted
from the, successful bidder has been the correct size to
process the applications contained in the. specifications.
Although at first glance the. method appears overly detailed, it is no more work for the user thari less formalized
methods, since the information shown is basically the same.
Moreover, the manufacturer must make the same calculations as those on the forms, if he is to do an honest job. And
you may be assured that "good" specs result in "good"
proposals.
The advantages. of the "other" approaches described,
above are primarily that they impose less work on the
manufacturer and the organization which prepares the
specifications, and secondly they may be more appropriate
where the type of operations performed are more in the
'riature 'of job shop operations. In these cases, we have
found that the approach described is much more appro,priate, and· will also result in good proposals from the
manufacturers.
•
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Table I

Function
Tape Reading and Writing
Interrial Processing
Tape Sorting
MAIN PROCESSOR TOTAL
Printing
Card Reading
Card Punching
PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR TOTAL

58

Pr~sent

90
30
50
170
80
40
10
130,

Meter Time Per Month,
Two Years
Hence

150
50
90
290
120
50
15
185

Fi~e

Years
Hence

300
1qO
180
580
160
70
20
250
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Rajinder Singh has authority

So has the machine

When you benefit from a Memorex premium tape ad-

he's using ... a specially-designed vibrating sample mag-

vantage-such as uniformly high product quality-remem-

lH'tometer. The machine tells Raj whether the oxide L1sed

ber Rajinder Singh. Talented people like Raj make Mem-

the latest production run of Mel1lorex magnetic tape is

orex ... and Mernorex makes tape you can always rely on-
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lIlliform in quality. That's important. The figures must be

reel after reel.

right or Raj and other Quality Assurance Specialists Lise

Would you like to receive Memorex
Monograph Technical bulletins?

their authority to halt production.

Write Memorex, Santa Clara, Calif. PRE CIS ION

EUROPEAN

HEADQUARTERS: MEMOREX PRECISION

PRODUCTS, LTD.

ST. IVES HOUSE, ST. IYES

ROAD, MAIDENHEAD, RERKSHIRE, ENGLAND.
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More than a calculator - Almost a computer
.. . complete with automatic input - $4350
THE WYLE SCIENTIFIC IS THE FIRST DESK-TOP COMPUTATIONAL CENTER designed specifically for the solution
of complex scientific and engineering problems. Almost as simple to operate as an adding machine, it provides
arithmetic capability, efficiency and speed never ~efore available in a calculator.
WITH AUTOMATED DATA ENTRY, it eliminates all the tedious, wasted time of mUlti-step repetitive arithmetic
problem solving. You enter only the variables manually. All the repetitive procedures are run off automatically
from a prepared program library of simple punchcards fed into the calculator reader. And you don't have to be a
programmer or need additional equipment to prepare your own input library. You simply punch in your instructions by hand on a Wyle stored-program card, which has the calculator keyboard reproduced on it. With this automated input added to the Wyle Scientific versatility, you will solve complex problems at speed approaching that
of a computer.
NEVER BEFORE CAPABILITIES LIKE THESE

The contents of all registers are displayed,
on an eight-inch cathode ray tube, as indicated in the following diagram.
Multiplier·Quotient Register
Entry Register
Accumulator Register
Storage Register 1
Storage Register 2
Storage Register 3

All parts of a problem are visible. The
contents not only of the three active arithmetic registers, but also of the three storage registers are displayed at all times.
Numbers entered from the keyboard are

seen as they are entered and can be verified before use.
Transcription errors are eliminated
through complete versatility of transfer
from any register to any other without loss
of desired data.
All registers handle 24-digit numbers.
Decimal points are entered the same
as digits, using an eleventh key, and all
input and answers are correctly aligned
with decimal point on the output display.
Automatic square root is provided, as
is single entry squaring and multiple subtotals.
The calculator has plug-in compatibility
with auxiliary input-output devices including printers, paper tape equipment, and
other EDP equipment.

Its operation can be learned in minutes,
and it functions with the speed, quiet, and
reliability of its solid state design.
These capabilities, combined with
automatic entry, for the first time fill the
technical and economic gap between cal'
culators and computers.
$4350 complete with automatic input
$3950 for basic calculator
(You can add automatic input later)
For further information, write ;~Dept. d,
Wyle Scientific Sales, 339 So. Isis Ave.,
Inglewood, California. Or telephone
ORegon 8-5671.

THE WYLE Scientific
a product of

WYLE LABORATORIES
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,transistorless 7090

NEW

RUSSIAN COMPUTER
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A new but un-named Russian computer with
performance in the 7090 class has been revealed
'.
by a recent translation of a series of four articles
from the RussUm-language book, "Problems in Computer
MathematicS and Computer Technology," Moscow 1963,1
Although details of the instruction set, I/O control, and
programming are lacking, sufficient :nformatiori is presented
on machine organization, timing, error checking, and
arithmetic unit operation to permit assessment of the machine's performance and design emphasis.
The ostensible purpose of the machine is solution of
problems in mathematical physics, although the heavy
emphasis on complete error checking on all arithmetic as
well as word transfers might imply possible real-time applications. In any event, the design is strongly oriented
toward problems wherein the rate of change of operand
locations is low compared to the instruction rate. To this
purpose, ferrite core main memory is divided into two
parts-a small 63-word, 2-usec operand memory and a
large 4,095-word, 4-usec instruction and operand memory.:
With this orientation in mind, the following table from
the translation pretty well indicates the performance
of the machine. Asterisked items have been added either
from the text or by inference from the text.
Parameter

Number system
Technique
Range of numb~r values
Number of digits in input and outpuL
Word length
a) mantissa with sigri
b) exponent with sign
• c) check code
I nstruction system
a) with respect to the operand memory
b) with respect to the instruction
memory
Number of instructions
a) control instructions
b) arith~etic instructions
*Operand memory. capacity
*Instruction memory capacity
Capacity on magnetic drums 2
Flow rate of words from
magnetic drums
Capacity o~ magnetic tapes
Input from punched cards
Output onto punched cards
Output to printer
Execution til)1e for arithmetic
and logical 6perations
a) floating point addition
and subtraction with a
3-digit shifting for
normalization
b) logical operations (except shifting)
*c) multiplication
d) division
e) square root computation
f) shifting
*g) branch and index
*h) branch conditional
Checking of computations
Number of Radio Tubes
Power consumption

Characteristics
Binary
Floating point, parallel
± (10 9 -10-9 )
7 decimal digits
39 binary bits
30 binary bits
6 binary bits
3 binary bits

Three-address
One-address
Up to 63
27
32
63 numbers - 2 fJ-s cycle time
4,095 words - 4 fJ-s cycle time
65,000-260,000 words
25,000 weirds/sec
300,000 words
35 numbers/sec
10 numbers/sec
20 numbers/sec
8-90 fJ-s

8 fJ-s
8 fJ-s
18 fJ-s average
40 fJ-s
90 fJ-s
11-40 fJ-s
8 fJ-s
16 fJ-s
Modulo 7
4,000-4,500
30-35 Kw

U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of T~chnical Services, Joint Publications Research Service Translation JPRS: 27,418, entitled, "Digital
Computers and Their Units - USSR," 17 November 1964. Cost: $2.00.
2 The fourth article in the series describes a new magnetic drum. It
is 12-inches in diameter, has ,a su~face speed of 1,200 ips, uses air1
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The first salient feature of the machine design is complete I/O overlap and good data flow balance. The machine uses an 8-usec basic cycle time in such a way that
the· operand memory uses three 2-usec cycles associated
with the three-address instruction, and the fourth cycle
is free for a command fetch or for a transfer to the large
memory. Likewise, the large memory has one free cycle
per 8 usec, to be used for transfer to, the operand memory
or for drum word transfer. Thus, complete overlap of
drum-to-memory and memory-to-memory transfers is possible simultaneously, the drum taking 25% of the large
memory free cycles, and the operand memory anywhere
from 15% to 75% without interfering with instruction
execution.
A second salient feature is complete checking of all
operations between and within machine units. A threebit check sum which is the sum modulus seven of the
digits of a register is associated with every word. Check
sums are recomputed and compared for all transfers, for
all arithmetic operations, for address modification, and for
detection of incorrect memory address selection. For arithmetic operations and address modification, independent
arithmetic or logical computations are made on the check
sum and compared with the check sum of the result. The
number representation has been chosen such that the
check sum of a sum or product is the sum or product of
individual check -sums modulus seven. Memory selection
is checked by adding into the register content check sum
the check sum associated with the location into which it
is to be read. Subsequent fetch and check sum computation wlII detect incorrect memory select.
The third salient feature of the machine is the anticipated carry adder and its employment to provide fast
add and multiply times. By departing from the standard
pulse logic used throughout the bulk of the machine and
using level logic, the carry propogation time associated
with the add is 0.5 usec. This is achieved by propogating
carries through three-bit groups, between three-bit groups
in blocks of nine bits, and between nine-bit blocks. The
result is three levels of carry anticipation wherein no
carry must pass through more than five logic delays.3
Numbers can be entered and the settled sum or difference
sa~pled at a i Mcps rate, which accounts for the high
performance of the multiply and divide instructions. This
same high-performance circuitry does not seem to have
been applied elsewhere, although it would have been advantageous, for instance, in improving shift-cycle instruction performance.
This machine appears capable of executing 200,000
equivalent single address instructions, which, for execution rate, is comparable with U.S. machines in the 7090
class. It is of course severely limited, compared to U.S.
machines, in size of memory and the performance of card
equipment. The memory disadvantage is offset to a certain
extent by the smooth flow to and from the not inconsiderable drum memory. On the whole, the J!lachine represents
a modern, competent design, albeit a transistorIess embodiment.

•

floated, single-turn magnetic heads, has a bit density of 250 per
inch, and a track density of 25 per inch.
3 See U.S. paper, Weinberger, N., and Smith, J. L., "A One Microsecon.d
Adder Using One Megacycle Circuitry," IRE Transactions on Electron,c
Computers, Vol. EC-5, No.2, June 1956, pp. 65-73.
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The PDP -8 is a powerful,
integrated-circuit computer.

It sits on a desk,
.understands FORTRAN,
has 1. 6 pseccycle time and
exceptional input/ output
cap~bility.

And it's yours for $18,000
complete, software included.

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Maynard, Massachusetts '. Washington, D.C .• Parsippany, N.J •• Los Angeles· Palo Alto· Chicago· Ann Arbo'r. Pittsburgh· Huntsville· Orlando
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The PDP-8 is a high-speed, real time, general purpose digital
computer with all the desirable features of the popular PDP-5
plus greater speed and, as is evident, considerably smaller size.
Its L6 /Lsec cycle time gives it a maximum computation rate of
312,500 additions per second, and its ipput/ output rate is
625,000 words (7% million bits) per second.

)0

Besides FORTRAN, the software package includes an on-line
debugging program which gives the user dynamic printed
program status information and an on-line editing program
which lets him add, delete, change or insert single lines or
sections of his symbolic-program. The system also ~ontains a
macro assembler, floating-point software, elementary function
subroutines in single- and double-precision arithm.etic, and
utility, diagnostic, and maintenance routines.
An input/output bus system permits simple connection of
numerous standard and custom devices without changes in the
central processor~ Standard options include analogi digital and
digital/analog converters, analog multiplexers, magnetic tape,
paper tape, and drum memory systems, cathode tube displays,
- card punch and readers and other devices.

,

JO
• Carleton Place, Ont. • Reading, England· Munich, W. Germany. Sydney, Australia

April 1965

For information about the PDP line of computers (including
the new medium-sized :pDP-7 and the large-scale PPP-6),
ask any computer expert. For user handbooks and technical
specifications, call any Digital Equipment office or the main
office: DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, Maynard,
Massachusetts 01754. Telephone: 617 897-8821.
TWX: 710347-0212. Telex: 092-027. Cable: DIGITAL MAYN.
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pSAhas
an on-line automated reservations system
that helps make sure all its se'ats are filled with
p~ssengersand aU its passengers have seats.
\ ...

'-..,

So whenyoucallforr~servalions ...
if acomputeransvverscJon't hang up.
t.

an NCR 315 computer. Their 315 books each flight right up to
the limit. But never one seat over the limit. NCR Total Systems:
no one else serve5 so many lines of busi~ess so completely,

,

",.

(

VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR.

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.

®
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COBOL vs FORTRAN:
A SEQUEL
by. CAPT. J. P. JUNKER and G. R. BOWARD
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During the spring of 1964, a large-scale data
processing problem was presented to the Data
Services Center of Headquarters USAF for
solution, Preliminary analysis revealed that:
1. Input to any solution program would be one binary
and three BCD tapes totaling in excess of 150,000 logical
records.
2. The internal logic of the program would consist primarily of a set of logical decisions applied against specified
input fields to determine the nature of output records
constructed through selective integration of input.
3. Only limited mathematical computation would be
required.
4. Output would be a simple BCD file of approximately
4,000 logical records blocked 10 to the physical record
with header.
The programming languages available for our use were
FORTRAN II (Unbuffered), FORTRAN IV and COBOL. The
decision to use the latter was based largely on our, belief
that as a generalized data processing language COBOL
would provide fuller buffering capabilities, a direct approach to the problem of comparing fields up to 30 characters, character by character, a full complement of editing
features and the ability to link directly to IBMAP or FORTRAN IV subroutines should the need arise. In addition,
the version of FORTRAN IV available to us at the time had
to be eliminated from consideration immediately because
of input! output restrictions, and FORTRAN II had in past
experience appeared painstakingly slow for data processing applications.
Work was begun on development of the basic program on 18 May 1964 and was completed 14 September
1964. During this period of time the programmer responsible had to learn COBOL directly from the available reference manuals, write the program, and completely debug
it. In addition, work on the program was suspended for
a period of approximately 60 work days during this time
due to higher priority workloads. After completion, the
total execution time required for operational use was 7.2
minutes. The results achieved in this project were considered extremely satisfactory and we were particularly
please~ by the manner in which COBOL lived up to our
expecta tions.
It was at that time that the article by M. D. Fimple,
"FORTRAN vs COBOL," appeared in the August issue of

Captain Junker is chief of the
AF Program Documentation
, Branch in Headquarters USAF's
Data Se1rvices Center, Washington, D.C. In this post, he is
responsible for the production
of a series of Air Force planning documents on the 7094.
He was formelrly, chief 01 section, responsible for maintenance I implementation
of
70BO and 1401 systems. He
'holds a BS in engineering from
the U.S. Naval Academy, MS
in management sciences from
the U. of Michigan.

"
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DATAMATION. In his article, Mr. Fimple presented the
results of a project that he had recently completed,
which was designed to test the data processing capabilities of COBOL against those of a highly modified version of
FORTRAN II. It was' his conclusion "that FORTRAN on the
7090 does at least as good a job of data processing as
does COBOL . . . . " This placed us, we felt, in a position
of havirig to question our decision to use COBOL in' the
solution to our pr()blem. We decided to set up a set of
programs to test the validity' of ,our rationale against
Mr. Fimple's conclusions.

test of fortran vs cobol
The first test consisted of the selection of a problem
that actually had been, encountered. The file to be used
in the test consisted of 55,440 logical records, 84 characters in length, and blocked 10 logical records to each phys:ical record on the tape. The first physical record on the
tape was preceded by a header and tape mark The
problem consisted of reading the file and testing for certain values within specified fields in each logical record.
Based on the results of those comparisons, one of the
following actions would be taken for each record:
1. It would not be written as output.
2. It would be written as output.
3. Eight additional records would be written as output along with the original record. The nature of the
additional records would be determined by the contents
of the' fields tested.
The output tape required exactly the same format as
the input to the program. The results of this test are
shown in the left hand column of Table I. The computer
times shown are execution times only. Note that the
COBOL program required less than one-sixth the time required by the FORTRAN' II program.
TABLE I
Blocking Factor = 10
IBM 7094 COBOL 2.3 minutes
FORTRAN II
15 minutes

Blocking Factor =
4.8 minutes
10.2 minutes,

1

The right, hand column of Table I shows the effect of
deblocking the original input and running that input
against the same tWo programs, with only input-output

Mr. Boward 'is a mathematician with the Data Services
Center of Headquarters USAF,
with which he has been associated since January 01 1962.
He graduated with honolrs
from WestChester State College, West Chester, Pa.
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tor that would normally be associated with the variable
competence of the programmers. This is a simple read

COBOL VS FORTRAN ...

statements changed to accommodate the change in blocking factor. The deblocked tape contained only 28,058
logical records with output similarly deblocked. It is interesting to note that by increasing the blocking factor
from 1 to 10, we were able" to reduce object time of
COBOL program by better than 75%, since twice the number of records were processed in half the time. The real
significance of deblocking the tapes lies in the fact that
unmodified FORTRAN II cannot process input or output
physical records greater than 132 characters, nor can it
test the end-of-file condition. In order to process the
blocked tape" in our study, it was necessary to employ a
machine language subroutine while reading from and
writing on tape.
In order to analyze the effect of providing FORTRAN II
with a fairly complete data processing capability" as did
Mr. Fimple, we ran the same problem against the CENTAUR data processing system. CENTAUR, reportedly very
similar to the WDPC package used by Mr. Fimple, was
designed by Computer Concepts Inc. for use in the Department of Defense, and extends FORTRAN II to include
such features· as file descriptions, character-by-character
record descriptions, buffered input-output, end-of-file
testing, automatic header and trailer processing, and several other data processing features. The results of this
test are shown in Table II.
The input to the CENTAUR programs was identically
that input to the COBOL and FORTRAN II programs. The
TABLE II

Blocking factor
10
2.15 minutes
5.30 minutes

=
CENTAUR (BINARY)
CENTAUR (BCD)

Blocking factor
=1

XXXXXXX
4.4 minutes

distinction made between CENTAUR (Binary) and CENTAUR
(BCD) refers to program output of binary and BCD
files, respectively. CENTAUR is designed ideally to output
either unblocked BCD report tapes or binary tape files
for further processing. Note that the times recorded for
the binary file tape and the unblocked report tape are not
significantly different from COBOL times previously noted
for the same parameters. The CENTAUR time recorded for
blocked BCD output is, however, more than twice that
of COBOL.
'
We may conclude here that COBOL seems to do what
CENTAUR was designed to do as well as CENTAUR does
what .CENTAUR was designed to do. And that from the
point of view of flexibility COBOL provides a very definite
edge. Whether or" not CENTAUR as designed requires such
flexibility to perform its assigned tasks is a moot point, but
we feel that similar conclusions most probably apply in
Mr. Fimple's case in that he has modified FORTRAN II
to include a version of the WDPC data processing package
further modified to effectively process data in accordance
with his specified requirements. In short, he is comparing
a generalized system to one that appears highly specialized.
It is highly doubtful that Mr. Fimple's system could stand
up to a broad range of data processing applications as
well as COBOL would. COBOL, we feel, provides us the
ability to solve any of the data processing problems we
have encountered to date without recourse to anything
more drastic than an occasional IBMAP subroutine to analyze, for example, the bit configuration of a binary record.
, We can readily co~clude that the elimination of theprogrammer does not significantly affect the order of our
results.
A second problem using the same input and output files
and parameters was designed to remove the variable fac-
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TABLE LII

Blocking Factor = 10
IBM 7094 (COBOL)
FORTRAN II
CENTAUR (BCD)

2.08 Minutes
13.8 Minutes
7.1 Minutes

./
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and write problem-Le., a record is read in and a record
is written ouf. It is the same problem as that examined
above with the program logic removed. The' results are
shown in Table III.

conclusions
We believe that the results of this set of tests justify
our decision to use COBOL. We also feel that while FORTRAN is a language better suited to problems of a scientific nature, COBOL is definitely superior in data processing
areas for the IBM 7094. Certainly, since both COBOL and
FORTRAN are presently available to us as a subsystem of
the IBSYS system, we should make use of both, separately
and in combination, utilizing the best features of each,
as requirements arise in the solution of assigned problems.
We do not feel, as Mr. Fimple does, that "the selection
of language is more dependent on the type of machine
than on the type of problems." Such a determination
would require actually testing the same problem against
both a binary and a character machine. It is interesting
to note here that while we have no data available at
present relating to execution times, the time required to
compile a COBOL test program on the IBM 7080 (a
character machine) was more than seven times that required to compile the same program on the 7094.

cautions in use of 7094 cobol
There are some limiting aspects of the IBM 7094 COBOL
that may be identified from our experience:
1. The last block of a file may be shorter and may
not comply with a specification which calls for an exact
number of logical records per physical block. This is due
to the fact that 7094 COBOL does not fill out or "pad" the
final block with a specified constant when that block is
incomplete. This -is no limitation if one always operates
in IBSYS, but if blocked output from a 7094 COBOL
program is to serve as input to a system outside of IBSYS,
an incomplete block will result in a record length error
which may cause program failure. This fact particularly
hampers any translation from 7094 COBOL to 7080 COBOL.
2. The padding constant is not checked on input to
7094 COBOL, and therefore records"" consisting of all constants are processed as data.
'
3. Not all fields on file headers and trailers are available for processing.
4. IBM 7094 and 7080 standard file labels are not
compatible.
5. It is not possible to call subroutines from the FORTRAN library directly while operating in COBOL. This is a
particular limitation when a dump of core is desired.
6. Many of the COBOL options appear to be redundant
and their existence more confusing than enlightening.

summary
The verbosity inherent in COBOL, which caused Mr.
Fimple some concern, is not considered by the authors
to be a significant drawback. In fact, it is because of this
verbosity that COBOL is able to provide excellent self
documentation within a program as written. In addition,
the verbosity in the Data Division presents an advantage,
since once that division is constructed, the programmer
need no longer consider his input/output procedures in
DRTRMRTION
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any burdensome detail. The ease with which a COBOL
program may be scanned and the ability to analyze such
a program in terms of block rather than micro-logic definitely facilitates program maintenance and revision, arid
effective communication.
COBOL, we feel, is not a very difficult language either
to learn or to program. It has already been pointed out
that the preparation of the "data bridge," which was a
fairly complicated data processing problem, was accomplished at the same time that the programmer was learning COBOL from the IBM reference manual. There are
presently several excellent methods of providing COBOL
instruction. The Department of Defense makes available
to its organizations a COBOL programmed instruction course
which is particularly good for beginning programmers. In
addition, there are several good commercially available
COBOL manllals and several manufacturer's instruction
courses.
It is not the purpose of this article to propose COBOL
as the all-purpose computer lang~age. As stated earlier,
the language employed in the solution of any programming problem should depend on the nature of the problem. Any attempt to restrict language usage regardless of
the nature of a problem must in fact restrict the number
and nature of solutions to that problem. It is not the
purpose of this article to present statistically conclusive
evidence on any aspect of programming, but rather to
raise, what we feel are significant questions about language
selection in the programming of dat~ processing applications. The test problems described above clearly demonstrate that IBM 7094 COBOL is superior to other higher
•
languages for ,data processing applications.

CLAMP WIRE BUNDLES IN SECONDS!
Just place wire bundle inside "U;'push keeper down snugly, and this
light-weight clamp is securely locked to withstand lo~dings gre~ter
than 50 G's! A Cab-L-Tite* clamp securing 58,000 mils weighs only
0.016 oz.; 8,570,000 mils,' 0.832 oz. Proved in aircraft and missiles,
Cab-L-Tite* is made of tough' DuPont zytel, which meets MIL-P17091. Removable. in seconds for rerouting wires. Write for free
Jiterature.
Manu/acturer 0/ Bund-L-Tite straps.
(::> ~ I-<
~

c::> -.--

ENGINEERING, INC.
4315 Sepulveda Blvd., Culver City, California

-Trade Mark
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THE 115 FROM
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Another small-scale computer, system rentals
beginning' at $1,075 a month, has been announced. The GE-115 is a card-oriented processor with an access time of 8 usec and a capacity of 8K
(8-bit) characters. The system is designed for localized dp
as' a remote terminal linked by communications lines to a
central computer.
Developed by the Italian firm of Olivetti, the 115 reportedly will be produced in the States "as demand rises."
First shipinent from the manufacturing facility in Milan,
Italy, is scheduled for December '65.
, Arithmetic operations of the processor can be decimal
or binary. The former is performed on up to 16 digits, the
latter on fields up to 16 characters. There are 25 instucttions in the repertoire.
Peripherals, developed by Olivetti, Bull (of France),
and the GE Computer Dept., include a 300- and 600-cpm
card reader, 60- to 200-cpm punch, and 300- and 600lpm printers; the latter have 64 characters and 136 print
positions. There's also a random-access unit with two removable discs, a combined capacity of more than two
million (8-bit) characters. Head positioning time is an
average 445 milliseconds.
Purchase prices start at $51,600.
•
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The A, B, C's 01 Thin-lilm Buying!
Now you can buy, in modular lorm to lit your program, the
engineering, testing, and manulacturing experience that produced the reHable Fabri-Tek FFM-ZOZ Thin-film Memory System.
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THIN-FILM STACK, ready to wire into your
driver, selection, and sensing circuits.
Word.organized • High.speed destructive readout • Use with small
memory systems designed for 100 to 500 nano·second cycle times. Each
plane contains 128 words of Lip to 39 bits each
Word Select Current
Digit Current
Output·Amplitude
Switching time

Min.
400 .
120

Typ.
450
160
1.2
20

Max.
200

Units
mao
mao
mv.
nsec.

TilIN-,FILM STACK PLUS BASIC ELECTRONICS, ready to wire into your inpptoutput and control circuits.

B
c

Logic levels: 0 ±.5 v. and -4 ±.4 v.
Voltages Required: +10, -10, -20, -4v.
Datcilnputs: 40 ma @ 0 v. each bit line, including current to 120·ohm
termination resistor to -4 volts.
,
Address Inputs: True and complement required at 65 ma-O volts, includ·
ing 120·ohm termination resistor to -4 volts.
Matrix Gate and Driver Timing Pulse: Each group of 256 words requires
two 80 ma @ 0
pulses.
Digit Driver, Gate Data and Strobe Timing Pulse: Each 6 bits of memory
word length requires a 70 mao @ 0 v. digit timing pulse, a 70 mao @
o v. gate data pulse, and a 45 mao @ 0 v. strobe pulse. Termination
resistors are included.
Line Driver Pulse: Each 9 bits of memory word length requires a 120 mao
@ 0 v. pulse. Termination resistors are included.

v.

THIN-FILM MEMORY SYSTEM, complete
with address register, timing and control
circuits, power supply, indicators and selltest circuits.
300 nanoseconds cycle time. i50 nanoseconds access time. Up to
512 words of 36 bits each • Read only, write only, read·restore, read·
modify·write modes. Operates with either random or sequential address
selection. Double chassis, relay rack packaging

For complete specifications, 'and lor OptiOlls available with this
Fabri-Tek thin-lilm ~odular approach, write, eall, or wire
Robert E. Rile, Fabri-Tek Incorporated, Amery, Wisconsin.
Phone: COngress 8-7.55 [Area 7.5]. TWX: 7.5-Z9Z-0900.

FABRI-TEK INCORPORATED
CIRCLE" 31 ON READER CARD
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What's the dinerence?
(Besides about $10 a reel?)

•
..
All computer tapes are made alike.
All certified-perfect tapes perform alike·at first.
But how long will they stay perfect, pass
after pass. Six months? A year? Th ree years?
General Motors, A.T.&T., Monsanto,
New York Central System, International Latex,
Continental Insurance, Curtis Publishing,
Pennsylvania Blue Shield, Xerox Corp.,
Firestone Tire & Rubber, Prudential Insurance,
Humble Oil, Continental Can-the, world's'
leading companies-buy computer tape
from Audio Devices.

) 0

Obviously, all of-them do not
do it just to save $10 a reel.
The Memory Business contains useful information about
modern magnetic recording tape. Write for your copy to
Dept. DA-l, Audio Devices, Inc., 235 E. 42nd St., New York
10017. Offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. ,

ln,
l UIJItJ
' r,ft*""ES
int,t

0

~["'

~tr

", Inc.

INSTRUMENTATION TAPE
COMPUTER TAPE
SOUND TAPE
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hardware and software
standards urged

GOVERNMENT
SETS DP
GUIDELINES
.

.

The honeym~on, if not the romance, between
Uncle Sam and the electronic computer is over.
After 10 years of relative autonomy in the seon and operation of computing equipment, federal
agencies will soon have to toe a common mark in ADP,
under the watchful eye of the administration's principal
housekeeping officials. That's the significance of a threepage document, bearing the innocuous title of Circular
A-71, which was dispatched last month by the B.udget
Bureau to the heads of all Executive departmen.ts ~ and
establishments. Its subject: "Responsibilities for the Administration and Management of Automatic Data Processing Activities."
.
Circular A-71 is the instrument of implementation for
most of the recommendations contained in BOB's recentlyissued "Report on the Management of Automatic Data
Processing in the Government" (see Washington Report,
p. 22). The report, which took 18 months to produce,
represents the combined efforts of a "working" committee

70

of Agency EDP experts, a top-level "advisory" committee
and the last-minute lucubrations of Budget Director Kermit Gordon and his staff. This report and its recommendations, and by extension Circular A-71, carry the written
benediction of President Johnson as "administration policy."
The magnitude of the problem, and the amount of
money involved, are such that not everyone agrees BOB's
recommendations and guidelines are sufficient to cope
with the situation. The General Accounting Office, for
one, contends that central procurement of all governmentfinanced dp equipment is still a requisite for effective
management in this area. BOB maintains this responsibility
is best ·left with the individual agency, or contractor. But
while defending, essentially, the status quo in procurement
practices, the changes recommended' otherwise by the
Bureau are strong enough to be considered an ':upheaval"
in existing dp policies.
.Of particular interest within and without the government are those passages in the circular dealing with
standardization. BOB. has thrown its full weight behind
the creation of standards in both hardware and software
as quickly as possible, and has nominated the Bureau of
Standards to be its cutting edge in this effort. It's BOB
policy, says the circular, to arrange "for the approval and
promulgation of voluntary commercial standards when
it is in the best interests of the Government to do so, and
to arrange for the development, approval and promulgation of Federal standards for ADP equipment and techniques on an interim basis, or permanent basis, when
voluntary commercial standards are not available or
usable."
Without exercising too much imagination, this passage
can be read as a veiled threat by the government for

DATAMATION
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commercial interests to get together on standards or the
government will act unilaterally. This interpretation is
apparently not far off the mark. "We remain dedicated
to the concept of the American Standards Association, and
of cooperation between commercial interests and the government," said a BOB officiaJ, "but if the manufacturers
and users can't agree on important essentials we may have
to act on our own. Incompatibility is simply costing us
too much money."
BOB's concern with standardization is a theme that
runs throughout the text of Circular A-71 but many other
substantive matters are touched upon. "Perhaps the most
important aspect of the circular," said an official, "is that
we now have an agreed-upon breakdown of duties and
responsibilities in ADP between BOB, GSA, and NBS,
and the basis for coordinating these effectively." The
following is a brief description, and analysis, of other
highlights of Circular A-71.
Budget Bureau: The BOB's ~ole as policy pacesetter
for government dp affairs is reaffirmed. It will dispense
the broad guidelines, and it will review, and hold accountable, the efforts of agency executives in following
them. Among other things, BOB wants standardization,
more computer sharing, better hardware and software
techniques, and more up-to-date information on govern. ment dp resources (a running inventory). It advocates
. and will work for intra-agency and inter-agency integration of systems. "For example," said a BOB official, "the
Veterans Administration on its computers prepares data
each month for millions of checks. This data then goes
to the' Treasury Dept. where the checks are actually pre. pared on another computer. In turn, these go to the Post
.Office for sorting and mailing. With integration, these
three stages might be combined into one system. Many

other such situations exist throughout the government."
General Services Administration: In keeping with its
basic housekeeping duties, the GSA is directed to tighten
up its contracting procedures, provide more relevant ADP
supply schedules, and press for improvements in the
terms, conditions and prices of dp equipment. It is directed to support the standardization effort in its procurement specifications, and to provide leadership in computer
sharing and exchange between agencies. With an eye
to the future, the GSA is also to insure "that planning for
the Federal Telecommunications System embraces consideration of the rising need for data communication facilities which provide for high-speed data transmission
between computer-based systems." FTS, now primarily
voice and teletype, is slated to go digital later this year,
. and will serve a critical role in ADP planning by civilian
agencies.
The Civil Service Commission: The CSC is directed
to continue its large-scale dp training program both for
worker bees and for high-level government officials. Besides recruiting, training, and otherwise administering for
dp personnel, the commission is directed to "anticipate
and minimize, to the greatest practicable extent, any adverse effects of automatic data processing upon the people
involved."
As for the heads of all other executive agencies, the
circular closes by noting that they, and they alone, are
"responsible for the administration and management of
their total automatic data processing activities." "There's
been a tendency in the past on the part of agency heads
to regard ADP as a matter for technicians," said a BOB
official. "This lets them know officially that they are personally responsible for success or failure in this area,
and that this responsibility can't be relegated or delegated."
-JAMES MCCROHAN

)
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How does a driver
handle an automobile?
What combination of directional control characteristics
is best used by the driver?
At least 27 interacting design parameters ... inertias,
masses, mass distributions, wheelbase, tire design, steering
ratio, roll centers ... affect the directional control of a car.
Fortunately, our researchers have developed equations
to approximate these in a simplified mathematical model
and have successfully described responses of many
distinctly different vehicle configura tions by this technique.
Using this information, GM Research engineers and
psychologists are studying driver responses with the aid
of a car having variable stability and control. Directional
control characteristics can be varied quickly. Easily.
Through a maze of potentiometers, vehicle motion
sensors, and servos in the steering system, this car can
assume the driving characteristics of just about any
standard vehicle, or act like no car ever built. I t can seem
like a compact car ... or a heavily loaded station wagon.
In a pilot study, the variable car was adjusted to
represent each of three vehicles to drivers who took it
through a narrow winding course. One interesting result:
For significantly different vehicle handling characteristics,
driver performance was nearly the same after only a
short learning period -excellent evidence of the human
operator's great adaptability.
Learning to understand such complex interactions of
man and his machines is one continuing objective of
General Motors research in depth.

General Motors Research laboratories
Warren, Michigan

RUN NUMBER

Road data for three simulated vehicles.
Averages for drivers traveling 30 mph
through course marked by traffic cones.
CIRCLE 49 ON READER CARD
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HoYi to spoon feed
a high speed
printer.

o

Simple. Feed it Machine Mated forms.
They're designed to operate flawlessly on your high
speed printer. And we guarantee it. Here's how.
We work with the manufacturer who makes your printer.
We find out what it can do. The range offorms. The
sizes. The plies. The carbons. Jhe fastenings.
Then we consider your needs. Draw up the specs to _
meet them. And follow them to the letter.
All of which means less printer downtime.
More printer output. And a good reason for calling
our local representative. Or for writing
Standard Register, Dayton, Ohio 4~40 1.
We'll show you why it pays to pamper your printer.

MACHINE MATEOMFORMSBY STANDARD REGISTER

CIRCLE 34 ON REiADER CARD
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SEL 600 SERIES DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

SEL 600 BASIC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
NUMBER OF CHANNELS ......................... 1 to thousands
INPUT VOLTAGES FULL SCALE ...............± 4 MV to ± 100 volts
ACCURACY ..............................................to ± 0.05% ± 1/2 bit
RESOLUTION ...........................................to 14 bits binary or 17 bits BCD
SYSTEM SAMPLING RATES .................... .10 220,000 samples per second

SEL 600 OPTIONS
On-line reduction with SEL 800 computers
Computer programmable channel sampling
Computer addressable gain and offset
Quick-look displays
Auto self-test features

NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE TOTAL SYSTEM CAPABILITY FROM ONE
SOURCE - COMPATIBLE ACQUISITION AND COMPUTER
SYSTEMS REPRESENT THE ULTIMATE IN AN ENGINEERED
APPROACH TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR ••••••••••••••••••••
\

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE FOR THESE BULLETINS
9032 9042 9056 -

74

SEL 810 General Purpose Digital Computer
SEL 600 Data Acquisition Systems
.
SEL 840 Scientific Digital Computer

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR LOGIC DESIGN ENGINEERS
SEL is an equal opportunity employer

CRTRMRTICN

BOTH

•••••••••••••••

SEl 800 SERIES GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
SEl 810 COMPUTER
SEl 840 COMPUTER
WORD SIZE ............. 16 bits
STORAGE ................ ..4096 words
Hardware multiply Included

WORD SIZE .............. 24 bits
STORAGE ................. 4096 words
Hardware multiply and divide included

Two independent I/O channels
Typewriter, tape reader and punch
Hardware index register and program counter
Complete software package for real-time applications
FORTRAN package for off-line scientific computation

•••
••••••••••

,.
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810 AND 840 OPTIONS
To 32,768 word core in main frame-all
directly addressable
External drum or disc storage
Up to 8 I/O channels
Up to 6 direct memory access channels
Any standard peripherals

REAL TIME DATA READOUT IN ENGINEERING UNITS
CLOSED LOOP DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS PRESET CONTROL
OFF-LINE GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTATION

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INCORPORATEO

P. D. BOX 914B / FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33310 / AREA CODE 305 /

587-2900
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ADAMS'
COMPUTER
CHARACTERISTICS

D

elude the Spectra 70's by RCA a~d the Series 200 from
Honeywell. The quarterly publication, which also includes
military and foreign computers, is available fo;r $10 a year
from Adams Associates Inc., 142 'The Great Road, Bedto
this
listing.
•
ford, Mass., which holds the" copyright
I
"
.

Fourteen new computers have been added to
Section I of the "Computer Characteristics Quarterly," which' covers g~neral purpose, solid-state
. machines made in the U.S. 'They range from the tinyscale Digiac 3080 to the super-scal~ CDC 6800" and in:..

"

SECTION I
<
~

£

j ~ ~
CONTROL DATA $85,000
6800
(65-150)

/67

.1"

.25

131

60b

30-240
...;
MRWC

74 M 1250
190

4M

2000
17

1200 1000 10001'3200
250 120 150

...;

...;...;...;

...;...;

C. Computer utilizes a high degree of parallelism in operations and in functional units of hardware.
App'roximately ten million operations per second are executed.
H. Tcn peripheral processors (each with its own 4096 twelve bit memory) are included.
p, 136 columns'on 1000 lpm printer. Two cathode ray display scopes are
part of the console.

CONTROL DATA $45,000
6400
(25 -95)

1/66

1.1("

32-131

C. Memory overlap increases effective speed.

RCA SPECTRA
70/55

$25,900
(14-60)

7/66

9.72'

.84" 65-524

30 -240
...;
MRWCH

60b

74 M 1250
190

4M

2000

17

8 ...;

1200 1000 10001'3200
250 120 150

...;

-

...;

-

H, P. See CONTROL DATA 6800.

laP

30-120...;
MRWC

7.25 MK 156
97.5

1M

117

8.6

1435" 200 1250"
300 100

...; Q

43' -

...;

...;...;

...;...;...;

C. 5 x 5 decimal add.
D. 4 bytes.
F. Memory is organized in eight bit characters or bytes.
K. 250 million character magnetic card files are available.
~L 550 cpm reader and 100 cpm punch available.
P. 132 position printers. 600 and 800 lpm printers also available.
' Q. RCA SPECTRA 70/15, 70/25, 70/45.
S. Up to 16 general purpose registers for each problem state.

HONEYWELL
Series 200
Model 4200

$25,000

12/66

7 .5 C

.75" 32-524

laP

13 -90" ...;
MRWC

7.25 M 156
97

7.8 ML 102
25

C. Add time assumes two five-character fields.
D .. 75 microseconds per 4 characters.
G. One-half and three-quarter-inch Tape Units available.
L. Smaller drums available.
also available.

.8

CONTROL DATA $15,000 11/66
3300
(12-30)

8 -262

24b F 120"
...;
MRWG

C. Overlapped core memory banks allow increased internal speed.

33 M
187

834M
17

$12,500
(8 -30)

7/66

21 .46 c

1 .44" 16 -262

C. Five-character decimal add.'

HONEYWELL
Series 200
Model 1200

$9,000

RCA SPECTRA
Model 70/25

$6,000
(4-t2)

2/66

C, F, G, L, ~L

12/65

33 c

See Model 4200.

$3 ,000
10/65
(2.4-6.7)

2"

56'"

2000

1200 1000
250 120

1000"
150

$2,600'

10/65

16-65

ASI ADVANCE
6020

$2 ,500

2/66

4-8

DIGITAL
ELECTRONIC
DlGIAC 3080

76

117
8.6

See RCA SPECTRA 70/55.

7.25 M 156
97

3.8

1.9

105('

•

...;

...;

...;

...;

P. 136 columns on 1000 lpm printer.

1435 M 200 12501' ...; Q
300 100

...;

43 8

...;

...;

...;

...;

S. See RCA SPECTRA ~0/55.

Q. RCA SPECTRA 70/15, 70/25.

7.8 ML 102
800" 600 1260 same
25
100-400 120

-

...; 6-30 ...;

...;

-

...;

1435" 200 12501' 70/15
300 100

...;

...;

-

-

-

...;

1435" 200 1250"
300 100'

same

...;

-

-

-

-

...;

4-32

800
250

-

...;

3...;

2-32

same

...;

...;

...;

-

...;

...;

-

"

...;

"

-

6"';

...;

...;

...;

3...;

...;

...;

-

"

-

F, M, P. See RCA SPECTRA 70/55.

la r 30-120

D. Per byte.

...;

F, ~1, P. See RCA SPECTRA 70/55.

24b 22 .5 -62"
MRWC

300
110

400"

G, P. See ASI ADVANCE 6020.

la" 13 -90"
...;
MRWC

7.25 M 156
97

7.8 W' 102 . 800" 600 1260
25
100 -400 120 450

C, F, G, L, M. Sec Model 4200.

$2,000'

3/65

3.8

1.9

4-32

A. Price does not include magnetic tape.

DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT
PDP-8

13-90"
MRWC

1M

la F 30-120
...;
MRWC

D. 1-4 bytes.

A. Price does not include magnetic tape.

HONEYWELL
Series 200
Model 120

la"

F, K, M, P.

7.25 MK 156
97.5

...;

-Q

F. Plus parity.
G. Tape units IBM compatible.
R. 64 lines.
S. 3 hardware.

RC

C. Five-character add-decimal.

ASI ADVANCE
6040

8-131

30-120 ...;
MRWC

...;

D. See Model 2200.

1.5"

C. Five-character add-decimal.

RCA SPECTRA
70/15

D. Per 2 bytes.

1'.5"

33 c

la F

...;

F. Variable length instructions operate on variable length data fields.
M. Punch speed depends on the number o~ columns. 400 cpm reader

Q. Second 3300 processor may share memory and act as Satellite system.
RCA SPECTRA
70/45

...; 6-30"';

800" 600 1260 same
100-400 120

$500
( .45-3)

4/65

3.2

1.6

~L 800 cpm reader available.

$440'
12/64 2000
(.37-.6)

17000

A. No rental prices announced.

4-32

24b 22 .5 -62"
MRWC

800
250

G. Tapes are IBM compatible.

12b

15-90
MRWC

300
110

4001' -

P. Incremental plotter and analog conversion equipment available.

262 K

16
8.4

200" 300 10001'
100
63.3

8 ...;

P. See PDP-7.

1-4 E

25b

Prices derived from purchase price.

100
15
E. Magnetic Drum.

50
50

Y. Available April, 1965.
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.KEYED
DATA~RECORDER
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The 1101 color-coded keyboard is
designed for maximum keying speed
and minimum operator fatigue. It makes
changeover oftrained operators.. .
from earlier, less efficient keyboard
equipment ... as easy and fast
as possible. Keyboard is movable
for operator convenience.

-

c
•
•

•
MDS
1101 Magnetic Tape Keyed
DATA-RECORDER is compatible
with all existing IBM
installations and most others.
Styled to complement today's and
tomorrow's computers.

n®n KEYED DATA-RECORDER TRANSCRIBES DIRECTLY FROM SOURCE DATAfO COMPUTE,R MAGNETIC TAPE AND VERIFIES
.

•
•

@~~.~f~

c

ifi~~

•

From enterprising MOHAWK DATA SCIENCES CORPORATION comes the new 1101 Magnetic Tape Keyed DATA-RECORDER. The 1101 is a revolutionary
contribution to greater efficiency and savings in electronic data processing.
AN 1101 "EXCLUSIVE" ... The 1101 now makes it possible to transcribe information from source documents DIRECTLY to the usual %" magnetic
tape, on standard reels ... and to verify the accuracy of the transcription. It combines, in a single 024·size:-unit, the functions ordinarily performed by a
Card Punch, J{ey Verifier and Card-to-Tape conversion runs. Operation is in any of three modes: ENTRY (original recording), VERIFY, or SEARCH. Desired
mode is obtained by a simple switch setting. Machine-function programming flexibility is provided for each rhode.
UNMATCHED SAVINGS WITH THE 1101 ... No punched cards • Less main frame time just to'llget in" • Reduced lag time from source to
report • Reduced interpreting requirements • Automatic right justification (left zero fill) • Keyboard correction of "sensed" errors during entry, and of
those found in verification • 1101 permits and encourages an even keying cadence for greater operator production 1 1 1 Skipping speed is over 150
times faster than in existing models • Duplicating speed is 600 times faster • Almost silent operation reduces operator fatigue ... actually, the sound
was deliberately built-in to satisfy the operator • Right-hand justification ... at no extra cost ... eliminates need for field positioning arithmetic and
decision ... fewer operator decisions ~ 1 1 Data entry location improved by large illuminated position display • Tape requires less filing space than
cards • Greater security of information ... less danger of losing records on tape than on cards • Work scheduling is flexible ... no lost time waiting
for the right ,machine,"- Less down-time and "ma1ntenance with completely solid-state .electronic eJements than with electro-mechanical equipment.

-c-

-

OPTIONAL DEVICES ... DATA DISPLAY - permits checking of memory content • UNIT RECORD COUNTER ... counts number of records on tape •
SElF-CHECK DIGIT DEVICE.:. arithmetically proves correctness of number at time of entry· ALTERNATE ·PROGRAM ... allows two record formats in one run.

We'll be pleased to send you complete information on the new MDS 1101 Magnetic Tape Keyed DATA-RECORDER. WRITE DEPT. 1234A.

n

('

--~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~/---\
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MOHAWK DATA SCIENCES CORPORATION • HARTER ST•• HERKIMER, N. Y. 13350
FASTER, LOWER-COST MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION THROUGH ELECTRONICS

-
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BULL-G.E. ANNOUNCE
COMPATIBLE 100'S

EAST GERMANY BARTERS
FOR WESTERN COMPUTERS

First inkling of the real size of potential computer
business in Iron Curtain countries has come from East
Germany. Following the Leipzig Fair, negotiations are
underway with at least three manufacturers for 12
systems in the $600K to $1.5 million class.
The three are reported to be West Germany's
Siemens, and the U.K.'s Elliott Automation and ICT.
Total value of contracts: $15 million. This is only
a fraction of the business that may be expected,
according to Minister for Electronics W. Bohme, who
sp6ke of the economy's urgent need to boost
information processing facilities. Next on the agenda:
large-scale orders for process control systems.
Initial orders·are said to be for econometric and
scientific computing. Buyers include the optical firm,
Zeiss, and textile and chemical companies. Rated fifth
among the world's industrial economies, East Germany
has only about a dozen computer facilities stocked with
locally-made Robotron's, reminiscent of the 650.

U.K. VERSION OF BOB
GETS-MIXED
--REVIEWS

For months, Britain's computer industry has been
cliff-hanging in anticipation of a national computer
policy promised by the Ministry of Technology. After
initial cries of exultation, some Jeremiahs are .
already casting doubts on its effectiveness for
uplifting a sagging industry.
Main points of the administration's plans are
$30 million of government money over five years for
increasing university facilities; a powerful central
advisory body to review all computer purchases in the
public sector; much more financial assistance for R&D;
and possible establishment of a National Computer
Program Library.
Most important plan is the advisory body to
supervise the public sector, which covers all
utilities, state-sponsored industrial research groupsj
and uniyersities. With an expected buy~British policy,
this would wrap up 30% of the market in terms of
installations, considerably more in cash.

~PORT

..

)0

Following the now-established 1965 vogue for small
and low-cost computers, Bull-General Electric have
come out with the Compatibles 100, consisting so far
of the Gamma 115 and the 135. The latter is for
general re~ease this month; the former is the
Olivetti-developed model (see p. 67). Upward
compatible with the 400's, their basic prices are
$100K and $150K, respectively.
Introduction of this series brings disc file systems
in Europe tb an almost record low price. An 8K (8-bitcharacter) Gamma 115 with 2.95-million characters on
discs costs around $150K. There is also compatibility
between the 100's and Bull's Gamma 10, a $75K punched
card computer with orders and installations
exceeding 500.

PHILIPS AND
ELECTROLOGlCA
MERGER
IS RUMORED
- - - --

Slumbering Dutch electronics giant, Philips GMbh,
seems poised to make its long awaited entry into the
market. Current reports say that the firm is about
Continued on page 81
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Take a cold, hard look, for instance,
at .the symbol printer and its integral pen and inking systetr1. * The
complete unit is Vs to ~ smaller
than competitive units. It has no
dangling umbilical cord. Pens are
loW-mass, . jewel-bearing suspended, solenoid actuated. Capil~
lary action prevents spilling at any
slew speed or acceleration, and
the ink reserve can be filled without disassembly; Ink supply is illdicated visually. The arm, only 1 ~
inches wide, is servo-motor driven
at both top .and b()ttom. It is bailbearing mounted on stainless steel
rails, preciSion . ground to within
0,004 inch, It allows accelerations
of 400 ips2 in both X and V; provides static accuracy within
± 0.05% of full scale, and repeatability ()f ± 6.02%.

If you really' care what your
data-display dollar is buying • • •
Take a cold, hard look at
Milgo's New 30"x 30" Verticalplotting X-V Recorder.

Milgo offers anal,Og and/or digital
recorders in vertical or horizontal
models with plotting surfaces up
to 45 x 60 inches. If you need to
know what your "data-displ ay
dollar" can buy, call Tom Thorsen,

50 by 18 inch floor space. The4021 D
was developed and is produced to
military standards of quality and

Compare it for speed. Repeatability. Accuracy. Reliability. Plot
visibility. Add-on flexibility. Versatility. Quality. Floor space. Delivery
time.
The Milgo solid-state 4021 D X-V
Recorder accepts on-line digital inputs from. any digital computer;
off-line inputs from magnetic tape,
punched paper tape, punched
cards, a manual keyboard or an
analog source. The pen/printer
draws lines, curves, and pointplots; it symbol prints with a 50
character symbol printer. Pen and
symbol printer interchange electronically in milliseconds. The
pen/printer has a slew of 30 ips,
with a continuous writing speed of
20 ips. The pen/printer pOint-plots
in either pen or symbol mode at
500 ppm. It prints a random selection alpha-numeric character at
300 per minute. The plotting surface
is evenly back-lighted by a variable
powerstat control. Plots are clearly
visible for 10 feet or more. The
complete unit only occupies a

Marketing Department, at Milgo
Electronic Corporation, 7620 N.W.
36th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33147:
Phone: 305 691-1220. TWX: 305
696-4489.
reliability; It is rugged and of modular construction. Installed and
operating, it has the lowest feature~
for-feature price tag of any 30 by 30
inch plotter available to industrial
and commercial users.
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to take a major stake in its tiny neighbor,
Electrologica. While Philips hotly denies any such
intention, local pundits say talks between the two are
an open secret and-cooperation between them should
begin about May-June. Outcome of such arrangements.
is expected to be directed toward Philips' activitj in
military and data communications spheres. The company
already has several million dollars staked in fixedprogram, wired~in-logic, message switching computers.
NEW RUSSIAN COMPUTER
SLATED FOR ExHIBITION

•

)

o
April 1965

Russia will show her c~mputer prowess at a new
Computer Pavilion in the Permanent Exhibition of
Achievements in Moscow. Most of the systems to be
viewed in coming months are reported to have strong
scientific and industrial control backgrounds. But
in May, a special show will be devoted to gov't. DP.
New machine in the line-up is Dnipro 1. Specified
as agp model for control and dp, it is a fixed-point,
parallel logic, two-address machine. Capacity is
2,048 to 5,120 (26-bit) words of ferrite in modules of
512 words. Osing 6-channel paper tape input, it
includes 128-word, plug-in modules for various
hardware program functions. Add/subtract times are
reported as 125 usec.
Also described in Nauchno-Technicheskie Obshchestra
is a fluid logic system, USEPPA (universal system of
industrial pneumo-automatic elements). It has three
el~ments: a repeater, fluid amplifier, and a memory
elemept built up from a repeater and amplifier. These
components are constrUcted of laminated plastic with
appropriate air channels. Control systems built of
USEPPA components have a frequency response of 10 cps •
Mass production of computers using these principles
is believed to be planned for the Tizpribor industrial
automation production plant.
Japan has moved into second place in the numb~r of
computers installed in the Free World. Figures for
the end of '64 place the number at 2,000-plus~ ••
The Madrid Central Post Office is to install an
automatic mail handling system developed by Standard
Electrik Lorenz, ITT's German subsidiary (see Sept.
'64 Datamation) •• ~A new industrial control machine
from Elliott Automation, the Arch 101, will be made
and marketed in the U.S. by E-A Industrial Corp.,
Los Angeles ••• The Japanese National Railways has
test-operated a completely unmanned electric
(passenger) train by remote control. It is said to -be
the first that used an actual train in service. The
computer: a Raytheon 250 ••• Call for papers is out for
t·he second British Joint Computer Conference, May '66.
Send to Conference Secretariat, Insti'ttition of
Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London WC2 ••• NCR,
perking up Down Under, has an order from a South
Australia bank for what will be the first on-line
system, linking tellers at major branches to a 315 •••
Visiting the island continent May 3-5 to discuss the
social/economic effects of automation on Australia
will be the U.S. 's John K. 'Galbraith and Marion B.
Folsom (former secy. of HEW) ,the U.K.'s Norman Fishe~
and Lord McCorquodale, and the pres. of Sony, Masaru
Ibuka ••• One megabuck is the rumoured price of a CDC
6400 for the U. of Adelaide, still being negotiated.
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Announcing the
HoneYlNel1 20
Digital Control System

Its low cost, new programming
language, accuracy, and speed
offer practical solutions to real
time system needs.

Designed to handle a Wide range of real time and
scientific applications, the Honeywell 20 System incorporates either of two central processors-the H21 with
a memory cycle time of 6 microseconds or the H22 with
a cycle time of 1.75 microseconds. The Honeywell 20 is
available either as a component for user systems or as a
fully integrated control system. Prices start at $2,1,000
for a central processor with input/output typewriter
and integral tape punch and reader. A typical small
control system with a 4K core memory, analog and
digital input/output SUbsystems, A/D and D/A converters, real time clock, and an input/output typewriter costs approximately $55,000.

Priority Interrupts-up to 32 hardware levels, with up to
144 interrupt lines per level.
Direct Memory Access-independent path to memory for
external I/O operations on a fully buffered, cycle-steal basis.
Three-Address Register Commands-three-address arithmetic and/or logical operations with single word, one cycle,
instructions.

Hardware Multiply-a standard feature.
Power Failure Protection-automatic program shutdown
and restart without loss of data.

CENTRAL PROCESSORS

The H20 System includes a number of hardware and
programming features seldom found in a low-cost
system:
l8-Bit Word Length-plus. parity and memory guard bits.
Single Word Instructions-provide 8192 directly addressable core locations.
CONTROLWARE-advanced software package, featuring
CONTRAN, also includes FORTRAN II and CAP assembly system.

Core Memory Capacity-2048, 4096, 8192 or 16,384 words
of memory prewired for field expansion.
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Type-Binary, 2's complement arithmetic, single address.

Typical Operating Speeds-(In microseconds,
memory accessing and indexing.)
H22
H21
12.0
4.8
Add
12.0
4.8
Logical
12.0
4.8
Load/Store
54.0
Multiply
25.0

including

CircuitrY-Hybrid circuit construction using microcircuit
techniques and silicon semiconductors. Environmental:
32-120°F.
. Memory-Magnetic core, random access.
DRTRMATION

(
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\
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CDNTRAN

Address Modification~Indexing, indirect addressing.

CONTRAN (CONtrol TRANslator) is an advanced compiler-level language combining
the most desirable features of FORTRAN IV
and ALGOL 60. It is a new concept in multiprogrammed, time shared, real time programming.

Parity-Checked or generated on all memory, character
input/output, and high-speed direct memory access operations.
Options-Multi-Ievel priority interrupt, direct memory
access. auxiliary drum memory, magnetic tape unit, high
speed paper tape punch, and reader.

CONTRAN solves the complex programming
problems normally encountered in: the use
of a shared primary memory with auxiliary
bulk memory; linkages to executive control;
responses to asynchronous external interrupts; inter-program communication; compilation and debugging of both related and
unrelated programs while the system is performing on-line control.

INPUT/OUTPUT SUBSYSTEMS
Low-Level Analog Inputs-Standard scanning speed of 200
points per second with an overall accuracy to within ±0.05%
full scale on 0 to SO mv range. Expandable to 1024 inputs.
High-Level Analog Inputs-Scanning speed up to 8,000
points per second with an overall accuracy to within ±0.025%
of reading ±1.5 mv on 10 volt range. Expandable to 256

System programs can be added, deleted or
modified on-line providing new opportunities
for "live" studies. For the first time, entire
real time systems ca~ be programmed in
compiler-level language.

inputs.
Digital Inputs~Transfer speed up to 360,000 bits per second
(contacts or voltage levels); ~p to 1440 inputs in modules of
six; up to 240 pulse input counters per system.

o

Analog Outputs-Solid state D/A converter provides 10-bit
resolution; up to 120 outputs in modules of one; up to 720
stepping motor drivers in modules of three.
Digital Outputs-Transfer speed up to 360,000 solid-state
switching operations per second, each output individually
buffered; up to 1440 outputs in modules of six; on-off (latching)
and pulse duration (10 milliseconds to 1 second) types.

For more Information, write to

Honeywell
Special Systems Division, Pottstown, Pa. 19464
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As much as $100,000 of the cost of
a hybrid computer went into a non..
productive linkage system.
Until Thursday* .
.. When.R~ytheori Computer
ihtroduced the all-digital TRICE/440

Raytheon Comptit~t's TRICE ~/440 hybrid computing system puts $100,000 more
of its cost into computing capacity and power than a conventional analog-digital hybrid.
Because TRICE /440 is all digital, the usual multi-channel conversion system is eliminated,
increasing accuracy and reliability as well as computation efficiency.
Like its analog jequivalent, TRI~E solves dynamic problems with computing elements
programined through a patchboard. But TRICE is a digital differential analyzer. As such, it
2G
offers six-digit accuracy, stability and repeatability, basic dynamic range 6f -t-2 \vith
automatic rescalihg for applications requiring wider range.
In typical aerospace simulation, TRICE solves orbital and trajectory equations while
the 440 digital computer, with its stored logic, simulates a guidance computer's exact command structure, data format and word length. The 440's 3 microsecond and 200 nanosecond
memories make it suitable for real-time applications. Because the two elements of the system are digital, unlimited exchange of variables. between the two is possible. .
. For application data and specifications, write today for Data File H-104 J. Raytheon
Conlputer, 27bO South
[The all-digital, solid-state]
Fairview Street, Santa
.TRICE/440 computing syste1il
Ana, California 92704.
*Since Thursday, Sep~
tember 10, 1964, the new
TRICE /440 has been solving problems for NASA's
Marshall Space Fligh t
Center, Huntsville, Ala.,
and Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Texas.

a
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MONOLITHIC I.C. COMPUTERS
ANNOUNCED BY ASI
Three processors have been added to
the upward-compatible ADVANCE series of computers by Advanced Scientific Instruments, Minneapolis, Minn.
Supplementing the 6020 and 40 are
the new 50, 70, and 80. They're designed, respectively, for the gp scientific user, the systems market, and
time-sharing applications. Memory
cycle time for each is 1. 9 usec, and
add time is 3.8 usec. Using 24-bit
words, memory capacity is up to 32K
words of core. Monolithic iritegrated
circuits are used . . . and have been
added to the 6040.
The 6070 features the capability of
. having multiple processors in the
mainframe, running up to six simultaneolis operations. Multiply times for
the 6050, 70 and 80 are 7.6, 7.6 and
.5.7 usec, respectively. Double-precision floating point Ip.ultiply times (39bit mantissa, 9-bit exponent) are 17.1
usec for the 50 and 70, and 11.4 usec
(24-bit mantissa, 9-bit exponent) for
the 6080.
Software will. include a one-pass
extended FORTRAN II, a one-pass symbolic translator, and operating system.
Monthly rentals for systems begin at
approximately $2,800, $3,600 and
$4,200, and prices at $104K, $132K
and $152K. Deliveries are reportedly
scheduled to begin this year.
THREE UNIVERSITIES
JOIN IN IR PROJECT
The first cooperative information retrieval system among university libraries is being developed by Yale, Harvard, and Columbia. By 1966, the
medical libraries of· the schools will
have a central book catalogue and
journal index stored in a computer at
New Haven, Conn. On-line typewriter
inquiry units and card readers will
be installed at each station for retrieval
and updating of information. The
libraries have already begun putti~g
book data on punched cards foi' .production of catalogue cards and periodic accession lists and for computer
input. Only those books produced
since 1960 and journals most often
used are being included in the computer catalogue which is expected to
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IFIP CONGRESS 65 CONVENES IN NEW YORK MAy 24

IFIP Congress 65 will bring more
than 5,000 scientists and engineers
from 50 countries to the New York
Hilton Hotel, May 24 to 29. This
third IFIP meeting, chaired by W.
Buchholz of IBM Development
Laboratory, features the Interdata
65 Exhibition (May 24-27), 76
technical sessions, and reports in
the closing session on "Man as an
Information - Processing System."
Also included are a wide variety of
special events and tours.
The technical program, headed
by A.S. Householder of Oak Ridge
National Labs, is broken down into five general areas: Information
Systems (area chairman, J.C. McPherson, IBM Systems Research Institute), Programming (M.K. Woodger, National Physical Laboratory,
U.K. ) , Automata Theory and
Switching Theory (V.M. Gloushkov,
USSR Academy of Science and
Ukrainian Academy of Science),
Equipment Design (Prof. J.R. Pasta, Univ. of Illinois), and Mathematical Methods (Prof. J.L. Lions,
Univ. of Paris). The five general
sessions to be held on these areas

will present 15 invited papers.
The 11 special sessions, with 35
invited papers, include: "Mathematical Methods of Optimization,"
"Partial Differential Equations,"
"The Future of Switching Elements," "Outlook in the Memory
Area," "Organization of Large Storage Systems," "Artificial Intelligence," "Programming Theory,"
"Programming Practice," "Mechanical Translation," "Design of Information Systems," and "Automata
Theory and Switching Theory."
Informal discussions on more narrowly definec.l areas will be held
during the symposia, each of which
will have .five or six short talks, and
during the panels.
Highlighting the closing session
May 29 will be talks by Heinz Von
Foerster, "How to Tell the Birds
from the Bees: The Ontogenesis of
Information;" Warren S. McCullough and W. L. Kilmer, "The Com.:.
mand and Control System of the
Vertebrates;" and Donald M. MacKay, "Information in Brains and
Machines."
1.1
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contain about 750,000 items. Programs
for the IH system are designed for a
4K IB!,,! 1401, although purchase of
a new computer system is planned.
Five other northeastern universities
have been invited to join the network.
Among advai1tages expected from the
cooperative venture are an increase in
average number of subject headings
per book because space problems are
eliminated (Yale, which had a 1.6
average per book, now reports a 10.4
average); one-third cost cut in cataloguing current books by eliminating
duplication; and easy printout of the
catalogue in book form. Future plans
include adding graphic transmission
systems to the network to eliminate
some duplication of materials among
the libraries.

Div., Paramus, N. J., the network
would consist of monitoririg devices
at entrance, exit, and toll points, capable of scanning windshield stickers
bearing pertinent information. It would
thus aid law enforcement agencies
that have access to a mass data bank
("Be on the lookout for car number
... ") ,would warn of traffic congestion
ahead ("Detour at St. Louis to avoid
floodwaters at Oklahoma City"), and,
perhaps most important, make our
highways safer. Unfortunately, the
lady scientist was unable to deliver
her prepared talk; she was recuperating from a traffic accident.
Meanwhile, the Illinois Dept. of
Public Safety has installed a 1401 for
crime control and highway safety. It
is reportedly "the first state to put
computers to such effective use in the
field of law enforcement."

RESEARCH LAB CONDUCTS
ON-LINE BLOOD· SAMPLE TESTS

THE LONG AND THE SHORT
OF COMPUTERS & HIGHWAYS

On-line testing of blood samples,
said to be an 'industry first, is underway at Kings County Research Laboratories Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. Linked
to an IBM 1710 control system are 20
Auto Analyzers, which automatically
perform up to 10 tests on one sample

. A nationwide, computerized traffic
control network was proposed at the
recent annual symposium of the Society for Information Display. According to Dr. Edith M. Bairdain of
ITT's Data and Information Systems

of blood, and output, graphs. Full testing on-line is said to require two
minutes, contrasting with 2-3 hours
when done manually. In addition, the
system reportedly increases reliability
and accuracy, and enables the doctor
to get f9rmatted, printed results.
The 1710, which can handle up to
200 testers, monitors the performance
of the analyzers during tests. When
completed, readings are transmitted
through a 1711 a-d converter to the
computer for comparison with standard and control test values, and the
computation of results. Retest is indicated when readings are outside
the limits of the control values.

GE-400'S GET PERIPHERALS,
TIME-SHARING HARDWARE
Hardware to accommodate timeshared, multiprogrammed operations
and to perform scientific computations,
as well as seven new peripherals, have
been announced by General Electric
for the Compatibles/400 family of
medium-scale computers. In addition,
the access time for the 415 has been
cut by 40%, from the former 2.3 to
1.45 usec.
New additions for the central proc-

THE FOLLOWING FERRANTI
REPRESENTATIVES WILL ARRANGE
A DEMONSTRATION FOR YOU ...

Arizona/Ca Iifornia/Oregon
ROLAND OLANDER & CO.

ASk lora

Type 196. 300 characters per
second. 10 1/2 inch spools.
Slim profile design, for digital
programming, machine tool con·
trol. ground support. instrumen·
tation, data·transmission.

6313 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles 38, California
Phone: (213) HO 9:6313

Demonstration
oUhese
Proven
Ferranti

Florida/ Alaba rna /Georgia /Tennessee
CORDRAY INC.
1400 \Hillcrest Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Phone: (305) 241·6595

Type 422. Militarized. Designed
to meet MIL·E·4970. Rugged
solid·state design provides oper·
ational reliability, ruggedness
and serviceability. 300/600
characters per second.

Readers
.
Q
I

1.1.'Icc
.

Ohio/Kentucky/W. Pennsylvania
J. P: MARSAlKA CO., INC.
4211 Woodbridge Road
Columbus, Ohio
Phone: (614) 451·1164

W. New York
ENGINEERING COMPONENTS
P.O. Box 184, Eastwood Station
Syracuse 6, New York
Phone: (315) 437·8181

laoe

Type 260. Up to 40 characters
per second photoelectrically on
a synchronized stop·start basis.
Miniature 50' tape loop maga·
zine mounted on front panel.
Designed to meet MIL·E·16400.

Southern N. Y./L.I./N.J. / E. Pa.
JOHN DiBLASI ASSOCIATES INC.
14 Vanderventer Avenue
Port Washington N. Y.
t516) PO 7·0470

Mai ne/VermontiNew Hampshire/ Mass./Connecticut

Type 425. Reaches 400 charac·
ters per second in less than 1
millisecond. Compact design for
desk or rack mounting. Tape run·
out control.

le~.............................~ft.~ran~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

FERRANTI ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OFFERRANTI-PACKAROELECTRIC LIMITED
• N DUST R Y STR E ETi TORONTO 16'~' ON.TAR I 0 - C AN A DA

E. A. JANSE ASSOCIATES
8 Grove Street
Wellesley 81, Massachusetts
Phone: (617) 235·1623

Michigan
ANDERSON ELECTRONICS
19471 James Couzens Highway
Detroit, Michigan
Phone: (313) DI 2·7133

Wisconsin/lowa/MinnesotalN. Dakota/S. Dakota
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS ASSOCIATES

2119 Grand Avenue
St. Paul 5, Minnesota
Phone: (612) MI 8·5531
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INSTANT

EXTRA COPIES

o

FOR COMPUTER PRINTOUT!

NEW FROM 3M: ACIIPN CARBDNLESS PAPER [THE INK'S BUILTIN!]

"

o

Ever wish a four-part' form could suddenly
become five? It can ... with ACTION Brand
Paper. Here's an answer for those department
heads who are always asking: "Can I have five
copies this month, or how about 4, instead of
3, for the next 6 months only?" For the first
'time ... it is possible to get an extra copy right
on the printer as shown above. Simply feed a
single ply form of ACTION Brand Paper behind
your present mUltiple-part form set and you'll
pick up one more copy. No extra carbons ...
nothing else is needed because the ink is built
right inside the pap~r. Simple impact of the
printer key creates permanent, precise and
perfectly clean images. Wouldn't it be nice to
have a few boxes of new ACTION Brand Paper
singles on hand for those extra copy needs?
And just think how convenient it would be if

all your continuous tabulating forms contained
ACTION Brand Carbonless Paper - no carbon
paper decollating. You can even eliminate the
machine ribbon if it's costing too much and
creating problems.
IF YOU HAVE HIGH SPEED PRINTERS, MAIL THIS COUPON
NOW ... OR CONTACT YOUR FORMS SUPPLIER.

3m
C[)mPANY

3M COMPANY, PAPER PRODUCTS DIVISION

DEPT. YAI-45, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55119
,

'

SHOW ME how new ACTION Brand Paper will give me instant extra copies behind my regular continuous tabulating sets. 0 Have a form sales representative
call on me for a personal demonstration.
NAME._~

_ _ _ _ _ _~_TITLE _ _ _ _ _ __

FIRM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE NO. _ _ _ __
STREET _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _
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essor include a real-time interrupt
clock, memory protection, symbolcontrolled movement of blocks of data
within memory, more 110 channels,
and non-stop mode for switching from
one program to another. Floatingpoint arithmetic units enable the 415,
for example, to multiply in that mode
in' 21.8 usec.
Peripheral devices include a magnetic strip storage unit holding 532
million characters (link eight units and
there are four billion characters online) and an average access time of
550 msec; a large disc file with a capacity of 800 million characters, and a
small unit with a one-disc cartridge
holding eight million characters; drum
memory storing 12 million 'characters;
and a single- and multi-line communications controller.
PLAN AHEAD:
WINTER IN VEGAS
The deadline for papers to be presented at the Fall Joint Computer
Conference in Las Vegas is June 15.
Initial expressions of interest, with
a working title, also are being solicited.
Papers on social implications, in addition to surveys and R&D reports,

are encouraged. Send a complete draft
copy and a 150-word abstract to Mr.
Robert Gray, Secretary, Program
Committee, 1965 FJCC, P. O. Box 49,
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406. The meeting ~ill be held Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 1965.

system where they are directed to
designated circuits on a priority basis
and, in the case of freight data, stored
in a memory system for readout on
magnetic tape.

NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD
ADDS CAR DISPLAY SYSTEM
New York Central Railroad has cut
answer-time in its boxcar-tracing service from minutes to, 140 msec by
installing on-line display units at its
New York offices. Tied in to an IBM
7010, seven Data Display Inc. Model
10 units can retrieve'information on
any of the 125,000 freight cars on the
line's 10,000 miles of track. Typewriters are also connected to the displays for printout of answers. Typewriter inquiry units were previously
used for tracing. It is planned that
IBM 1050's will be installed in five
cities for remote access to the 7010.
The Car Display system is part of
a large communications and computer
system NYC has been developing
since 1963. Included is a $1.5 million
Collins Radio communications system,
called Data Central, which handles
up to 10 million characters a day.
Coded messages and data are transmitted from 259 remote points to the

• A programming contest for users
of time-shared systems, similar to that
held at the last Fall Joint Computer
Conference, is being planned for the
IFIP Congress 65 in New York City.
Sponsor will be the ACM's Special
Interest Group on Time-Sharing. For
details, contact Prof. John McCarthy,
Computer Science Dept., Stanford
Univ., Stanford, Calif. 94305.

,~

\

......

..

..

• Citizens National Bank of St.
Petersburg has offered up on-line use
of its NCR 315 system to correspondent banks. About 30,000 demand
deposit accounts of four participating
Florida banks are now stored in
CRAM units. Through a Teletype inquiry unit, each bank can' inquire
about accounts and issue "hold," override, or correction control. Also included in the data service are daily
updated account statements, sorted
checks and deposit slips, and report
journals.

...

INlclRI
TOTAL EDP ~YSTEMS
Continued expansion of the EDP effort of the National Cash Register Company in the United States
ha? created outstanding opportunities for individuals with professional experience in commercial
EDP systems. Due to the nature of the EDP industry, there is a strong requirement for people with
flexibility in their planning, but firmness in their objectives. Key positions for your consideration
are listed below.
PROGRAMMING RESEARCH
The desired background would be a college education
plus two years or more of programming experience with
magnetic tape systems. Challenging opportunities exist
in new and diverse problem areas in commercial applications. Primary assignments would be in Dayton, Ohio;
however, willingness to travel and relocate is necessary.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
CUSTOMER REPRESENTATIVE
General requirements are two years or more experieflce
in programming with related systems analysis in commercial applications involving medium-to-Iarge scale
magnetic tape systems. Openings are in various partsof
the United States. After an initial period of orientation,
every attempt will be made to assign individuals to the
'
general region of their preference.

This is the time to investigate these opportunities. Each reply will be promptly acknowledged.
Please address inquiries to:

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mr. Thomas F. Wade
Technical Placement
The National Cash Register Company
Main ~ K Streets
Dayton, Ohio 45409
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computer
careers
Should you base your career on
just one interview? Make your
choice from among several car~'er
positions!
'

EUROPEAN and

NATIONWIDE CHOICE

TWO WAS

N.Y., N.J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHINGTON, D.C., PH ILA., MI NNESOTA,
TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLORIDA, ARI,
ZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS

Contact us if you have some experience
or interest in any of the following:
o Scientific Computation - Data
Reduction qr Numerical AnalysisUnusual Outerspace/ Lunar and Advanced Programs

.

o Software Development - Languages, Compi lers, Assemblers,
Monitors or Sub-Routines
o Real Time Systems-Message,
On Line, Process Control
o Systems-Planning, Design,
Analysis of State of the Art Massive
Data Handling of I.R. Systems
o Technical RepresentativesProgramming and Systems support
to Sales
o Digital or logical Design
o
o

Management Sciences

Cobol or Fortran Programming
Unique opportunities exist in the
$9000-25,000 class for Managers &
Seniors and Men who can accept
manage. ment responsibility and professional growth
"

A PROWD
The crowds are
bigger today and will
be bigger tomorrow.
Th~ technology is here for
tomorrow's air traffi~ control
system; now it must be
organized and put to work.

The technology? Large-scale computers,
computer programs, radars,
beacons, radar processors,
digital communications,displays;
all designed to assist the human
operator. MITRE is providing the
Federal Aviation Agency system
engineering assistance to turn ideas
and technolQgy into system
reality for the futLJre
National Airspace System.
Experienced electronic engineers,
mathematician~, system analysts
are urged to explore some Hie
challenges our crowd faces.

of.

Write in confidence to G. E. Lininger,
The MITRE Corporption,
2009 Fourteenth Stre~t Nerth,
Arlington, Vi rgin ia 222'01.
~..

,

..

t

The positions available in our
Air Traffic Control Div'ision ~re in
the Washington, D. G. area.
MITRE also has open'ing~
at its headquarters in
Bedfqrd, Massachusetts
Write in confidence, including present salary, acceptable locations or
call (Collect) Mr. Albert or Mr.
Nellissen (Area Code 212) PLaza
9-1720

a

n

aLBeRT, neLLIssen, Inc.
Leading Consultants to Management
i~ the Data Processing field

April
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MITRE
CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Pioneer in the d~sign and development
of command and control systems,
MITRE was chartered in 1958 to serve only ttie
United States Government. An independent
nonprofit corporation, MITRE is technical advis!lr
and system engineer for the Electronic Systems
Division of the Air Force Systems Command
and also serves the Department of Defense
and the Federal Aviation Agency.
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It's common Jmowledge in computer operations . . .
"Garbage In, Garbage Out". A sure cure is accurate data
cOllection right at the source, with Addressograph 8. Data
Recorders. !'J Place these versatile, low-cost units
right where each operation or transaction takes
place - at service stations, on retail counters,
in parts warehouses, tool cribs, purchasing offices, factory offices, on route trucks. n They
record both fixed and variable data with 100%

accuracy, in both human and machine language. Provide
highly legible hard copies in single or multiple carbon
sets, ready for machine accounting or automatic conversion to computer codes. !'J Get all the facts
on how Addressograph Data Collection systems
provide fast, accurate EDP input. Call your
A-M office, listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write
Addressograph Multigraph Corp., Dept. T-6524,
1200 Babbitt Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44117.

AddressDgraph Mulf'graph Corporation
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with). Therefore, the program must display many continuously-varying quantities in familiar engine~ring units,
print or tape extensive on-line records, accept sudden requests to display arbitrary new sets of data along with the
programmed data, and be prepared to branch immediately
into emergency hold or shutdown routines held continuously in core.
The standardizable I/O equipment is similar to that in
most other types of real-time equipment-control systems.
Because it involves a mixture of solid-state s'witching, relay switching, and analog fllnc~ions, its internal timing
details can be complicated. It provides many opportunities
for subtle program errors or equipment design errors, and
a crash project can degenerate into an acriIl1 onious engineer-vs-programmer debate because of problems in this
area. In addition to the opportunities for error, it also can
provide challenges to the computer and the programmer.
For example, sometimes it is considered necessary to check
the entire configuration of all discrete outputs in the tim~
after one discrete output is changed, btit before its corresponding relay contact begins to move. The reason behind this requirement is obvious - to prevent blowing up
a space ship from a minor transient in the computer 1/0but the program speed problem it poses is equally obvious.
The specialized test-station equipment has no real
counterpart in other computer fields', except perhaps airborne guidance and control. Military weapon systems
especial~y harbor all sorts of high-frequency, low-frequency, digital, pneumatic, hydraulic, optical, ... signals,
all with their own interactions and dynamic characteristics,
which 'must be suitably generated or measured by the
automatic test system. If the test engineer and programmer
are lucky, and the prime equipment is some simple servo
subsystem, the specialize~ test equipment may be only a
few power supplies,' signal isolators, and a variable-frequency audio oscillator. More typically, however, to test
prime 'equipment large enough to be considered a complete
system, the specialized equipment may occupy three to
300 racks. Fortunately for the programmer, (1) much of
this equipment can be checked out independently, so that
he does not see it until it is reasonably well qebugged; (2)
much of it can be considered just transducers (with associated delay times) by the program, and (3) it is usually
closer to the test engineer's heart, and therefore higher on
his priority list in case of trouble. Unfortunately for the
programmer, inaccurate or obsolete documentation of this
complex equipment's programming characteristics can
knock irreparable holes in a program checkout schedule.
With this brief introduction to what an automatic tester
is, we can proceed to talk abo~t its programm~ng.
programming
'An automatic-test program bears the same relation to an
automatic tester as a detailed "cookbook" test procedure
bears to a human tester. Preparing either a program or a
"cookbook" procedure can demand considerable engineering. However, since the automatic tester can neither think
by ~tself nor learn from experience, an automatic tester
program must be Il10re detailed and more specific, and must
anticipate beforehand all of the unlikely eventualities which
the tester might have to handle. Therefore, the automatic
tester program will probably require considerably more
engineering effort than most manual "cookbook" procedures.
For purposes of discussion, we might consider automatic-test programming as consisting of four phases:
( 1) Analysis and Program Design ~ typically 30 to 40%
of the programming effort
(2) Coding - typically 15 to 20%
( 3) Checkout - typically 40 to 50%
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( 4) Additional Documentation - typically 0 to 5%
It begins with a verbal, rather general, statement of what
the test musf do. It is completed only wh~n a roll of tape
(or equivalent) exists which will 'cause the 'tester to do
exactly what was desired. This is, of course , a much larger
task than coding. It includes many items which. are more
like engineering than "pure" programming, but which
must be performed by the programmer.
analysis and program design
The peculiar probiems of automatic-test programming
become apparent immeqiately, in the earli~st phases of
analysis and progra~ design. Rather than beginning with
generalities about "communication," "documentation," and
"definition of the problem," let us look directly at a hypothetical but rather typical example, Fig. 2. Fig. 2a is the
general objective of the test. Sometimes this is all the
programmer gets. Fig. 2b is an extract from a portion of
the corresponding manual test procedure - not really

Fig. 2. Hypothetical example of analysis and program design (five parts, figures 2a through 2e, attached)
Fig~

2a. Statement of test requirement
Check performance of servo actuator.
.................... etc.

Fig. 2b. Manual test procedure
Actuator response check, turn-on:
Connect oscilloscope to Test Point A203. Set sensitivity to
1 v/cm and sweep speed to 1 msec/cm. (A203
actuator feedback pot arm)
Connect oscilloscope trigger input to Test Point A207. S'et
controls for single sweep, externally triggered, 'positive
slope and level.
'
Connect a switch from Test Point A207 to Test Point AOOl.
Adjust oscilloscope trigger level and stability so that
switch closure triggers oscilloscope.
.
Observe transient oscilloscope pattern when switch is
closed. Waveform 'should be:
no IIjog?1I
less than 8 msec
smooth curve;
after start of
notsl!dden
trace
break from
zero
Actuator response check, turn-off:
.................... etc.

=

specific enough in some areas, and without instructions as
to what to do in case of a failure, but quite typical of a
manllal "cookbook." The parenthetical note about A203's
function is an unusual unsolicited gift. To avoid excessive
expansion of the figure,' this shows only a portion of what
is implied by Fig. 2a.
Sometimes the manual test procedure does not exist.
Sometimes the existing manual procedure is inappropriate
- for example, when the manual procedure has been developed for factory build-up testing - but the programmer
is trying to do automatic field or depot testing of the assembled device. Often "blindly" programming the manual
procedure would result in a 'workable automatic test; but
~ little computer-based imagination applied to the procedure would resu~t in a much better and less expensive test.
Even in cases where none of these comments seem at first
to apply, it is only elementary discretion for the progr~mmer
to acquire copies of all the original documentation of the
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AUTOMATED CHECKOUT . ..

equipment under test-performance specifications, drawings, equipment specifications, test specifi~ations (factory,
acceptance, field ... ), performance and equipment specifications and drawings of the manual test equipment (if
any), telephone numbers of the design engineers, and so
on. It is important to note that performance specifications
alone are totally inadequate.
Assuming for the moment that a reasonably complete
manual test procedure like Fig. 2b does exist, the next
step is to try to get a test procedure written in such a way
that it can be programmed.
.
Fig. 2c illustrates what happens when an engineer who
has had little contact with computers tries to write a verbal
set of reqllirements for the programmer.
Fig. 2d illustrates some of the questions the programmer
might ask in response. The questions fall lnto four classes:
( 1) those which request defined, quantifiable criteria for

Fig. 2c. Program requirements as they might be stated by a
non-computer-oriented engineer
Apply +28 volts to Test Point A207.
Observe pot feedback voltage at Test Point A203. It
should increase from its initial value on a smooth
curve, which eventually may become a straight line
(constant velocity). (It should not stay at its initial
value for a time, then break sharply away from the
baseline-this indicates excessive "stictjon".) The increase should terminat~ sharply, indicating that the
actuator has hit tne stop, les.s than 8 milliseconds after
the application of voltage. The trace should have no
observable "jogs" (indicating irregular frictional binding).
.................... etc.

Fig. 2d. Questions which might be asked by the programmer
1. Which discrete output/relay combination in the
test equipment is used to apply voltage?
~. How long doe~ the test relay take to close? That
is, how long ~ust I WQit for v~ltage to appear on
A207 before I conclude that the test relay has
failed? (Note: I must measure time from actual
closure of the test relay, not from the time ! tell
it to close.)
3. Is a short circuit to ground on A207 dangerous?
If so, how do I detect it and what do I do about
it?
.
4. Which input lines do I use to read the (discrete)
presence of voltage on A207, and to read the
analog voltage on A203?
5. What are a "smooth curve" and "break sharply"? If we define a "sharp break" as a change in
first time derivative (dV /dt) greater than A volts/
sec occurring in less than ~ msec, what are A
and B?
.
6. What is an "observable jog"? Is it a decrease in
slope (decrease in dV /dt) greater than D percent, lasting longer than E msec? If so, what are
D and E?
7. How long after application of voltage must I wait
for the actuator to begin moving, before I conclude that it is stuck?
.
8. How do I. make sure that the actuator has travelled a" the way to its stop, instead of being held
up at an intermediate position by unexpected
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friction? Can Ltell by the final value of feedback
voltage? If so, what are the upper and lower
limits on final feedback voltage (as a percentage
of power-supply voltage), indicating that the
actuator has travelled the full distance?
9. Is there any failure discovered by this test which
should cause emergency shutdown? If so, which?
What is the detailed shutdown sequence?
10. What should be printed out or displayed to the
operator, and what should the program do next,
if
(a) the test relay does not close
(b) the actuator does not move (stuck in initial
position)
(c) etc ............... .
11. . ...... ,' ............. etc.

("

\. ...... .

..
...

judgments which were not precisely defined, (2) those
which ask what to do if such-and-such doesn't act the way
it's supposed to, (3) those which must be answered simply
because automatic equipment reaction times .are often
much faster than human reaction times, and (4) those
which request further information on test-equipment details. They might also be categorized as (1) questions for
the prime-equipment engineer, (2) questions for the testequipment d~signer, and (3) questions which a non-engineer programmer might be able to settle himself, if he
had sufficient documentation on the test equipment. Fig.
2d epitomizes the most difficult part of automatic-test program design. Note that some of the questions would remain unasked, to the eventual detriment of the system, if
the programmer were not acquainted with some rather
detailed engineering problems.
Fig. 2e shows a portion of the flowchart which might
result if the program~er is trying to be very explicit, perFig. 2e. Exceptionally explicit flow-chart.

Start

(starts process; excites test
relay which in turn excites
actuator)

(waits for test relay to close,
and checks that it closes
within K milliseconds)

)
\
c
(waits for actuator to begin
to move, and checks that it
does begin within l milli·
seconds. "Actuator motion"
is defined as a change in
feedback voltage greater
than J.)
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punch), and control panel switches.
BENSON - LEHNER CORP., Van
Nuys, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD
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mag tape tester

Mod 97 will test nine-track tapes for
variations in signal, noise, and tape
width, will stop on error in both directions. It checks a potential error three
times before recording, thus discriminating between transient and genuine

ruggedized mag tape

remote industrial printer

New base for tape, made of polyamide, is said to withstand temperatures to 300 o F, and in reel form to
400°F without serious degradation.
Applications include aerospa,ce and
interplanetary recorders, geophysical
and aircraft crashrecorders. Tape base
reportedly does not decompose until
1,470°F. REEVES SOUNDCRAFT
DIV., REEVES INDUSTRIES INC.,
Danbury, Conn. For information:

REMOPRINT is designed for measurement operations from which digital output is available, such as data
logging and repetitive weighing. The
unit accepts serial or parallel entry
signals and prints 5/32-inch-high alphanumeric characters, up to 19 characters per line, at rate of one operation
a second. Options: printing stock in
sheets (to 8~~ x 11 inches), tickets,
or continuous strips with pin-feed automatic advance; automatic time and
date printing and manually inserted
identification data. TOLEDO SCALE
CORP., Toledo, O. For information:
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cleaning cloths
Lint~free

cloths measure 7 x 11 inches,
come in packages of 50 and 100.
ROBINS DATA DEVICES INC.,
Flushing, N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 219 ON READER CARD
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all-channel display

Fiberglass container, with resilient
inner cushion can be used both as a
shipping container and office file for
mag tape reels. It is available in two-,
four-, and six-reel sizes; reels can be
1 m~ and 14 inches in diameter with
one-quarter to one-inch widths. Container colors are black, red, or olivedrab. CRATE-RITE INC., Oakland,
Calif. For information:

The 9047 sho~s the decimal numer-·
ic value of each of 50 channels on a
five-inch CRT, allows operator to observe all channel values simultaneously. Data is shown in five columns,
each containing 10 channels. Front
panel switch selects all-channel or
single-channel operation; in latter,
the numeric value is enlarged to allow
viewing from a distance. SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
INC., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. For information:
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tape reel container

errors. Features: eye-level circular
chart error recorder, work station with
illuminator, indicator lights to show
on which track an error or flaw is
located. GENERAL KINETICS INC.,
Arlington, Va. For information:

+
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core memories

Coincident current systems have read
/write cycle times of 1, 2, 4.8, and 10
usec, word lengths from four to 60
bits, and capacities to 16K words. Address;ng can be random access, sequential non-interlaced, or sequential
interlaced. Optional features include
indicator lights, parity check and
counters. LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., MEMORY DEVICES
DEPT., Los Angeles, Calif. For information:

..
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ocr cash register

o

The series 4500 prints on a paper
tape numeric data in an optical font
that conforms to the proposed standard of !he ASA for dp equipment. The
font is also compatible with the
IBM 1285 optical reader. MONROE
SWEDA SALES REGISTER SYSTEl'v'lS, Orange, N.J. For information:

NOW, any IBM Computer using 729 II, IV, V, VI
or 7330 Tape Drives can be equipped with a
Chrono-Iog Programmable Clock/Calendar System and operated with an automatic monitor
routine to reduce lost time between jobs and
improve accuracy of timekeeping.
Under program control, the date in months and
days and 24 hour time to the nearest 1/ 60th
of a second are read into memory. The Clock/
Calendar can be used not only to read date
and time-of-day but also as a precision timer,
down to 17 ms. resolution.
Installation is plug-in, requiring no wiring
changes. on the computer. Timing accuracy is
independent of computer operation.
For further information, contact.
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HONEYWELL SERIES 200

Switching to a new computer
can cost you plenty in
reprogramming and retraining.
Ouch.
You might delay those costs by
"simulating" your old
computer. But then, all you'd
be doing is running your old
programs on an expensive new
computer - at the same old
speeds. That. smarts.
In SERIES 200, Honeywell has
a better approach: an exclusive
concept called "Liberator".
Liberator lets you convert your
old 1401· programs, for

example, and run them at high
new speeds on a new Honeywell
SERIES 200 computer.
Automatically, permanently,
painlessly. No reprogramming.
No retraining.
SERIES 200 is a full line of
compatible computers,
including software and
peripheral equipment that has
'been refined down to the
smallest increments of
capability ever achieved. The
result: your system fits the
dimensions of your business
exactly. You save because you

buy only what you need now.
As you grow, you add onin sensible, economical
increments. We call this new
approach Dimensional Data
Processing.
Want to know more? Write the
nearest Honeywell EDP office.
Or give us a buzz.

artII~IR

Honeyw-ell
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
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CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS: 353-page
cremental digital tape recorders. Inbook contains 29 seminars ranging
'cludes an eight-page brochure defrom an executive forum of general
scribing three series, of incremental reinterest to specialized technical sescorders with specifications on 200- and
sions held at the '64 DPMA Confer256-bpi packing density models, write
ence. Cost: $5.75. DATA PROCESS- . only and read/write versions, and portING MANAGEMENT ASSN., Park
able or rack-mounted configurations.
Ridge, Ill.
PRECISION INSTRUMENT CO.,
Palo Alto, Calif. For copy:
PORTALOG COMPACT COMPUTERS:

Twelve-page spec sheet describes
modular components for assembling
electronic analog simulating and controlling equipment. Portable, lab and
on-line simulators for control using
operational dc amplifiers may be assembled from standard components.
COMPUTER DYNAMICS, INC.,
Torrington, Conn. For copy:
CIRCLE 130 ON READER CARD

PROGRAMMING: Four-page
booklet describes applications; what
can be achieved; and steps involved
in solving a problem in linear programming. MC DONNELL AUTOMATION CENTER, St. Louis, Mo.
For copy:
LINEAR

r
1.

j

1
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TAPE TRANSPORT & CONTROL PRO.
GRAMS: Twelve-page brochure con-

tains specifications, system diagrams,
and programming information for tape
transport 555 and 552. DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard,
Mass. For copy:
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Two data sheets describe
and give specifications of mag tape for
RCA 301 and Univac computers. AM:PEX CORP.,' Redwood City, Calif.
For copy:

MAG TAPE:

CIRCLE 135 ON READER CARD

TECH BRIEFS: Three briefs available on
development growing out of space research: Computer Modification Reduces Time of Performing Iterative DiVISIOn; Inexpensive, Stable Circuit
Measures Heart Rate; Logic Redundancy Improves Digital System Reliability. NASA, Wash., D.C. For copy:

o

DISC FILE PAPER: 24-pageillustrated
article, "Characteristics of the Bryant
Series 4000 Disc File," features historical background and philosophy
. leading to the development, characteristics, application and reliability.
BRYANT COMPUTER PRODUCTS,
Walled Lake, Mich. For copy:
.
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INSTRUCTION TEXTBOOK: 32-page text
provides self instruction on binary
arithmetic as well as basic concepts
of computer numbering systems for
beginners. A plastic mat containing
binary representation of six-bit alphabetic characters, decimal digits, and
a listing of special characters is listed.
HONEYWELL EDP, Wellesley Hills,
Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 138 ON READER CARD
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INFORMATION STORAGE & RETRIEVAL:
INCREMENTAL DIGITAL TAPE RECORD.
ER: Literature details the one-step pro-

duction of computer compatible mag
tapes from random data by use of in-
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CIRCUITS: 120-page catalog describes
transistorized digital computer circuits
in three speeds (500 kc, 5 mc, and 10
mc), especially packaged for educational, and industrial training as well
as practical digital systems test and
design work. Also included is a 64page insert, the Laboratory Module.
Handbook, which may be used as a
basic primer or text on digit<;ll logic
and applications. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard, Mass. For
copy:
CIRCLE 140 ON READER CARD
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POWER PLANT AUTOMATION: 20-page
booklet describes Bailey 700 multicomputer control for automation of
power plants. The unit-management
concept, types of computer and functions, and the simplified activity of the
operator are explained. Hardware design, showing how installation is simplified to reduce overall costs, is also
included. BAILEY METER CO.,
Wickliffe, Ohio. For copy:

research on the development and evaluation of knowledge availability systems to operate new systems and to
teach coufsesin their application. Other brochure "Space and Technology
Transfer," describes availability of
University's aerospace research data to
local business firms. UNIV. OF
PITTSBURGH, Pittsburgh, Pa. For
copy:

One brochure details· the purpose and
functions of Univ. of Pittsburgh's
Knowledge .Availability Systems
( KAS) Center, established to conduct

DIRECTORY: 356-page
book, A Directory of Information Resources in the U.S.: Physical Sciences,
Biological Sciences, Engineering, contains narrative descriptions of the subject specialization, information services, and publications of some 1,100
organizations and institutions in U.S.
Professional societies, academic research groups, industrial firms, government offices, and technical libraries
are included. Cost: $2.25. SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS,
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFIcE' Wash., D.C. 20402.
INFORMATION

BUTTON LIGHT: Data sheet describes
the TIB series transistor controlled
button light with replaceable incandescent lamp and integral switch. Indicator offers three basic switch options isolated from lamp circuitry normally open, normally closed and
normally open and/or normally closed
circuits. Actual size drawings of the
unit, terminal options, and switch
forms plus mounting hole dimensions
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are shown. TRANSISTOR ELECTRONICS CORP., Minneapolis, Minn.
For copy:
CIRCLE 141 ON READER CARD

PRINTING CALCULATOR: Four-page
brochure describes PC 1421 which
prints answers in uninterrupted flow,
answers up to 21 digits and 14 decimal
places, marks decimal paint in correct
position automatically filling in zeros
as needed. MONROE INTERNATIONAL, lNG" Orange, N. J. For
copy:
CIRCLE 142 ON READER CARD

FLOOR TILE: Laminated plastic floor tile
used primarily for access floor systems,
is described in four-page bulletin. Surface requires no waxing, sealing or
polishing and is available in five colors.
Samples included in brochure. GE
CO., Coshocton, Ohio. For copy:
CIRCLE 143 ON READER CARD

AF SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM:
Bulletin identifies the organizational
levels affected, by. AF Systems Management which is the blueprint by
which all space and military systems
will be procured and managed by the
DOD, lists the major areas and phases

of this concept and explains where
contractors may find assistance with
program implementation. Distribution
limited to qualified individuals. PARAGON DESIGN, San Diego, Calif.
DP FOR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS:
Booklet explains computer services designed to provide more effective man-'
agement control, increase sales, reduce
accounts receivable, and minimize inventory. Some of the programs used '
to accomplish this are described.
GE COMPUTER DEPARTMENT,
Phoenix, Ariz. For copy:
CIRCLE 145 ON READER CARD

DIGITAL LOGIC MODULE: 36-page brochure gives specifications and logic
diagrams for more than 75 modules,
including flip-flops, gate expanders,
AND and OR gates (with NAND and
NOR capabilities), amplifiers, clock
generators, crystal-controlled clock
generators, inverters, Schmitt triggers,
one-shot multivibrators, display
drivers, and relay drivers. Modules are
available in 300 kc, 1mc, and Bmc.
SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS, INC.,
Santa Monica, Calif. For copy:
CIRCLE 146 ON READER CARD

HAND RECORDERi.-Four-page brochure
gives specifications and details of oper-'
ation of HR 303 mag tape digital
recorder, developed for use in inventory control, medical accounting,
utility meter reading and delivery
route. ELECTRIC INFORMATION
CO., Broomfield, Colo. For copy:
CIRCLE 147 ON READER CARD

DP SERVICE FOR DRUG STORES: 16page brochure describes services retail
drug stores can obtain from NCR dp
centers: accounts receivable reports;
"Creditax" records of customer's tax
deductible purchases; departmental
sales analyses; and salesperson's reports. THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., Dayton, Ohio. For copy:
CIRCLE 148 ON R'EADER CARD

SOFTWARE: Capabilities ranging from
complete software package development and computer design and evaluation to real-time systems and total
scientific and business programming
are highlighted in brochure. Role in
aerospace projects and commercial
computer systems development are
also reviewed. MESA SCIENTIFIC
CORP., Inglewood, Calif. For copy:
CIRCLE 149 ON READER CARD

COMPUTER REPS OF THE WEST/NUMBER 2
Quality. Costello & Company represents only
lead(ng manufacturers of computer products.
Reputation is one reason. Costello & Company
is the technical sales organization in the West
devoted exclusively to serving the computer
industry. It's been operating successfully since
1953. It's staffed with competent sales engi·
"neers.who, because they specialize in computers, thoroughly understand the needs of
the Western computer industry and have won
the trust of their customers. 'The leading
manufacturers of computer components and
peripheral equipment know of this reputation.
That's why they choose Costello & Company
to represent them out West. Wouldn't you?

COSTELLO & COMPANY
the computer reps of the West

5795 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, California 9023I/Phone: (213) 937-2980
535 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto, California 94301/Phone: (415) 321-3745
15 North 40th Place, Phoenix, Arizona 85034/Phone: (602) 273-7348

Representing: ACME / ACL I BRYANT / COLLECTRON / COOK
CORNING ELECTRONICS / DATAMARK / DIGITAL DEVICES / FABRITEK / MAC PANEL / RIXON / ROYAL / STRAZA I UPTIME
CIRCLE 47 ON. READER CARD
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In developing ~ystems which provide inform~tion processing assistance, SDC programmers, system analysts, engineers a'nd human factors scientists have evolved an interdisciplinary approach.
Teams w()rk together in major system development steps: analyzing the system, synthesizin~ the
system, instr!Jcting computers within the system, training 'the system, evaluating the systern- and
helpirg ~daptthe system to the changing needs of its users.

',",

As~ist

in design, development and integration of computer pro-

grams for satellite detection and tracking network. Areas of
activity include astrodynamics ... ephemeris calculations ...
tele~etry

Space Programs

... error detection, analysis and correction of opera-

tionalEDP control systems. Minimum of two years'experience
in machine language programming on CDC 1604/160A al1g/or
3600 ,required. Experience in production, integration, testing
and demonstration of large military data processing syste~s
is desirable.
Participate in the design and development of system opera~io~al

Detense Systems

specifications and computer programs for large-scale

military defense systems and real-time command and control
systems. Experience with more than one large-scale computer
utilizing higher order programming language in addition'to
maGhine language is required.
Positions exist in research an~ development at advanced degree levels, with some related experience required. Areas of

Advanced TeChnOlogy

activity include natural language processing ... mach!ne translation ... time~sharing ... development of higher ord~r programming languages ... compiler development ... al1d database manipulation and retrieval.

Those interested in joining this growing field are invited to write to Mr. A. C. 9ranville, Jr., SDC,
Dept. DA04, 2500 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California. Positions are open at SDC facilities
in Santa Monica; Washington, D.C.; Lexington, Massachusetts; and C~lorado Springs, Colorado.
SDC is an equal opportunity employer.

o

®

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
CIRCLE 77 ON READER CARD
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CAREERS WITH
CONTROL DATA

"Only an individual person . .. not manpower in the
mass sense of the word . . . makes a discovery, .
conceives a product or inspires other individuals."
This philosophy has taken Control Data Corporation a long way
since its formation in July of 1957. The combination of perceptive management and extraordinary technical skills has molded
one of the most successful enterprises in modern electronics.

Today CONTROL DATA develops, manufactures and markets
a complete line of advanced, high-speed computing systems for
application in science, manufacturing, business and research.
As a world-wide organization, CONTROL DATA ranks third in
revenue from data processing equipment and has become the
leader in the production of computer systems for scientific use.
If you believe in the development of the individual as a basis
for corporate progress, CONTROL DATA invites you to investigate these positions. Nationwide assignments
are. available.
(.)

Programmer Analysts. Systems Applications Analysts. Systems Installation. Systems
and Procedures Analysts.Site Planning and Installation Engineers.Software Documentation
TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS: Positions exist in research and
development at the Ph.D. level. Requires a minimum of three years'
linear programming or numerical analysis experience, including matrix
algebra and theory of approximations. Minimum education requirement: MS degree. MINNEAPOLIS location.
ENGINEERING SOFTWARE: Diagnostic and Acceptance Test
Programming-Develop software capable of detecting logic faults
and marginal operation in equipment. Mechanized or Automated
Design-Develop software to aid the design process and to produce
the necessary manufacturing documentation. Hardware/Software
Analysis-Develop software to evaluate systems performance. Familiarity with benchmark problems, instruction mixes, compilers and
monitors. MINNEAPOLIS location.
COMPUTER SALES ENGINEERS:

Sell general purpose computers, peripheral equipment and related industrial product lines.
Successful COMPUTER or CAPITAL EQUIPMENT sales experience
is required.
'

SALES' SUPPORT ANALYSTS:

Pre-Sales Support-Assign-

ments include customer and prospect contacts, presentation and
proposal preparation. A knowledge of industry-compatible software
required_ Installation Support-Requires a knowledge of monitors
and software systems_ Assignments include on-site customer support.
Training-Assignments include customer training and development
of training aids and presentation materials_ Travel necessary. On-Line
Application-Experience in real-time programming, message switching, process control or data transmission preferable. Assignments will
include pre- and post-sales support.' NATIONWIDE locations.

SYSTEMS EVALUATION:

Participate in the development of
quality assurance techniques for general purpose programming systems. Experience in product testing of FORTRAN programs is required.
Equivalent knowledge and experience with operating systems and
testing of assembler, monitor and compiler programs will be considered. PALO ALTO 'location.

DATA CENTER SALESMEN: Data processing sales experience
required plus a thorough knowledge of computer applications. Sell
Data Center computer time and programming services. LOS ANGELES,
PALO ALTO, WASHINGTON, D.C., MINNEAPOLIS, HOUSTON and
LONG ISLAND locations.

Employment Centers in New York.Washington, D.C •• Minneapolis.Palo Alto
• Los Angeles will promptly reveiw your qualifications and interests.

Send resume indicating positions of interest to: R. G. Brostrom

Employment Dept. D
8100 34th Ave. So.
Minneapolis, Minn.
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CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION
DATAMATION

•

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

charles w.

ada:rns associates
inc.
Computer Programming and Consulting Services
Specializing in On-line Real-time Systems

applications, systems analysis and evaluation, proposals, documentation, and training. \Vill consider full range of computerrelated activities. Please state job particulars. Resume available. Box 4-4 DATAMATION 141 E. 44th 5t. NYC, 10017
Experienced Analyst/Programmer independent, desires contract work in design and/or implementation. Inquire Box
4-3 DATAMATION, 141 E. 44th St.
N.Y.C. 10017

575 TECHNOLOGY SQUARE· CAMBRIDGE' MASSACHUSETTS 02139,

HELP WANTED-educational institutions
JUSTIN A. PERL.MAN

ROBERT L. PATRICK
COMPUTER SPECIALIST

THE LAMELLAR CORPORATION OF

AMER~CA
9935 DONNA
NORTHRIDG_,

213·349·2225
CALIFORNIA

t011 SWARTHMORE AVENUE

PACIFIC PAL.ISADES, CALIFORNIA 00272

TEI..EPHONE (2t3) 4!54-7244

UNITED COMPUTING CORP
Scientific Analysis & Programming;
Computer Software Systems
Business & Information Systems
Real-time Applications
Data Reduction Programs
- Computer Simulations .
376-8438
802 Torrance Blvd., Redondo Beach, Calif.

,
B. GINSBERG 8< Co. ,

,

,

J[RRY GINS~ERG _

"AIIICOC•••••••

AMDAHL ASSOCIATES
Computer System Consultants
planning, design, application
18345 Ventura Blvd.
Tarzana, Calif. 91356
213/ 881-1814

USED EQUIPMENT
Wanted . . . Used EAM Equipment
024, 026, 056, 083, 084, 088, 407,
51~ 521, 604, 54~ 557, 1401
Furnish specifications, age of machine
and asking price. Cash transaction,
Inquire Box 4-1 DATAMATION, 141
E 44th 5t. N .Y.c. 10017

BUSINESS OPP,ORTUNITIES

EXClUSIVE FRANCHISE
Amazing new liquid plastic coating
used on all types of surfaces interior
or exteriol1VEliminates waxing when
applied on Asphalt Tile, Vinyl, Linoleum, Vinyl Asbestos, Hard Wood,
and Furniture. Completely eliminates
painting when applied to Wood, Metal, or Concrete surfaces. This finish is
also recommended for boats and
automobiles.

C

NO COMPETITION
As these are exclusive formulas in demand by all businesses, industry and
homes. No franchise fee. Minimum investment-$300. Maximum investment
-$7,000. Investment'is secured by inventory. Factory trained personnel will
J help set up your business.
For complete details and descriptive
literature write:
CHEM-PLASTICS & PAINT CORP.
1828 Locust
St. Louis 3, Mo.

)

April 1965

New Dura tape to tape code converter,
4 plugboards-$2600.00 Publishers Service
Corp. 6333 Penn Ave. So. Minneapolis,
Minn. 55423
IBM 7070 System for sale. 5K memory,
floating point, five 729II tapes, card
reader, punch, printer, tape switching capability. Delivery Jan. 1966. Past usage:
one shift. Reasonable price Box 4-2, DATAMATION, 141 E. 44th St., N.Y.C.
10017

POSITIONS WANTED
Senior Programmer/Analyst seeks overseas travel and assignments. B.S. in Applied Mathematics plus five years in field
support, sales suppo'rt, project programming, military, scientific, and real-time

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS AND
PROGRAMMERS
Positions available for research oriented
senior systems and programmer personnel. Will assist in development of computer-based publications and services for
a unique chemical information center.
Growth potential in an e'xpanding organization. Liberal employee benefits, including four week vacation for established employees. Call or Write: Personnel Department, The Chemical Abstracts
Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210, Phone: 293-4168,
All ,inquiries treated confidentially. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.

DATAMATION
Classified Advertising
The classified sectio,n is open for the following advertising categories: Used equipment; positions wanted; help wanted, educational. institutions; maintenance services; professional cards; hobby products;
business opportunities and educational
courses. Rates are based on total number
of insertions used within each contract year.
Minimum for all advertising-1 column
inch. Exception-for Situations Wanted
we will accept 1/2 inch column. See rates
below. Maximum vertical space-4 column inches*. Maximum horizontal 2 column wide by 2 column inches deep.
Larger units are billed at display rates.
Rates for advertising (classified only).
,
.
1X
6X
12X
1 column inch .. 40.00 37.00 34.00
* 1 column inch is defined as 1 column
wide by 3/4" deep.
Classified rate cannot be earned in combination with display advertising.
Rates for Situations Wanted-payable in
advance.
For Situations Wanted only:
1/2 inch column (4 lines of type) ....
1X
3X
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 20.00 18.00
Plus $2.00 for box number. Box number
counts 1 line. Situations wanted acce:pted
from individuals o n l y . '
.
Mechanical requirements:
1 column inch ................ 2-3/16"
1/2 inch column .............. 2-3/16"
3/4" (1 column width 2-3/16")
3/8" (2 column width 4-9/16")
Issuance and closing dates: Issued 15th
of month. All copy must be in New York,
N. Y., by 10th of preceding month. All
copy subject to publisher's approval.
For further information please contact:
DATAMATION Magazine, Classified Advertising Dept., 141 East 44th Street, New
York, N. Y. 10017-212-MU 7-5180.
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How can we spot
the creative, responsible,
non-conformist at this
.s~age of the game?

Send us a creative,
responsible,
non-conformist
resume.
A lot of people have heard of Xerox ... in financial and business
publications, on television, in general magazines and news·
papers. Engineers and scientists· have seen and used our
equipment in their offices and laboratories.
.
One result of all this is that we get a lot of mail. Including
resumes. More than 10,000 last year.
We read them avidly because we need many more of the kinds
of people whose technical contributions have made the growth
of Xerox possible. But it isn't easy. Especially when we're
expanding the professional staff in many directions at once.
The thing to remember is that precious little of our technical

work is routine. Neither can we survive and continue to prosper if we add routine people to our technical staffs. So please,
if we're going to be expected to spot you at the resume stage
of the game, be yourself. If you're a bug on detail, tell us about
it. If you can gather in all the elements of a development
project and see it responsibly through to fruition, relate how
you handled your last assignment. If you're committed to
pursuing a very special research subject and you doubt that
Xerox would be interested, don't hide it. You may be pleasantly surprised.
Never forget that creative, responsible, non-conformists are
very important to Xerox. We don't try to hide it. Why should you?

("

XEROX

'-

An Equal Opportunity Employer
CIRCLE 78 ON READ'ER CARD
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About 800 banking people
from
all over the world
[
.,.-.. .
. gathered in San Francisco
last month at the American Bankers
AssoCiation National Automation Cqnference to discuss what computers
we~e doing to banking and what
banking could do with computers.
. The sessions covered the usual
spectrum of topios - from Savings
Automation and Trust Automation
through "A Realistic Look at the Automation program" to discussion of a
"Natipnal Computer System."
This last se~sion, chaired by W.
Putnam Livingston, of the Bankers
Trllst Co., was outstanding. First,
MIT's Martin Greenberger gave a farout look at banking of tomorrow, an
effort he .said he composed at the
P~oject .MAC terminal located at his
residenc~. Greenberger thinks it highly
probable that banking, 25-30 years
from now, will be "a vast electronic
information syst~m of national and
international scope," in which individual banks mayor may not retain their
identities.
He listed seven signs of a current
metamorphosis which could lead to
such a system, and proclaimed the
hardware and technology are available' for the establishment of a network of terminals at retail outlets
tied into· regional random access
memories.
. Spelling out the credit instrument

of the future, Greenberger described
the universal credit card-"the money
key"-"an encoded plastic card that
unlocks, by insertion into a simple remote terminal, the current contents of
the customer's money box stored in
the files of the credit exchange." Balances and credit checks could be made
by the computer, 'and safety checks
might be made by photograph or by
voice identification.
Sl1Pplementing the money key
might be "the money card," a small
solid-state device which electronically
stores dynamic balance information
as well as static identification data.
Pre-iss).led for a certain amount, its
value would charge with every transaction; it would serve as an electronic
coul1terpart of travelers' checks, and
would need no on-line link to a random access file.
U sing time-sharing as an illustration of the raRidity with which new
concepts can be implemented (and
predicting that T -S will be the dominant mode of using computers in research, en,gineering and education by
1969), Greenb~rger claimed that
automatic credit could move in just
as swiftly, although it probably
won't, because of technical and legal
hurdles~ But the real hurdle, he said,
is inertia, and h~ appealed to the
bankers to get Ploving, implying that
they might otherwise lose their lead
to other industries anxious to become

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
To do. analysis of advanced commercial applications of facsimile and other graphic
communication systems. Will also make engineering configuration stUdies leading to
Information system designs which employ
advanced imaging technologies with partially
or fully automated controls. MS preferred,
plus experience in one or more of the following areas; preferably for commercial or
civilian government applications: digital
data communications, peripheral equipment
control logic, electromechanical systems
design, network switching, synthetic displays, video storage, and microfilm systems.

COMPUTER PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS
Electrical or mechanical engineers with experience in the peripheral equipment area
for data systems or computer systems, including development work on magnetic tape,
magnetic drums, punched card equipment,
electromechanical printers. Should also have
been involved with systems planning and! or
system integration of computer peripherals
with computer systems.
.

ANALYTICAL ENGINEERS
To solve challenging design problems using
analog and digital computers to direct design work by early evaluation of ppssible
alternatives and rapid solution of difficult
problems (i.e. control systems analy~is' and
synthesis, heat transfer, stress an~lysis, dynamics and kinematics, optics, statistical
analysis). BS or MS in engineering! science
required, plus experience in analysis, or
d!,!sign of commercial products.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
To analyze and flowchart complex data systems including data flow in communicatiqnscomputer networks, and large business data
systems; design computer simulation of
data flow problems. BS in Math, plus approximately 8 years broad experience In
systems analysis and programming. Must ~e
familiar with FORTRAN and similar symbolic
langllages ..

GRAPHIC STORAGE &
RETRI~VAL SYSTEM~ ENGINEER
Mechanical engineer or physicist to develop
practical concepts for graphic storage systems based on Xerox proprietary techniques.
The candidate sho!lld give strong evidence
of creative engineering ability. Desirable
background would be in fields like camera
design, projection display equipment design
and microfilm equipment.

For preceding positions, please send your
resume, including salary history, in confidence to Mr. Robert E. Conboy, Department
DA-4, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1540,
Rochester, N. Y. 14603.

XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer
.CIRCLE 78 ON READER CARD
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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

ADVANCED

DESIGN
CONTROL DATA'S Advanced Design
Department offers an opportunity to
work with state-of-the-art techniques
in:
High-Speed Circuit Design
Extremely High Performance Core
Memory. Development

These assignments require an exceptional degree of creativity and engineering competence along with a desire to
playa significant role in the development of future generation computers.
CONTROL DATA is one of the nation's
true growth companies where individual recognition and a truly professional and creative atmosphere await
qualified individuals. The positions are
located in suburban St. Paul which
offers excellent school facilities, recreational activities and proximity to a
major cultural center.
If you are an electrical engineer with
experience in the development of highspeed, digital circuits or high performance core memories, CONTROL DATA
would like to discuss these opportunities with you. Please send resu me
or call in confidence:
W. D. Rowe _ Dept.2H _ Computer
Division _ 4201 North Lexington Avenue,
St. Paul, Minn. 11 (612) 631-0531 X336

;;..-:

-"
,
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An equal opportunity employer
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the dominant factor in the national
credit information system of the future.
John M. Case, a consultant, pushed
this last idea a step further, stating
the question was not how to get to
a no-paper millenium, but "How do
we get there before anybody else?"
Noting that banking is a system, Case
proclaimed "that it had better start
acting like one."
He established three needs if banking is to stay in the credit exchange
driver's seat: a· uniform credit practice and a code to express it; rules
and guidelines to permit automatic
credit processing; a communications
network amongst banks.
John J. Clarke, of the Federal ReServe Bank of N.Y., took a look at
some 6f the legal questions involved
in a national system~ noting its necessity to keep up with the ever-il)~reas
ing mount'ains of .checks ( 60-million
checks are processed in this country
ev~ry business day).
Discussing the problem of correct
identification, he mentioned voice
recognition (mentioned by another
speaker at the conference as having
an accuracy somewhere between fingerprinting and handwriting), warned
that we must not underestimate the
cleverness of the crook, but said he
saw no need for new laws to handle
the problems arising from mistaken
credit transactions.
Raising the question of who should
be th~ proprietor of a nationa.l computer:system (he called it NATCOM),
Clarke guessed that perhaps the Communications Satellite Corp. formula
might be a good one-private ownership under rather clo.se federal government control. He noted that a purely
private system might run into rather
"nasty" anti-trust problems. He concluded with his personal recommendation for the cooperative study 9£ such
a system by the ABA and the Federal
Reserve Board.
Not all of the sessions were as good
, as this one. At one meeting, a communications firm representative who
was supposed to discuss new communications systems put in an unabashed pitch for his company's ability to perform systems design jobs.
Others gave the usual mundane advice, e.g., to form an automation committee before investigating same.
The aforementioned Mr. Livingston delivered an excellent paper on
the check's future, which he summed

up as "Stop moving checks," emphasizing the necessity of holding paid
and canceled checks at the paying
bank. Beyond that, it will be necessary, he said, to record magnetic serial
numbers on all checks as they are
printed, and to pick these up on
magnetic tape on the first computer
pass. He reviewed the results of a
pilot study at his bank, where for
three years 120 employees have received monthly statements without
receiving checks. The results indicated
little need for returning check~.
The second phase of the plan to
stop moving checks-leaving them for
safekeeping with the first large bank
handling them-could be part of a
national computer system, which "ties
in closely with paying bills by telephone, transmitting checks by facsimile, and . . . no checks at all."
In his keynote address, T. J. Watson
Jr. noted that he wasn't there to plug
IBM, indicating that if everybody in
the room bought his company's equipment, he might be in trouble with
the government. He went on to stress
the need for "a far more searching
and rigorous analysis of the facts and
problems than we yet have" in order
to . understand the relationships behveen machines and the economy.
At a luncheon talk, GE's Louis T.
Rader pulled together some statistics,
relating productivity (increasing on
the average of 2.9% per year since
1947; 3.7% for the past two years),
and between labor efficiency and investment per \Yorker in various industries. "The four industries with the
most value added per man-hour also
rank at the top in investment per
worker," he noted. "And the four least
efficient industries in labor utilization
rank lowest in investment per worker.
The relation here is obvious." And,
he claimed, the facts show that indl.lstries using the most labor per unit
of output and with the lowest investments in plant and equipment have
the lowest growth in labor demand
and the lowest profits.
Meanwhile, back at the exhibition
center, the manufacturers were trying
to show how tJ:1ey could help the
bankers save money (by decreasing
the need for clerical help?), improve
customer relations, and spend more
money on equipment.
Burroughs and Honeywell had
whole systems working, and GE
offered an on-line demonstration of
a'teller's window hooked up t~ a 415
in Phoenix. Perhaps the biggest fuss
was over the new Lundy MICR sorter,
which offers slow speeds (5,000
documents per hour) at low, low
prices-reportedly one-fourth of the
asking price for standard high-speed
units. One mal) representing two small
DRTRMRTION
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BASIC

GOAL

Man could go to the moon right
now.
But he couldn't get there safely
and return, which is a basic goal
of Project Apollo.
It is also a goal of the gifted
scientists and engineers of Bellcomm who do systems engineering for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
manned space flight effort.
Perhaps you have attained the
level of professional competence
to make this your goal, too. We
have rewarding openings in such
fields as physics, mathematics,
engineering, flight mechanics,
propulsion, chemistry, computing
and programming, guidance and
trajectory analysis.
Bellcomm offers exciting and
rewarding work. Resumes should
be addressed to Mr. N. W.
Smusyn, Personnel Director, Bellcomm, Inc., Room 1303-E, 1100
17th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
20036. We are an equal opportunity employer.

o @ Bellcomm, Inc.
.~

A Bell System Company

banks (15,000 accounts) in Col~rado
said such a device would let him put
a toe in the mechanization doorusing the sorter and telephone lines
to hook into a service bureau.
Alert to the banking industry's interest in vast national information
utilities and il1creased customer services was Bell, with a demonstration
of how someday you and I can pay
our bills on a touch-tone phone, much
more rapidly (ouch) than ever before,
and without using post-dated checks.
It's interesting to note that the term
"kiting" was not once heard at the
conference.
At another booth, Dun & Bradstreet
won the award for the acronym which
best reRects a company's name with
their DUNS (Dun's Universal Numbering System), a fat volume in which
300,000 manufacturers and 25,000
non-manufac~ring firms worth more
than $500K (together they account
for 90% of the Row of business documents, according to D&B), are assigned seven-digit numbers (six digits
plus check). . A presumed leading
zyro will permit expansion' later. Already, some leading fir~s are requesting their vendors to include their
DUNS number on their invoices.
And ~ small (13-man) company
in Racine, Wisconsin named MEDAC
was there to offer its medical billiI1g
program pac1<age to banks not in
,areas already sealed off by franchise
restrictions (United California Bank
is using it out here) .
It was an interesting conference,
especially to a non-banking computeroriented observer. But it was no place
for digit' haters. Already banking is
pursuing with other industries, and
through ASA, a thing called CUSIP
(Committee on Uniform Security
Identification Procedures), which will
permit each of some 115-120,000
stocks and security issues to have
their own private number. The banks
are also interested in' establishing
a national customer identificatiol1 numbering system. Then there's the universal credit card with its numbering
problems. Eventually, every newborn babe may have a social security
number tatQoed in some appropriate
part of its body.
The conference made one thing
clear: banks, although they are often
confused and naive about computers
and their proper use (as one com':
puterite noted, they tend to confqse
automation and mechanization), are
planning for these mysterious beasts
some applications and systems which
,will have profound effects upon their
own industry, upon how the economy
manages its money and its credit . . .
and upon the man in the street.
-ROBERT B. FOREST

World's Fastest,
Low-Cost
Digital Printer
Apply several drops of oil to the
drive-motor shaft-ends each year (or
every fifty-million lines). Brush out
any accumulated dust or lint. Clean
the air filter periodically.
That's the extent of maintenance
for a Franklin Model 1000 . . . the
only digital printer that offers a
printing rate of 40 lines per second
(or less) at low, low, OEM prices.
REQUEST BULLETIN 2301

~I~I~I~I~I~I~~I
East Fourth St. • Bridgeport, Pa. 19405
A Division of the Anelex Corporation
CIRCLE ,52 ON READER CARD
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The S-C 4400 document recorder
has to work
.
only one hour per day to cut $3,000 a month
from computer printing costs!
'.

','
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~
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If you now opera~e two mechanical computer printers, the S:-C
4400 can save you thousands of dollars a month. At the same
time it speeds' output, increases retrieval rates ':lnd reduces data
storage problems by recording all' or part of your data on microfilm. Th~ S-C 4400 can do' all of this by oper~ting as l~ttle as
,
one hour per day. '
For the second printer you pay approximately $200 p~r day
or more. An S,.C 4400 can do the same jot>' in less than an hour,
making a million line entries every sixty minutes. The cost?
Approximately $182.0Q based on one h6ur per day usage; the
actual houfIy rate will 'of course decrease with increased usage.
~esides cutting printer costs by $400.00 per month, the S-C 4400
can 'usually replace one operator per shift as 'well as eliminate
several thousand dollars a month or more in business forms inventory. The total result is a conservative $3,QOO a month s~1Vings.
The S-94400 simplifies mass data proces~ing by taking information from a computer and recording it directly on 16mm or
35mm mi~rofilm. T9d~y's automatic microfilm systems permit
finding
one
d'ocument out' ot a million in 15' seconds.
" '
.
.~ . '
.
,

'

.

Operation -In the S-C 4400, computer data is displayed on the

face of a'CHARACTRON®Shap~q Beam Tube and then photographed automatieally. I tsaves time 'and money by eliminating
the costly step of produCing paper ,output befofe' microfilming.
The S-C '4400 can operate on-line with a c'omputer or 'off-line
from mpgnetic tape. Magnetic tapes and pqper need not be m'anl1 ally transported to other machines to get microfilm Ol1 tput.
When you desire selected paper copies, they can' be proouced
easily on 'a mi~rofil~ re~dcr/~rinter.

•

No Forms Nee~ed -Large jnventories of pre-printed business
formsar:e no long~'r necessary; Instead, fQfnlS art:! photpgraphed
6n 'slid~s andinse'rted in t~e S-C4400 projector. As needed;
forms areprojec~ecl by program control dh"ectly to the ,microfilm
for recording with the corpputed data'. One company ~stimates
the S-C 4400 'system can save more'thap $25,000 per month in
business forms alone., '
"
'
podes Film-Film c04ing for retrieval systems is accomplished

a\lto,nlatically by the S-~' 4400. Line indexiflg marks, image cOl1nt
blip~ and MIRACODE retrieva~ copes can be iinprintedon tbe
~lm at electro!1ic sp~e~s.
'
"

Typical Application~ -S-C 4400 can simplify data processing

by recording ,cu~t0!ller histories'; ac~ount, payroll, and persopnel
records; route and rate informa~ioI1; credit figures; stqck transfers; transaction jOllrnals; inventory reports; configuration managemerit reports, etc. on easy to 'use and easy to' store inicfpfilm.
If yo~ qreinterested i~ obtaining additjonal information on
how to reduce yopr ~omputer output co~ts and at the same time
expand the capabilities 'of your cqmputer op~ration, write
Stromberg-Carlson Corpor~tion, Data, Products-San Diego,
Department f-25, P. b. Box 2449, Sap Diego, California 92112..

STROMBERG-CAFfLSON
. . .'
....
'

'

','

,

"

DATA PROqUCTS-~ANpIEGO
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WARM-BODY CONTRACTORS
ESCAPE CSC SWATHE

"WHERE IS SOFTWARE?,j
ASKS

CapYRIGH~OFFICE
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Leased machinery is stickier since would-be users have
to part with agency funds to acquire it, or it's just
shippedbacik to the .manufacturer. Still, ther~ are
a goodly number of buyers for marked-down leased
equipment in th~ ~e~cess" dlass.
"Ieould get rid of any number of 7094's if I ~ad
'em~" s~i~ the official~ "With the ~ecent pric~ cuts~
they've become a hot item in the government
hand-me-down market."
. The department lets government dp people know what's
availab~e by mean$ of a circular prepared monthly
(current distribution: about 500) listing all "exces~"
equipment. Requests are honored on a first~come,
firs~~served basis.
"We've got people Stan~ing in line. for a50'sj
incredible as that.may sound. A listing of a 1401 on
a recent circular produced more than 20 requests. Of
course, most of these responses come from agencies
which hav~ a margihal use in mind for the equipment
and couldn't justify its acquisition except. at very
lo~ cost."
.
AlSo~ much d~p~rtment business is generated b~ its
breaking down, 9r "carinibalization," -of computing
systems~ Tape drives, card punches, printers, etc.,
are quickly snapp~d up; so are the smaller
accessories •. liWe had 9,000 tape cans come in here one
day. and they were gone three day~ later~" What
happeps to ~o~ernment-bwned equipment that isn't
claimed by any agency? It's declared su~plus and
usually donated to some educational iristitute but,
says the department, that has happened only rarely up
to now.
The· recent deqision by the Civil Service Commission
to restrict use by government agencies of contra9tor
employees ~s not expeqted to have substantial impact
on· the large number of ~ervice companies providing
pr~grammers and: otherdppersonnel to the government.
"The dedi$ion is aimed primarily at those agencies
which utiliz~ contractor personnel as a means of
getting around restrictions bn the number of people
thej c~n hir~ d~r~ctly~"nbted a staff official on
the Bouse M~npower Committee studying the situation.
EDP practitioners are most often obtained from
outside companies for legitimate one-shot.jobs or
because their skills are just not available in. the
gpvernment ranks. Also, computer service contract
empioyees are usually not supervised by federal
workers in their daily work, nor are ~hey hired and
fired by a government boss - the. two principal symptoms
of·circumvention citedby the Commission in its
decision.
The Copyright Office continues a-sitting and
a-rock~ng, w~iting for the response on its offer to
copyright compute~ programs to materialize. The total
of copyrighted programs. remains at three, the same as
a year ago. (This despite the existence of at least
one commercial ~enture in this field). ~Wejve held
preliminary discussions with several companies on
possible copyrighting ,of tbeir programs," said a CO
official~ "b~t nothing definite ever resulted." The
office is a mite put out at this turn of events since
it anticipated at least a modest number of applicants.
111

PROGRAMMERS

When you're
number one
technically in the
computer field,
you have to
move faster just'
to stay there.
,The fact that UNIVAC hardware stands
apart from the rest technically is firmly
established. To make sure that our
software stays on top too, we are
augmenting our Advanced Programming Section. This group is responsible
for the research and development of
programming methods and aids which
will enable us to plan way in advance
the direction our operational programs
will take.
The section's functions include developing advanced methods of program
constructioh, specifying, advanced programming languages, planning for advanced software support and working
on new compilers, language processors
and debugging aids. New avenues will
be explored in such programming techniques as logical language translation,
compiler construction, '!lass memory
allocati()n, information storage and retrieval, interpretive programs and advanced program construction methods.
In addition" generalized research will
be conducted in assemblers and loaders, computer-aided program documentation techniques, advanced executive
systems and remote programming systems.
We need bright programmers with 3
to 5 years experience to think along
with this group. Our staffing standards
are high. We are not lowering them
just to satisfy our immediate requirements.'
Advanced programming is only part of
the story. We're also attacking immediate problems on a number of active
contracts as well. Here you can encounter problems in programming
conceptual computers; multi-processor
systems; scaling problems; engineering design problems; trajectories; system integration; radar systems and
performance analysis; trajectory analysis, guidance eqLiations, simulation.
It's a good time to add your talent to
our staff. Write to Mr. R. K. Patterson,
Employment Manager, ·Dept.
0-12,
UNIVAC Division of Sperry Rand Corp.,
Univac Park, St. Paul, Minn. 55116.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

UNIVAC
OIVISION OF SPERRY RANO CORPORATION
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IN
DATAMATION

Ii

Monson H. Hayes, formerly vp
ahd gm of the Electrohics Div. of
Whittaker Corp., has been named
president of Consolidated Systems
Corp., a subsidiary of Scientific Data
Systems.

CAREER
OPENINGS

• Robert S; Barton, most recently
with Control Data in Australia, has
joined GE's Computer Dept.

Module and Computer
Sales and Engineering

.. Arnold B. Shafritz has been elect·
ed vp of Auerbach Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. .He is a1so director of the
Information Sciences Div.
• Three executive changes have
taken place at IBM: Dr. Thomas R.
Horton has been named vp systems,
Systems Development Div.; John M.
Nortori succeeds him as gm of Advanced Systems Development Div.,
Armonk, N.Y.; and, Louis D. Stevens
has been promoted to manager of
the Las Gatos Lab., Las Gatos, Calif.
• Dr. Donald Drukey has been
namedmanaget of the Research and
Technology Div., and Guy Dobbs
has been appointed manager of newlyformed computer center of System
Development Corp., Santa Monica,
Calif.
• C. Gordon Murphy has been appointed president of the Data Systems
division of Litton Industries, Canoga
Park, Calif. He succeeds John J. Connolly, who was advanced to vp in
charge of the Components Group.

The table-top PDP-8 and the FLIP
CHIP Module line are just two of
the exciting new computer products
which have created additional career
opportunities in our sales and engineering departments for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer Sales Engineers
Module Sales Engineers
Module Application Engineers
Digital Circuit Engineers
Field Service Engineers
Applications Programmers
Computer Programming and
Maintenance Instructors

There are openings for qualified candidates both at our main office in
Maynard and at our ten district
offices.
To arrange an interview at your convenience, mail your resume to Mr.
Robert Lassen, Personnel Manager,
Digital Equipment Corporation, 146
Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754.

• Daniel Sinnott has been named
manager of the Digital Computer
Group, Electronic Associates, Inc.,
West Long Branch, N;J.
• C. William Tarman has been elected president of, and a director of
Meiscon Corp., Chicago-based subsidiary of Control Data Corp. He succeeds James D. Harris, who will remain on the board of directors.
• Elroy S. Slawinski has beeil appointed marlager of systems and dp
department of Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis. He was formerly with
Bucyrus-Erie.

FLI P CH I P is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
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OFFERS NATIONWIDE
OPPORTUNITIES

GREATER CHALLENGE AND EXPERIENCE
PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT AND RECOGNITION
INCREASED COMPENSATION
ASSOCIATION WITH PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

We are currently conducting recruiting and search assignments
which offer outstanding opportunities and compensation for commercial, scientific and engineering professionals who are qualified
for positions as:

• DIRECTORS/MANAGtRS OF DATA PROCESSING
• AssisTANT MANAGERS OF DATA PROCESSING
• TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS TO THE MANAGER
• MANAGERS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
• LEAD SYSTEMS ANALYSTS .,
• SENIOR/JUNIOR SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
• MANAGERS OF PROGRAMMING
• SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS
• 'LEAD PROGRAMMERS
• SENIOR/JUNIOR PROGRAMMERS
• MANAGERS OF COMPUTER OPERATIONS
- CONSULTANT MANAGERS & CONSULTANTS
• SALES/SYSTEMS REPRESENTATIVES
• SERVICE CENTER MANAGERS & SALESMEN
All of our fees are assumed l3y our ciient organizations. All
negotiations are handled in complete confidence. Call or write
to assure a prompt review of your qualifications.

offers
systems analysts and
programmers
the opportunity to design
large-scale operational
computer systelns
Candidates should have a college degree or
equivalent and a minimum of one year's experience designing computet systems or programs

COMPUTER PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS, INC.
135 South La Salle Street
Suite 1460
Chicago, Illinois 60603 • Phone: 312: 236-0900
CIRCLE 83 ON READER CARD

FREE!
.............

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
BULLETIN
,

••••••••••••••

A complete and comprehensive listing of outstanding po·
sitions at salaries from $6,000 to $30,000 with National
Companies for:

ENGINEERS / DATA PROCESSING
Our professional staff combines Customized Service with technical know how to insure for you max- ,
imum career development in the following areas:
• LOGIC DESIGN
• CIRCUIT DESIGN
• SYSTEMS DESIGN

• APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMERS

• SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

• SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMERS

• OPERATIONS
RESEARCH

• INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL

• PROGRAMMING

• MATH ANALYSIS

No charge to you for our custom service. Employers pay our fee.
Expedite your development by sending resume in confidence
with present salary & geographic preference to:

o

t

La Salle Associates

Current assignments are on
Real Time Scientific Systems
Real Time Information Retrieval Systems

Specific areas of systems design include
Command Systems
.
Space Systems
Communicatiorts Systems
Intelligence Systems

Assignment -locations are at
Bethesda, Maryland
Houston, Texas
California
Other selected U.S. locations

Send your complete res,ume,
including salary requirements, to
iVY. R. Van Eysden, Dept. 701D
IBM Federal Systems Division
7220 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland

l,..

Professional Search Dept.
2136 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103

IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer
For your free bulletin without any obligation. circle subscriber service card.
Please use home address only.
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A recognized leader in control systems for the chemical,
petroleum, pulp and paper, power, pipe line, food and other
process Industries, the DIGITAL SYSTEMS DIVISION of the
Foxboro. Company, Natick, Mass., offers excellent career opportunities with rapid advancement in the fast growing field of
COMPUTER CONTROLLED PROCESSING.

SENIOR PROGRAMMER
Engineering or Scientific degree required with systems programming ability. At least four years solid programming.
Mathematic analysis and process control experience plus
knowledge of assemblers and compilers is desirable to handle
industrial process control problems.

SENIOR PRODUCT ENGINEER

I'd rather switch
than fight!
Are you fighting non-progressive management ... the lack of professional environment ... the lack of exposure to diverse,
sophisticated applications ... advancement
opportunities ... or the lack of recognition
for a job well done? Or perhaps your battle
is insufficient remunerations for your technical competence ... or a simple case of
geographical location? If so, our solution
may interest you.
If you are a professional, not a pugilist,
seriously considering new employment opportunities, write in confidence, outlining
education, experience and objectives to:

A BSEE or MSEE with minimum of 4 years experience as a
Digital Computer Logic Engineer. Experience in computer organization, programming and logic design is required. Related
experience with on-line (real time) digital computer systems
as applied to industrial processes would be helpful.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Evaluate and manage the application, design construction,
check-out and starting of on-line computer systems as applied
to industrial processes. Must have 4 years experience and
thorough knowledge of logic design and digital computer
progra mmi ng.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST
Power plant automation. MSEE or ME preferred. BS degree
considered with experience in: automation controls, servoes,
process controls, etc. Must have 5-10 years experience in
the area of central station automation. Ideally, flow charting
power plant functions for on-line computer systems.

If you think you would like to grow with us,
please forward,resume in confidence, to:

J. G. WILLETT
Central Recruiting Office

THE FOXBORO COMPANY

O

Donald D. Coghlan

edp personnel, inc.
"exclusively data processing"
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Suite 205
Chicago, ·111. 60601 Ph. (312) 782·0857
Agency Licensed

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR CHARGES

DIGITAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
4D Strathmore Road
Natick, Massachusetts

JiOXBOBO
REG. U.

s.

PAT. OFFa

"Specialists in Process and Energy Control"
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Has your 1955 project been this successful ?
()

In 1955, Collins was on the very edge of the data business, concentrating on transmission techniques. Culmination of tesearch which began in the '40's was Kineplex®,
a system which employed the methods of kinematics with
multiplexing. This signaling and detecting system was
achieving 4,000 words/minute or 3,000 bits/second in a
band of less; than 3 KC. A converter for punched card input/output was being developed, to be followed by equipment for magnetic tape.

,
II"

Today, we are in final development stages 'on the first
all-purpose computer designed from the ground up for
high-speed information and control systems, and are looking beyond present computer techniques.
In this new era of Applied Information Science, we are
working. in the area of adaptive control of communications. Our new stored logic machines have the versatility
to handle business and scientific data, communications
switching control and process control. We, are working
with integrated logic circuits and high-speed memories in
the 10-500 nanosecond range. We are concentrating on
increasing the speed and integrity of information transfer
within the computer as well as in the outside cominunicadon media. Improved system performance is achieved
through the application of model analysts, simulation,
switching theory, and logic synthesis.
Further, we apply the experience gained from operation
of the largest and fastest switching center in the worlci,
handling some 12,000,000 words a day virtually without
loss. We welcome the help that top-level, open-minded
people with logic design, machine organization, or software experience can give us. Top-level people with an
open mind and experience in broad areas of software and
programming. People who want to stay with the most advanced project and succeed with it. Contact 1. R. Nuss,
Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
COlliNS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa· Newport Beach, Calif.· Dallas, Texas

c
, An equal opportunity employer
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OPPORTUNITIES IN LOS ANGELES AND
HOUSTON WITH TRW SPACE TECHNOLOGY

,
./

LABORATORIES FOR MATHEMATICIANS,
(,,J',

ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS IN SCIENTIFIC

..

AND BUSINESS PROGRAMMING
I

TRW Space Technology Laboratories has openings for Scientific and Business Programmers at its
Computation and Data Reduction Centers (CDRC) at TRW Space Technology Center in Redondo
Beach, California, and in its new Manned Spaceflight Departm~nt in Houston, Texas.
In Redondo Beach near Los Angeles International Airport, you will be working with over 200 programmers and scientists who are applying their background in mathematics, engineering and the
physical sciences to resolve problems of the aerospace environment, and to further advance the
capability of computers and the computer sciences. Here, their responsibilities include space mission
analysis, statistical analysis; data analysis, spacecraft environmental simulation, interpretive computer simulation, automated plotting, bu~iness data processing, real-time operations, list processing,
and computer system applications.
In Houston in new facilities adjacent to NASA's'Manned Space Flight Center, you will be a vital
part of the Apollo Program. TRW Space Technology Laboratories has responsibility to NASA for
Apollo mission planning, mission analysis and real-time program development. STL's task, in broad
terms, consists of "building a computer highway to the moon." STL Programmers will chart the path
the Apollo craft must follow and the functions and maneuvers which will be required to remain on
that path for manned landing on the lunar surface in 1969.
With this challenging assignment, STL in Houston has ground-floor opportunities that may never be
available again. For these exceptional openings, STL requires· BS or MS degrees in Aeronautical
Engineering, Physics, Applied Math or Astronomy, with experience or .training in these areas:

Strong analytical ability and technical originality with broad background in
flight mechanics, astronautics, missile guidance and mission performance.

MISSION ANALYSIS:

Familiarity with the use of digital computation, analytically inclined, with
background in space mechanics.

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS:

Theoretical background in celestial mechanics, o/bit determination and/or related fields of math, physics or astronomy.
.

ASTRODYNAMICS:

GUIDANCE ANALYSIS: Familiarity with techniques for missile guidance and experience in orbital
mechanics, random processes and statistics.
.
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING: Background in high speed digital computers. Will assist in the solution
of problems. arising in missile and space vehicle engineering, with responsibility for direction, programming, debugging and analysis of computer solutions.
.

ACT NOW! Forward your resume immediately to R. J. Brown, TRW Professional Placement,
One Space Park, Department 0·4,
Redondo Beach, California. TRW is an equal opportunity
employer.

TRW SPACE

TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES

THOMPSON

RAMO WOOLORIOGE INC.
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. DATAMATION is offering a 62 page glossary of
data processing terms. The booklet is compiled in
easy to read alphabetical listings with cross references. This glossary can be of great value in your
daily work in the data processing field where terminology isso v,ery important.

Sl

,ea.

'in lots of ,len
to 49 copies
in lots of 5.0
or more copies

75c
SOC

........... ..................•.......•
~

DATAMATION

141 East 44th Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Enclosed is $._______ covering my order for
_ _ _ _~,copies-_ _ _ _-of the adp glossary
NAME______

~

______________________

COMPANY
ADDRESS__________~________________
CITY____________________

ZIP _______

STATE __________________________

Add 4% sales tax on N.Y. City orders
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Photo By David Stemple, Analyst,

CREATIVITY
Whether it's photography, or writing a program, or analyz.;.
ing a business or scientific problem, CUC's staff is creative.
This, in large measure, accounts for the reniarkable record
of success of CUC computer systems and programs. And
CUC is no Johnny-corne-lately. We've been designing and
writing creative programs and performing creative analysis
for ten years now, with experience from ENIACto System/
360. But we are expanding and breaking new ground and
rieed more, many more, creative people.
So, if you are a creative computer professional and want
th~ opportunity to work with your peers, contact us, we'll
be pleased to hear from you.

our

10th

anniversary

cue
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO COMPUTER PROBLEMS

Contact Jim Smith at:
COMPUTER USAGE COMPANY, INC., 655 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
BOSTON,
LOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO,
HOUSTON
CIRCLE 88 ON READER CARD
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EXilllline the cross-section of the heart.cHuband
winding surface are precision turnedalumirium:-:'
a circlll<lr "I" beam machined to O.o02/1concentricity.
That meC:111~;: no compression under full tape. pressure,
no explo!;ion when pressure is released, no distortioO.
repeated excellent winds. c Plastic flanges are
integrally bonded to each other through seven
slots in the "I" beam, then sealed to the hub
with elastic epoxy that accommodates
di!\erences in thermal expansion. That meanS:
11,1I10e strength, and long term parallelism, no
m(\lll.~r what. tl That's a lot of engineering for a
computer reel. If the data developed on your
computer weren't quite so expensive, we
wOlildn't have bothered. C Most every computer
dnd tape manufacturer has this new reel.
I~(~cognize it by the color coded Saturn ring
iJrOllnd the hub. Details available from Data
Packaging Corporation, 205 Broadway,
Cambridge, Mass. Design and
mechanical patents applied for.

O
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us take you down memory lane.

Before there could be ferrite cores there had to be ferrites.
Philips of the Netherlands developed the first ferrites.
Then Philips uncled us
and together we made the first 30 mil cores.
Then we made the first 20 mil cores.
Then we learned to string them before anyone else did.
Then we learned to string them more economically
than anyone else could,
(so economically that in 1964 we brought the price of
memory stacks down 65%.)
Next we'll tell you what we've been doing for you lately.
~FERROXCUBE

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
~Saugerties, New York
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